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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents some new systolic algorithms for numerical computation, that are suitable for implementation on VLSI processor arrays or optical processors.

Chapter 1 is an introduction to the environment for the development of the systolic approach, followed by an overview of major research areas in systolic systems. Chapter 2 contains basic mathematical definitions and a brief introduction to specific areas of numerical analysis. Chapter 3 starts with some basic definitions and terminology for systolic computing; then fundamental systolic algorithms are described. Following is a review of some transformation techniques and an introduction to systolic programming and soft-systolic simulation. Finally, systolic and optical computing are combined, and a framework for developing systolic algorithms is outlined.

Chapter 4 investigates systolic algorithms for the solution of polynomial equations, and the systolic calculation of the roots of the characteristic equation of certain matrices. Chapter 5 presents systolic algorithms for the efficient solution and the updating of the solution of linear systems of equations, using LU decomposition. Chapter 6 develops the concept of pipelining systolic arrays, as well as the combination of area and time expansion, in iterative solution of linear systems of equations, based on a series of systolic matrix-vector multiplications. Chapter 7 further develops the idea of expanding iterative systolic algorithms in area and/or in time. The systolic implementation of successive matrix-matrix multiplications is discussed and then a group of algorithms based on matrix powering is studied. Chapter 8 presents some optical systolic algorithms. The direct mapping of VLSI systolic algorithms on optical processors is discussed, and then, the Outer Product processor is used for the optical systolic implementation of basic matrix computations.

Chapter 9 completes this thesis with some general conclusions, and suggestions for further research. A comprehensive list of references is also given, and an Appendix on the OCCAM programming language, and programs simulating some of the systolic designs presented.
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AND OPTICAL COMPUTING

ABSTRACT

This thesis presents some new systolic algorithms for numerical computation, under the framework of being suitable for implementation on to VLSI processor arrays or optical processors.

Chapter 1 gives an introduction to the environment and background for the development of the systolic approach, followed by an overview of the major research areas in systolic systems; finally the thesis organization is described.

Chapter 2 contains basic mathematical definitions and a brief introduction to specific areas of numerical analysis; further, the algorithms used in subsequent chapters are briefly discussed.

Chapter 3 starts with an example, through which basic definitions and terminology in systolic computing are intro-
duced; then some fundamental systolic algorithms are described. Following is a review of some techniques for deriving and/or modifying systolic systems; further the concepts of systolic programming, simulation; and the soft-systolic paradigm are introduced. Finally, the combination of systolic and optical computing is discussed and a framework for developing systolic algorithms is outlined.

Chapter 4 investigates the systolic implementation of algorithms for the solution of polynomial equations. First, the derivation and operation of the systolic designs for two traditional methods are discussed in detail; then the systolic calculation of the roots of the characteristic equation of a symmetric tridiagonal matrix is described, as well as some other aspects of the systolic computation of certain types of characteristic equations. Finally, a general ring architecture, for the iterative solution of polynomial equations is proposed.

Chapter 5 presents systolic algorithms for the efficient solution of linear systems of equations, using LU decomposition. Initially, the efficiency of the basic algorithm is improved using mathematical techniques; then the problem of updating LU factors is discussed, in the context of Linear Programming. Further, the LU decomposition with partial pivoting is used for the systolic calculation of the eigenvectors of a symmetric tridiagonal matrix.

Chapter 6 develops the concept of pipelining systolic
arrays, as well as the combination of area and time expansion, in iterative systolic algorithms based on matrix-vector multiplications. Firstly, an improved systolic design for matrix-vector multiplication is presented; then, area and/or time efficient pipelines for the iterative solution of linear systems are described. Further, pipelined structures for cyclic reduction and multi-coloring techniques are investigated. Finally, an alternative matrix-vector multiplication design for area expansion applications is discussed.

Chapter 7 further develops the idea of expanding iterative systolic algorithms in area and/or in time. Initially the systolic implementation of successive matrix-matrix multiplications is discussed, and then a group of algorithms based on matrix powering is studied. Thus, the basic iterative methods of chapter 6 are modified, and three closely related methods solving the matrix eigenproblem are investigated. Further, systolic matrix polynomial computations are implemented, as well as the approximation of matrix functions.

Chapter 8 presents some optical systolic algorithms. Firstly, the direct mapping of VLSI systolic algorithms on optical processors is discussed, and the optical implementation of fundamental systolic algorithms is presented. Then, the Outer Product processor is introduced and modified for banded matrix computations; further, the same processor is
used for a series of optical systolic algorithms, based on the Gauss Elimination process.

Chapter 9 completes this thesis with some general conclusions, and suggestions for further research. A comprehensive list of references is also given, and an Appendix on OCCAM programming language, and programs simulating some of the systolic designs presented.
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CHAPTER 6

SYSTOLIC MATRIX VECTOR MULTIPLICATION PIPELINES

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The matrix vector multiplication (mvm) computation is probably the single most useful operation in signal processing, since many basic processes, such as convolution, FIR filtering, Discrete Fourier Transform, can be regarded as special mvm cases [160], [287]. The original systolic mvm algorithm in [181] (see section 3.2) has been applied in many varied problems and has undergone numerous modifications.

For example, a two-level pipelined algorithm is proposed in [158] and the bit-level hardware implementation of a mvm systolic array is discussed in [195-196], where several alternative arrays are described. The same basic algorithm is used for the description of a series of techniques for the derivation and mapping of recurrence equations on-to systolic arrays in [47], [184] and [238]. The mvm algorithm was the first to be considered for optical systolic implementation in [58].
In [19-20] the R+F method is applied in order to improve the efficiency of the mvm array. For the same reason the 'double pipe' concept is introduced in [200-201]. The partitioning of the coefficient matrix in triangular factors, so that a small array can accommodate bigger mvm problems is addressed in [232]. The same method is further elaborated in [215], whilst an alternative, more general approach is given in [209].

An important application of the mvm array in Numerical Analysis is concerned with the iterative solution of linear systems of equations. Some well known iterative methods are used for the solution of linear systems derived from the discrete approximation of ordinary and partial differential equations [282], [289], [300] (see also sections 2.3. and 2.5). These methods are based on a series of mvm operations, so that they can be readily implemented systolically as long as a mvm systolic array is available.

The systolic realisation of iterative methods has been discussed in [80], where a pipeline for the Jacobi method, for sparsely banded matrices, is described in detail. In [45] the Gauss-Seidel method is investigated. A more general approach is given in [25], where a number of iterative methods are considered. The optical implementation of the same algorithms is described in [51], while in [53] the concept is extended to non-linear systems of equations. Finally, a hybrid optical-digital architecture is proposed in [2].
In section 6.2, the derivation of an improved systolic mvm array is given, while in the subsequent section the systolic pipelines for the iterative solution of linear systems are reviewed and some modified pipelines are proposed, partially based on the improved mvm array.

Some special techniques are discussed in sections 6.4 and 6.5. Firstly, the solution of tridiagonal systems using Cyclic Reduction is considered. Then the same method is generalised and a Multi-Coloring scheme is also applied. In the final section of this chapter, some additional applications for the improved mvm array are briefly discussed. Furthermore, alternative methods for the systolic implementation of the iterative methods for solving linear systems are also considered.
6.2 IMPROVED SYSTOLIC MATRIX VECTOR MULTIPLICATION *

The linear systolic array for banded matrix-vector multiplication (mvm), originally proposed in [181], (see section 3.2), can be improved in the following aspects:

The fact that the data sequence is not compact leads to a sub-optimal computation time since the array requires $2n+w$ IPS cycles to complete its computation on a $(nxn)$ matrix $A$ with bandwidth $w$; the processor utilisation is $1/2$, as well as its throughput; i.e. in general the efficiency of the array is $1/2$.

The dataflow is bi-directional along the array, although there are no feedback cycles, i.e. none of the values of any data stream depends on the preceding values of the same data stream. This bi-directional dataflow complicates the application of fault-tolerance techniques; furthermore, drainage and fillup cycles are also necessary (see Fig. 6.2.1).

The interconnection of the array with other systolic arrays requires the reformulation of the data sequences: e.g. the banded matrix-matrix multiplication (mmm) array, also proposed in [181], (see section 3.2), has two dummy

* A shortened version of this section has been presented as part of lectures in the Workshop on VLSI Computation, Univ. of Leeds, 16 Feb. 1987, and in the Parallel Architectures and Computer Vision Workshop, Univ. of Oxford, 30 March 1987.
Fig. 6.2.1. Dataflow for the bidirectional mvm array.
elements between two successive data items and therefore the interconnection of a mvm and a mmm array requires either some intermediate processing of the data sequences or the slowing down of the mvm array.

A unidirectional dataflow combined with a compacted data sequence format can improve the systolic design in all the points discussed above. As is well known, there are alternative systolic designs for a given recurrence and the optimal design is determined in accordance to the constraints imposed by the specific application. These alternative systolic designs can be derived by means of more or less formal techniques (see chapters 1,3). Herein the 'retiming' technique is used for the derivation of the improved systolic array design, in a way similar to that described in section 4.3.

6.2.1 SYSTOLIC ARRAY DERIVATION

The mvm computation $A\mathbf{x} = \mathbf{y}$, in the case of the example of Fig.6.2.1, can be written as

$$
\begin{align*}
y_1 &= 0.0 + a_{11}x_1 + a_{12}x_2 + a_{13}x_3 \\
y_2 &= a_{21}x_1 + a_{22}x_2 + a_{23}x_3 + a_{24}x_4 \\
y_3 &= a_{32}x_2 + a_{33}x_3 + a_{34}x_4 + a_{35}x_5 \\
y_4 &= a_{43}x_3 + a_{44}x_4 + a_{45}x_5 + 0.0 \\
y_5 &= a_{54}x_4 + a_{55}x_5 + 0.0 + 0.0
\end{align*}
$$

This algorithm can be straightforwardly implemented as shown in Fig.6.2.2: in any cycle during the computation each cell
Fig. 6.2.2. A simple systolic design for mvm.
performs a multiplication and all products are summed up by means of a systolic tree adder. The dataflow is also given in Fig.6.2.2 and can be readily derived from (6.2.1); \( x \) moves to the left, while the diagonals of matrix \( A \) are accessed through vertical channels; the entries of \( y \) are produced as an output of the tree adder one for each cycle. An initial delay is required for the fillup of the array and for the summation through the systolic tree-adder.

Now if the computations in each cell are delayed by \( d \) cycles, where \( d \) is the distance of a cell from the leftmost cell, then the computation for \( y \) can be pipelined, as illustrated in Fig.6.2.3. The tree adder has been avoided and each cell performs a full IPS computation; no fillup delay is necessary; however, the elements of \( x \) must be broadcast to all cells. The computation cycle is now 1 IPS, and the initial delay for the first result to be produced is equal to the bandwidth \( w \) of matrix \( A \).

Finally, if the calculations are 'retimed' for an additional cycle then both \( x \) and \( y \) travel in the same direction but at different speeds, as shown in Fig.6.2.4. All long interconnection characteristics have been removed, and the initial delay is now equal to \( 2w-1 \); the only additional hardware required is \( w-1 \) delays in the data stream of \( y \). Notice the unidirectional dataflow and the compactness of the data sequences. Thus the processor utilisation is nearly 1 and no fillup and drainage cycles are required between
Fig. 6.2.3. Dataflow for a semi-systolic mvm array.
Fig. 6.2.4. Dataflow for unidirectional mvm (y is delayed).
successive mvm computations.

The relation (6.2.1) can also be rewritten as a backward recurrence, i.e. the inner products are collected in the reverse order of that given in (6.2.1). If the data stream of $x$ is now delayed, then the resulting dataflow is given in Fig.6.2.5. The computation time is now $n+w+p-1$ IPS cycles, where $n$ is the order of the matrix and $p$ is the size of the upper semiband of matrix $A$, i.e. $w=p+q-1$. A systolic array implementing the dataflow of Fig.6.2.5 is shown in Fig.6.2.6 and a soft-systolic simulation program in OCCAM is given in A.3.1.

The unidirectional mvm systolic designs proposed herein allow for compact data sequences, and therefore optimal computation time; furthermore fault-tolerance techniques can be applied to yield a network that degrades gracefully with respect to the number of consecutive failed cells. They also allow for extensive pipelining, since all data streams move in the same direction and no drainage and fillup cycles are required; more importantly the direct interconnection of mvm and mmm systolic arrays is now easily implementable since the mmm hex-array proposed in [184],[295] has the same characteristics with the mvm arrays discussed herein.
Fig. 6.2.5. Dataflow for unidirectional mmm (x is delayed).
Fig. 6.2.6. Systolic array for unidirectional mvm.
6.3 **IMPROVED SYSTOLIC DESIGNS FOR THE ITERATIVE SOLUTION OF LINEAR SYSTEMS** *

Given a linear system of equations, \( Ax = b \), which, without loss of generality has been so ordered that \( a_{ii} \neq 0 \), for all \( i \). The system can be rewritten as

\[
x = Mx + q ,
\]

(6.3.1)

where \( M \) is the Jacobi matrix of \( A \), with

\[
M_{ij} = \begin{cases} 0, & i=j \\ -a_{ij}/a_{ii}, & i \neq j \end{cases}, \quad q_i = b_i/a_{ii}, \quad i=1,2,\ldots,n .
\]

(6.3.2)

Equations (6.3.1,2) are the basis of many iterative methods for the solution of linear systems discussed in section 2.3. Some of these methods are

(i) **Jacobi method** \((J)\)

\[
x^{(k+1)} = Mx^{(k)} + q ,
\]

(6.3.3)

(ii) **Jacobi overrelaxation method** \((JOR)\)

\[
x^{(k+1)} = \omega(Mx^{(k)} + q) + (1-\omega)x^{(k)} ,
\]

(6.3.4)

where \( \omega \) is the overrelaxation factor.

(iii) **Gauss-Seidel method** \((GS)\)

\[
x^{(k+1)} = Lx^{(k+1)} + Ux^{(k)} + q ,
\]

(6.3.5)

* A shortened version of this section has been presented as part of lectures in the Workshop on VLSI Computation, Univ. of Leeds, 16 Feb. 1987. This section is also part of a paper presented at the Numeta 87 conference, University of Wales, Swansea.
where \( L(U) \) is a strictly lower (upper) triangular matrices with \( L+U=M \).

(iv) Successive overrelaxation method (SOR)

\[
\mathbf{x}^{(k+1)} = \omega (L\mathbf{x}^{(k+1)} + U\mathbf{x}^{(k)}) + (1-\omega)\mathbf{x}^{(k)}
\]  

(6.3.6)

Methods (6.3.3-6) have been considered for systolic implementation in [25], [45], [80]; Fig.6.3.1-4 illustrate linear arrays performing one iteration of the methods (6.3.3-6). In the same figures the data sequence format is shown as well as the synchronisation delays that are necessary between two successive iterative steps. In general, all the designs can be analysed in: one (or two) mvm arrays and a special cell performing the computations described in Fig.6.3.5.

Table 6.3.1 summarises the area and time requirements for the iterative systolic designs, for \( k \) iterative steps, and for a \((nxn)\) banded matrix \( A \), with bandwidth \( w=p+q-1 \). Notice that the time complexity for the special cell in the case of SOR is 1 IPS + 1 ADD and therefore the time cycle for this method must be prolonged accordingly.

6.3.1 IMPROVED ITERATIVE SYSTOLIC DESIGNS

The following observations can be made on the pipeline designs of Fig.6.3.1-4. Firstly, the quantities

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{a_{ij}}{a_{ii}}, \frac{a_{jj}}{a_{ii}} & , \quad i \neq j \quad \text{and} \\
\frac{b}{a_{ii}}, \frac{b_i}{a_{ii}} & , \quad \omega \frac{b_i}{a_{ii}}
\end{align*}
\]  

(6.3.7)

are calculated repetitively in each step of the iterative
\[
\max(p, (q-1))+1 \quad \max(p, (q-1))-(q-1)
\]

Fig. 6.3.1. Pipeline block for J method; \( w=5, p=q=3 \).
Fig. 6.3.2. Pipeline block for JOR method.
Fig. 6.3.3. Pipeline block for GS method.
Fig. 6.3.4. Pipeline block for SOR method.
Fig. 6.3.5. Special cell definitions for pipeline blocks in Fig. 6.3.1-4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>JOR</th>
<th>GS</th>
<th>SOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>$k((w-1)IPS+DIV)$</td>
<td>$k(IPS+DIV)$</td>
<td>$k((w-1)IPS+DIV+ADD)$</td>
<td>$k(IPS+DIV+ADD)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>$2(n-1)+(k-1)(2p+1)$</td>
<td>as for J</td>
<td>$2(n-1)+(k-1)2p+p$</td>
<td>as for GS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3.1. Area-time requirements for systolic pipelines in Fig. 6.3.1-5.
process, while they need to be calculated only once in the beginning of the computation. Thus, the complex special cells will be avoided at the expense of some initial preprocessing. Furthermore, for the JOR and SOR methods the addition of vectors \((1-\omega)x^{(k)}\) can be interpreted as an additional IPS in the mvm, i.e. \((6.3.4,6)\) can be rewritten as

\[
x^{(k+1)} = (\omega I+(1-\omega)I+\omega U)x^{(k)} + \omega \phi ,
\]

\[
x^{(k+1)} = \omega Ix^{(k+1)} + ((1-\omega)I+\omega U)x^{(k)} + \omega \phi .
\]

Thus, a more uniform implementation of the four methods can be achieved since for \(\omega=1\), JOR yields the J and SOR yields the GS methods. Fig.6.3.6-7 illustrate the improved systolic arrays for one iterative step: the linear array of Fig.6.3.6 is a simple mvm array implementing a matrix-vector inner product step (mvips) as in \((6.3.1)\). In Fig.6.3.7 there are again two mvm arrays but now the middle cell is a three-input adder.

The preprocessing elements required for the formulation of the data sequences are shown in Fig.6.3.8,9. The main diagonal of matrix \(A\) enters a divider cell calculating \(\omega/a_{ii}\), this quantity is propagated to the remaining cells while \((1-\omega)\) is the main diagonal entry of the output matrix \(M\). The other cells calculate \(-\frac{(\omega/a_{ii})a_{ij}}{a_{ii}}\), except for the cell corresponding to \(b\) that only calculates \(\frac{(\omega/a_{ii})b_{i}}{a_{ii}}\). Some reformatting delays are necessary for the output of the preprocessing elements to conform with the data sequence.
Fig. 6.3.6. Modified pipeline block for J, JOR methods.
Fig. 6.3.7. Modified pipeline block for GS, SOR methods.
formats of the iterative systolic designs; these delays are also shown in Fig.6.3.8,9.

Table 6.3.2 summarises the area and time requirements for the improved iterative systolic designs. By comparing Tables 6.3.1,2 we can observe that, for the J,JOR methods, the special cell in each iteration is replaced by a simple IPS cell, which, in the case of the J method can be replaced by simple delays. On the other hand, a new preprocessing array is introduced; thus, the main pipeline becomes simpler and more regular at the expense of w IPS cells and 1 divider of the preprocessor. The computation times do not differ significantly.

For the GS,SOR methods, again the main pipeline is simpler and for the GS method the main diagonal cell can be removed giving better area results. The computation times are nearly the same. In general, the improved designs offer simpler and more regular pipelines with approximately the same time complexity; furthermore some unification is achieved in the treatment of the different methods, i.e. the same systolic design can be used for both J and JOR, or for GS and SOR methods.

6.3.2 UNIDIRECTIONAL MVM ARRAY FOR J,JOR METHODS

The basic building block of the iterative systolic networks discussed is the mvm array, which can be improved as proposed in section 6.2. Thus, for the J,JOR methods the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J, JOR</td>
<td>[k(w_{IPS}+(w-1)IPS+DIV+MUL)]</td>
<td>[2(n-1)+(k-1)(2p-1)+w+(4q-2)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS, SOR</td>
<td>[k(w_{IPS}+ADD)+(w-1)IPS+DIV+MUL]</td>
<td>[2(n-1)+(k-1)(2p-p)+(2q-1)]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3.2. Area-time requirements for systolic pipelines in Fig. 6.3.6–9.
Fig. 6.3.8. Preprocessor for J, JOR methods.
Fig. 6.3.9. Preprocessor for GS, SOR methods.
Fig. 6.3.10. Pipeline block for J, JOR methods using the unidirectional mvm array.
Fig. 6.3.11. Preprocessor for the pipeline in Fig. 6.3.10.
pipeline block can take the form shown in Fig.6.3.10, while the preprocessing element is given in Fig.6.3.11. Soft-systolic simulation programs for the J,JOR pipeline and its preprocessor are given in A.3.2, A.3.3.

The area requirements are nearly the same; the only additional complexity is the line crossings that are necessary for \( M, q \) to be fed into the \( \text{mvm} \) array. The time requirements have changed significantly, since the data sequence is compact and only \( n \) instead of \( 2n \) IPS, cycles are required for the result to be produced; on the other hand, however, the unidirectional \( \text{mvm} \) array imposes \( w+p-1 \) IPS cycles delay per pipeline block, instead of \( 2p-1 \) for the design of Fig.6.3.7. Therefore the gain in computation time can be expressed as \( n-k(w-p) \) IPS cycles; so that the gain is significant for \( n \gg kw \).

In the case of the GS,SOR methods the unidirectional array gives no better results than those achieved by the design of Fig.6.3.8. This is because the benefit of the compactness of the data sequence is cancelled by the need for idle cycles between the computation of two successive entries of \( x \). Some alternative ways for improving the performance of the systolic GS,SOR methods are discussed in the subsequent sections.
6.4 SYSTOLIC NETWORKS FOR ITERATIVE METHODS USING CYCLIC REDUCTION

An important class of linear systems of equations are the systems obtained as the discrete finite difference approximation to general second order ordinary differential equations. A simple case is the equation (see section 2.5)

\[ \frac{d^2 x(z)}{dz^2} + a(z) x(z) = \phi(z) \]  

(6.4.1)

subject to boundary and continuity conditions given in [289],[300]. The discrete approximation vector \( x \) is given by a system of the form \( Ax = b \), where \( A \) is a tridiagonal, irreducible, diagonal dominant matrix, with

\[ a_{ii} > 0, \quad a_{ij} \leq 0, \quad i \neq j, \quad i=1,2,...,n. \]  

(6.4.2)

The corresponding Jacobi matrix \( M \) is tridiagonal with zero main diagonal entries, and non-negative off-diagonal entries (see Fig.6.4.1). As shown in the same figure, \( A \) and \( M \) can be rewritten as

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
D_1 & A_1 \\
A_2 & D_2
\end{bmatrix}
\quad
M = \begin{bmatrix}
O & F_1 \\
F_2 & O
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(6.4.3)

Thus, the Jacobi matrix produced by the coefficient matrix \( A \) of the discrete approximation to the solution of a general second order ordinary differential equation as in (6.4.1), can take the form of (6.4.3) and it is said to be a weakly cyclic matrix of index 2. Alternatively, \( A \) is defined as a
Fig. 6.4.1(a). 2-cyclic ordering of tridiagonal matrices for $n=4$ (even) and $n=5$ (odd).
Fig. 6.4.1(b). 2-cyclic ordering of the Jacobi matrices.
2-cyclic matrix relative to the partitioning of Fig.6.4.1.

Especially in the case of second order ordinary differential equation in (6.4.1), matrix $A$ is symmetric, thus yielding submatrices $H_2=H_1^T$ and $F_2=F_1^T$. In general, $F_1$ is lower triangular bidiagonal, and $F_2$ is upper triangular bidiagonal matrix, of size $(\lceil n+1\rceil/2 \times \lceil n+1\rceil/2)$; for $n$ odd the addition of a dummy column (row) is necessary.

Consider the solution of the linear system of equations $Ax=b$, using the iterative methods discussed in section 6.3. From (6.3.1) it is obvious that both $x$ and $g$ can be partitioned as

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_1 \\
  x_2
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
  0 & F_1 \\
  F_2 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_1 \\
  x_2
\end{bmatrix} +
\begin{bmatrix}
  g_1 \\
  g_2
\end{bmatrix}
$$

Thus, method $J$ (6.3.3) can be written as

$$
\begin{align*}
  x_1^{(k+1)} &= F_1 x_2^{(k)} + g_1 \\
  x_2^{(k+1)} &= F_2 x_1^{(k)} + g_2
\end{align*}
$$

(6.4.5)

i.e. a pair of decoupled equations is created, where $x_1^{(k+1)}$ depends on only $x_2^{(k)}$ and vice versa:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_1 \\
  x_2
\end{bmatrix}^{(k-1)} \rightarrow
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_1 \\
  x_2
\end{bmatrix}^{(k)} \rightarrow
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_1 \\
  x_2
\end{bmatrix}^{(k+1)}
$$

(6.4.6)

Since $x_1, x_2$ have both $\lceil (n+1)/2 \rceil$ entries, the two systems can
be solved in parallel. The JOR method (6.3.4) can be suitably modified as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{cases}
\tilde{x}_1^{(k+1)} &= \omega(F_1 \tilde{x}_2^{(k)} + g_1) + (1-\omega)\tilde{x}_1^{(k)} \\
\tilde{x}_2^{(k+1)} &= \omega(F_2 \tilde{x}_1^{(k)} + g_2) + (1-\omega)\tilde{x}_2^{(k)}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]  

(6.4.7)

In this case, \( x_1^{(k+1)}, x_2^{(k+1)} \) depend on both \( x_1^{(k)} \) and \( x_2^{(k)} \).

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\vdots \\
x_1^{(k+1)} \\
x_2^{(k+1)} \\
\vdots
\end{array}
\]  

(6.4.8)

Applying the GS method (6.3.5) the vector iterates are defined as

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{cases}
x_1^{(k+1)} &= F_1 x_2^{(k)} + g_1 \\
x_2^{(k+1)} &= F_2 x_1^{(k+1)} + g_2
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]  

(6.4.9)

Alternatively, since

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & F_1 \\
F_2 & 0
\end{bmatrix}^2 = \begin{bmatrix}
F_1 F_2 & 0 \\
0 & F_2 F_1
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(6.4.10)

the solution of (6.4.8) is equivalent to the solution of the uncoupled equations

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{cases}
x_1^{(k+1)} &= F_1 F_2 x_1^{(k)} + (F_1 g_2 + g_1) \\
x_2^{(k+1)} &= F_2 F_1 x_2^{(k)} + (F_2 g_1 + g_2)
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]  

(6.4.11)
Now $x_1^{(k+1)}$ depends only on $x_1^{(k)}$ and $x_2^{(k+1)}$ on $x_2^{(k)}$ (Cyclic Reduction):

$$
\begin{array}{c}
\rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} x_1 \\ x_2 \end{bmatrix} \\
\rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} x_1 \\ x_2 \end{bmatrix} \\
\rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} x_1 \\ x_2 \end{bmatrix} \\
\rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} x_1 \\ x_2 \end{bmatrix}
\end{array}
$$

(6.4.12)

Furthermore from (6.4.8) and (6.4.11) the following equivalent system can be formed:

$$x_1 = F_1 x_2 + g_1,
\begin{array}{c}
\rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} x_1 \\ x_2 \end{bmatrix} \\
\rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} x_1 \\ x_2 \end{bmatrix} \\
\rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} x_1 \\ x_2 \end{bmatrix}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
n = \begin{bmatrix} F_2 F_1 x_2 + (F_2 g_1 + g_2) \\
F_2 x_2 + F_1 y_1 + g_2
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix} F_2 x_2 + F_1 (F_2 g_1 + g_2) \\
F_2 g_1 + g_2
\end{bmatrix}
\end{array}
$$

(6.4.13)

In this way only half of the iterative computation is performed, while $x_1$ is calculated by means of the final solution vector for $x_2$. Therefore we have:

$$
\begin{array}{c}
\rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} x_1 \\ x_2 \end{bmatrix} \\
\rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} x_1 \\ x_2 \end{bmatrix} \\
\rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} x_1 \\ x_2 \end{bmatrix}
\end{array}
$$

(6.4.14)

Thus, $x_2$ can be computed as soon as $F_2 F_1$ and $(F_2 g_1 + g_2)$ are formed. These two calculations can be combined by squaring the augmented matrix

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 \\
0 & M
\end{bmatrix}^2 =
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 \\
0 & M + M^2
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(6.4.15)

with $M^2$ as in (6.4.10) and $g + Mg$ analysed as

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
g_1 \\
g_2
\end{bmatrix} +
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & F_1 \\
F_2 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
g_1 \\
g_2
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
F_1 g_2 + g_1 \\
F_2 g_1 + g_2
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(6.4.16)
For the SOR method (6.3.6) the system is described by

\[
\begin{align*}
    x_1^{(k+1)} &= \omega(F_1 x_2^{(k)} + 2_1) + (1-\omega)x_1^{(k)} \\
    x_2^{(k+1)} &= \omega(F_2 x_1^{(k+1)} + 2_2) + (1-\omega)x_2^{(k)}
\end{align*}
\]

(6.4.17)

It is obvious that no significant gain is achieved by this partitioning, and furthermore the expression of \(x_1^{(k+1)}\) in terms of \(x_1^{(k)}\) and \(x_2^{(k)}\) introduces excessive complexity in the solution of the system.

6.4.1 SYSTOLIC DESIGNS

Fig.6.4.2-4 illustrate schematically pipeline stages that implement the recurrence relations derived from equations (6.3.3-5) when \(M\) is a weakly cyclic matrix of index 2. Fig.6.4.2 shows a systolic design for the realisation of the \(k\)th iteration of (6.4.5,6) for the case of matrix \(M\) as defined in Fig.6.4.1, and \(n=5\). The case of \(n\) even is not discussed as it is covered adequately by the odd case. Two parallel pipelines are developed, where the output of stage \(k\) of one pipeline is the input of stage \(k+1\) of the other pipeline. The basic component of the pipeline stages is the mvm array discussed in section 6.2. The two mvm arrays have area \(w_1, w_2\) IPS cells, where \(w_1, w_2\) are the bandwidths of \(F_1, F_2\) respectively, as illustrated in Fig.6.4.2-4, where \(w_1=2, w_2=2\), with \(p_1=1, q_1=2, p_2=2, q_2=1\).

The input data sequence formats and the synchronisation delays required are also shown in Fig.6.4.2. The output vec-
Fig. 6.4.2. Pipeline block for J method (2-cyclic matrices).
Fig. 6.4.3. Pipeline block for JOR method (2-cyclic matrices).
Fig. 6.4.4. Pipeline block for GS method (2-cyclic matrices).
tors are synchronized by adding the appropriate delays in the data stream of the 'faster' output, i.e. in the side with smaller \((w_i + p_i - 1)\), \(i = 1, 2\). Thus, both output streams encounter a delay of \(\max ((w_1 + p_1 - 1), (w_2 + p_2 - 1))\) IPS cycles. The same number of delays is placed on the data stream of \(F_1, F_2\) and \(Q_1, Q_2\).

For the case of the tridiagonal matrix \(A\), the Jacobi matrix \(M\) has two significant diagonals. Using a systolic network as in Fig.6.3.10 for the solution of the non-cyclic system it will require pipeline stages of \(w = w_1 = w_2 = 2\) IPS cells and a computation time of the order \(n + kw\) IPS cycles, where \(k\) is the number of iterations. Using the systolic design of Fig.6.4.2 the solution will require pipeline stages of area \(2w\) and computation time of order \((n/2) + kw\).

Fig.6.4.3 depicts the implementation of equations (6.4.7, 8): again the pipeline stage can be analysed in two parallel pipelines. However, in this case stage \(k+1\) of one pipeline accepts input from stage \(k\) of both pipelines; furthermore, the computation is more complex since \((1-\omega)x_1\) or \((1-\omega)x_2\) should be added to the result of the \(\text{mvips}\) operation. This is accomplished by means of an additional IPS cell performing the calculation \(\omega q_1 + (1-\omega)x_1\) or \(\omega q_2 + (1-\omega)x_2\).

The input data sequence format is the same as in Fig.6.4.2. Some delays must be added in the input streams: \(x_1\) has to be delayed by \((p_1 - 1)\) cycles before the beginning
of the calculation of \( g_1 + (1-w)x_1 \); similarly \( x_2 \) is delayed by \((p_2 - 1)\) cycles. Furthermore, the additional IPS cell imposes a one-cycle delay in all input streams that are not involved in its computation. Since the computation time for the pipeline block is increased by one cycle, the output delays for data streams \( F_1, F_2, g_1, g_2 \) must also be increased by 1 cycle.

Comparing the design of Fig.6.4.3 with the corresponding pipeline implementing the JOR method in section 6.3, it is observed that, as in the case of the J method, the area has been doubled. The interconnections in the pipeline of Fig.6.4.3 are more complex, mainly because the computation involving \((1-w)\) cannot be performed in the main mvm array as in Fig.6.3.7. The computation time is of order \((n/2)+kw\), instead of \(n+kw\) which is a significant gain, especially if \(n>>kw\).

Fig.6.4.4 illustrates the realisation of equations (6.4.13,14): only \( x_2 \) is produced, while \( x_1 \) can be calculated separately using the final result for \( x_2 \). This design can be duplicated, so that two parallel and unconnected pipelines calculate \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \). The kth stage of this pipeline is a simple mvm array. For the tridiagonal matrix \( A \), the bandwidth of \( F_1 F_2 \) is equal to the bandwidth of the original matrix \( A \), while matrix \( M \) has only two significant diagonals.

Comparing the design of Fig.6.4.4 with the systolic pipeline for the GS method discussed in section 6.3, it is noticed that the area has been increased by 1/2 and the time
has been reduced from approximately $2n+kw$ to $(n/2)+kw$. However only $x_2$ is produced and some pre- and postprocessing are necessary to calculate $F_1F_2$ and $F_2g_1+g_2$. If the double, uncoupled pipeline is used, the area is three times more while the time reduction is the same.

Block diagrams illustrating the overview of linear system solvers based on the pipeline designs discussed are given in Fig.6.4.5. The preprocessor, common to all system solvers, is similar to that discussed in section 6.3, i.e. for given $H_1,H_2,D_1,D_2$ and $ω$ it produces $F_1,F_2,g_1,g_2$. The designs are similar to that in Fig.6.3.11; what differs is the arrangement of the data streams and reformatting delays so that the output sequence format of the postprocessor is identical to that required by the next block of the system. For designs 3 and 4, the next block is a combination of mmm and mvm arrays that performs the calculations in (6.4.15,16). The mmm array used is the unidirectional array in [184],[295]. Finally, for design 3, there is a postprocessing element performing a mvips computation. Soft-systolic simulation programs in OCCAM, for the pipeline designs of Fig.6.4.2 and Fig.6.4.3 are given in A.3.4 and A.3.5, respectively.
Fig. 6.4.5. Overall pipeline configuration for the iterative solution of 2-cyclic systems.
6.5 P-CYCLIC MATRICES AND MULTI-COLORING TECHNIQUES

6.5.1 P-CYCLIC MATRICES

The results of the previous section are now extended in the more general case of p-cyclic matrices. A (nxn) matrix A is defined to be p-cyclic, where \( p \geq 2 \), if by a permutation of rows and columns it can be partitioned into the form:

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
A_{11} & A_{21} & A_{22} & \cdots & A_{1,p} \\
A_{21} & A_{32} & A_{33} & \cdots & 0 \\
A_{32} & A_{33} & \ddots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
A_{1,p} & 0 & \cdots & 0 & A_{p,p-1} & A_{p,p}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(6.5.1)

where the subdiagonal matrices \( A_{ii} \) are non-singular, square matrices and the off-diagonal submatrices \( A_{ij} \) are rectangular matrices. The Jacobi matrix corresponding to A has the form

\[
M = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & M_{1,p} \\
M_{21} & 0 & \cdots & 0 & 0 \\
M_{32} & 0 & \ddots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & 0 & M_{p,p-1}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(6.5.2)

where

\[
M_{1,p} = -A_{11}^{-1} A_{1,p} \\
M_{r,r-1} = -A_{rr}^{-1} A_{r,r-1}, \quad r=2, \ldots, p
\]  

(6.5.3)
Matrix $M$ is said to be weakly cyclic of index $p$; if all $A_{ii}$ are diagonal matrices then (6.5.3) can be rewritten as:

$$m_{ij} = -a_{ij}/a_{ii}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.5.4)

As discussed in section 6.4, 2-cyclic matrices arise naturally in the discrete approximation by finite differences of elliptic or parabolic differential equations. Examples of problems producing $p$-cyclic matrices for $p>2$ can be found in [280],[282] and can be classified in two general categories. Firstly, the use of 4-point stencils on triangular or rectangular nets for the finite-difference approximation of elliptic differential equations (see Fig.6.5.1) yield $p$-cyclic matrices for $p=3$ or 4. Then, finite-difference approximation of parabolic differential equations with periodic boundary conditions yield $p$-cyclic matrices with $p$ arbitrarily large.

It is assumed that $A_{ii}$ are diagonal matrices and therefore the elements of the corresponding Jacobi matrix is given by (6.5.4). The bandwidth of the submatrices $A_{ij}$ is $(s-1)$ where $s$ is the number of points that are covered by the stencil, while the bandwidth of matrix $A$ in natural ordering is $s$, if the null diagonals are not taken into account.

The linear system of equations $Ax=b$, for $A$ a $p$-cyclic matrix, takes the form:
Fig. 6.5.1(a). 2-cyclic ordering using 3 and 5-point stencils.
Fig. 6.5.1(b). 3 and 4 -cyclic ordering using 4-point stencils.
and can be rewritten as,

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
m_{21} \\
m_{32} \\
0 \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
A_{1,1} & A_{1,2} & \cdots & A_{1,p}
A_{2,1} & A_{2,2} & \cdots & 0
A_{3,1} & A_{3,2} & \cdots & 0
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots
A_{p,1} & A_{p,2} & \cdots & A_{p,p}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
x_1 \\
x_2 \\
x_3 \\
x_p
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
b_1 \\
b_2 \\
b_3 \\
b_p
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(6.5.5)

where \( m_{ij} \) is given by (6.5.4) and \( g_i = b_i / a_{ii} \). Thus, the J method (6.3.3) is partitioned as

\[
x_1^{(k+1)} = M_{1,p} x_1^{(k)} + g_1
\]

\[
x_i^{(k+1)} = M_{i,i-1} x_i^{(k)} + g_i, \quad i = 2, \ldots, p
\]

(6.5.7)

Similarly, the JOR method (6.3.4) has the form

\[
x_1^{(k+1)} = \omega (M_{1,p} x_1^{(k)} + g_1) + (1-\omega) x_1^{(k)}
\]

\[
x_i^{(k+1)} = \omega (M_{i,i-1} x_i^{(k)} + g_i) + (1-\omega) x_i^{(k)}, \quad i = 2, \ldots, p
\]

(6.5.8)

The GS method (6.3.5) is defined as

\[
x_1^{(k+1)} = M_{1,p} x_1^{(k)} + g_1
\]

\[
x_i^{(k+1)} = M_{i,i-1} x_i^{(k+1)} + g_i, \quad i = 2, \ldots, p.
\]

(6.5.9)
Finally the SOR method (6.3.6) is modified as follows

\[ x_1^{(k+1)} = \omega(M_{1,1}x_1^{(k)} + g_1) + (1-\omega)x_1^{(k)} \]
\[ x_i^{(k+1)} = \omega(M_{i,i-1}x_{i-1}^{(k)} + g_i) + (1-\omega)x_i^{(k)} , \ i=2, ..., p \]  

(6.5.10)

Computational networks for the four methods are given in Fig.6.5.2,3. For the J,JOR methods the subvectors \( x_1^{(k+1)}, x_2^{(k+1)}, \ldots, x_p^{(k+1)} \) can be computed in parallel, at the expense of additional area and interconnection complexity, in comparison to the computational networks for the same methods for a naturally ordered matrix \( A \) (see section 6.3). For the GS,SOR methods the same subvectors are computed in a pipelined fashion, but not in parallel.

The computation performed by each of the nodes in Fig.6.5.2,3 is the same with that performed by a pipeline stage discussed in section 6.4, for the 2-cyclic case. Table 6.5.1 gives a comparison on the order of area and time requirements for the cyclic and the natural case.

An alternative approach is to use the Frobenius' Theorem which states that if \( M \) is a weakly cyclic matrix of index \( p \) then \( M^p \) is completely reducible, i.e. it has the form

\[
M^p = \begin{bmatrix}
c_1 & & \\
& c_2 & 0 \\
& & \ddots & \ddots \\
& & & \ddots & 0 \\
& & & & c_p
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(6.5.11)
Fig. 6.5.2(a). Systolic network for J method (p-cyclic matrices).

Fig. 6.5.2(b). Systolic network for JOR method (p-cyclic matrices).
Fig. 6.5.3(a). Systolic network for GS method (p-cyclic matrices).

Fig. 6.5.3(b). Systolic network for SOR method (p-cyclic matrices).
Table 6.5.1. Comparison of the area-time requirements of the pipelines for normal and p-cyclic ordering.
where

\[ C_i = \begin{bmatrix} m_{1,p} & m_{p,p-1} & m_{p-1,p-2} & \cdots & m_{2,1} \\
0 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix} \]

Thus, equation (6.5.6) is equivalent to

\[ \begin{bmatrix} x_1 \\
x_2 \\
x_3 \\
\vdots \\
x_p \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} c_1 \\
c_2 \\
c_3 \\
\vdots \\
c_p \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} x_1 \\
x_2 \\
x_3 \\
\vdots \\
x_p \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} h_1 \\
h_2 \\
h_3 \\
\vdots \\
h_p \end{bmatrix} \]

(6.5.13)

Notice that \( h \) can be computed simultaneously with \( M^p \) if the calculation

\[ \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0^T \\
g & M \end{bmatrix}^p \]

(6.5.14)

is performed instead of \( M^p \). Thus,

\[ h_1 = m_{1,p} (m_{p,p-1} (\cdots (m_{3,2} g_2 + g_3) + \cdots) + g_p) + g_1 \]

\[ h_2 = m_{2,1} (m_{1,p} (\cdots (m_{4,3} g_3 + g_4) + \cdots) + g_1) + g_2 \]

\[ h_p = m_{p,p-1} (m_{p-1,p-2} (\cdots (m_{2,1} g_1 + g_2) + \cdots) + g_{p-1}) + g_p \]

(6.5.15)

The linear system can then be solved by using (6.5.11) by means of \( p \) uncoupled parallel pipelines similar to those of
Fig. 6.4.4. Notice, however that the bandwidth of \( C_i \) is now of order \( p_s \), leading to increased area requirements and increased delays per pipeline block.

Alternatively, a combination of (6.5.6) and (6.5.11) is possible, i.e. only \( C_p \) and \( h_p \) are calculated and the system

\[
x_p = C_p x_p + h_p
\]

is solved iteratively, using a single pipeline. Then, using (6.5.7) we have

\[
x_1 = M_{1,p} x_p + g_1
\]

\[
x_i = M_{i,i-1} x_{i-1} + g_i , \quad i=2,\ldots,p-1.
\]

where \( x_p \) is the final solution obtained by (6.5.16). Thus, a series of \( (p-1) \) mfps is enough for the calculation of the whole solution vector; these calculations can be pipelined since \( x_{i-1} \) is used for the computation of \( x_i \), for \( i=2,3,\ldots,p-1 \).

6.5.2 MULTI-COLORING TECHNIQUES

In [41] it is shown that for any partial differential equation defined on a simple geometry, it is possible to find a \( r \)-color ordering of the discrete points on which the GS iteration of the finite difference approximation system \( A\mathbf{x}=\mathbf{b} \) is solved in \( r \) \( J \) method steps; a similar technique can be used for the SOR method. For example, the Red-Black ordering, as indicated in Fig. 6.5.4 leads to the following partitioned matrix iterative form

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  \mathbf{x}_R \\
  \mathbf{x}_B \\
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
  0 & M_{RB} \\
  M_{BR} & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
  \mathbf{x}_R \\
  \mathbf{x}_B \\
\end{bmatrix} +
\begin{bmatrix}
  g_R \\
  g_B \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\( (6.5.18) \)
which has been already examined as the 2-cyclic case in section 6.4. The GS iteration is written as

\[
\begin{align*}
\xi^{(k+1)}_R &= M_{RB} \xi^{(k)}_R + g_R \\
\xi^{(k+1)}_B &= M_{BR} \xi^{(k+1)}_B + g_B \\
\xi^{(k+1)}_G &= M_{GR} \xi^{(k+1)}_G + g_G
\end{align*}
\] (6.5.19)

Similarly, suitable coloring patterns for 7-point and 9-point stencils are given in Fig. 6.5.5, 6. The associated linear systems are as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix}
\xi_R \\
\xi_B \\
\xi_G \\
\xi_O
\end{bmatrix} &= \begin{bmatrix}
0 & M_{RB} & M_{RG} & 0 \\
M_{BR} & 0 & M_{BG} & 0 \\
M_{GR} & M_{GB} & 0 & 0 \\
M_{OR} & M_{OB} & M_{OG} & 0
\end{bmatrix}\begin{bmatrix}
\xi_R \\
\xi_B \\
\xi_G \\
\xi_O
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
g_R \\
g_B \\
g_G \\
g_O
\end{bmatrix} \\
&= \begin{bmatrix}
\xi_R \\
\xi_B \\
\xi_G \\
\xi_O
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
g_R \\
g_B \\
g_G \\
g_O
\end{bmatrix} \quad (6.5.20)
\end{align*}
\]

and

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix}
\xi_R \\
\xi_B \\
\xi_G \\
\xi_O
\end{bmatrix} &= \begin{bmatrix}
0 & M_{RB} & M_{RG} & M_{RO} \\
M_{BR} & 0 & M_{BG} & M_{BO} \\
M_{GR} & M_{GB} & 0 & M_{GO} \\
M_{OR} & M_{OB} & M_{OG} & 0
\end{bmatrix}\begin{bmatrix}
\xi_R \\
\xi_B \\
\xi_G \\
\xi_O
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
g_R \\
g_B \\
g_G \\
g_O
\end{bmatrix} \\
&= \begin{bmatrix}
\xi_R \\
\xi_B \\
\xi_G \\
\xi_O
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
g_R \\
g_B \\
g_G \\
g_O
\end{bmatrix} \quad (6.5.21)
\end{align*}
\]

yielding 3-step and 4-step J iterations for the GS method:

\[
\begin{align*}
\xi^{(k+1)}_R &= M_{RB} \xi^{(k)}_R + M_{RG} \xi^{(k)}_G + g_R \\
\xi^{(k+1)}_B &= M_{BR} \xi^{(k+1)}_B + M_{BG} \xi^{(k)}_G + g_B \\
\xi^{(k+1)}_G &= M_{GR} \xi^{(k+1)}_G + M_{GB} \xi^{(k+1)}_B + g_G \\
\xi^{(k+1)}_O &= M_{OR} \xi^{(k+1)}_O + M_{OB} \xi^{(k+1)}_B + M_{OG} \xi^{(k+1)}_G + g_O
\end{align*}
\] (6.5.22)

and

\[
\begin{align*}
\xi^{(k+1)}_R &= M_{RB} \xi^{(k)}_R + M_{RG} \xi^{(k)}_G + M_{RO} \xi^{(k)}_O + g_R \\
\xi^{(k+1)}_B &= M_{BR} \xi^{(k+1)}_B + M_{BG} \xi^{(k)}_G + M_{BO} \xi^{(k)}_O + g_B \\
\xi^{(k+1)}_G &= M_{GR} \xi^{(k+1)}_G + M_{GB} \xi^{(k+1)}_B + M_{GO} \xi^{(k)}_O + g_G \\
\xi^{(k+1)}_O &= M_{OR} \xi^{(k+1)}_O + M_{OB} \xi^{(k+1)}_B + M_{OG} \xi^{(k+1)}_G + g_O
\end{align*}
\] (6.5.23)
Fig. 6.5.4. 2-color ordering using 5-point stencil.

Fig. 6.5.5. 3-color ordering using 7-point stencil.
Fig. 6.5.6. 4-color ordering using 9-point stencil.
The convergence rates of the multi-coloring techniques are discussed in [3], [41], [220]. The parallelism that can be achieved by using a multi-colored ordering instead of natural ordering techniques is explained with the help of Fig.6.5.7 where simplified computational networks corresponding to equations (6.5.19, 22, 23) are given. Each block corresponds to a mvm array performing a mvips computation. No synchronisation delays between pipeline stages are shown and the communication channels for each pipeline have been unified, i.e. (r-1) submatrices are carried along each of the r parallel pipelines together with the corresponding subvector.

For r=2, no significant additional parallelism is obtained: $x_{R}^{(k+1)}$ must be produced in order for $x_{B}^{(k+1)}$ to be computed. The computation is similar to the GS method for the natural ordering in section 6.3, and to the 2-cyclic case discussed in section 6.4. However, for r=3 and 4 more significant additional parallelism is achieved, since the computation of the subvectors can be overlapped. As soon as a subvector is produced it takes part in the calculation of (r-1) subvectors; thus (r-1) subvectors are computed in parallel at any instant of the computation.

In general, each pipeline stage consists of $r(r-1)$ mvm arrays; as soon as one element of a subvector is produced it is fed to the mvm arrays that calculate other subvectors in
Fig. 6.5.7. Systolic networks for r-color ordering.
the order indicated in Fig.6.5.7. At the final pipeline stage the r solution subvectors can be produced in parallel in a skewed fashion and a delay of \( w' + p' - 1 \) IPS cycles between two successive subvectors, where \( w' = p' + q' - 1 \) is the bandwidth of the submatrices \( M_r \). The total computation time is \( ((n/r) - 1) + (r-1)(w' + p' - 1) \) IPS cycles and the area required is \( r(r-1)w' \) IPS cells. Table 6.5.2 summarises a comparison of the area and time requirements of a systolic implementation of the GS method using natural and multi-color ordering, for the matrices in Fig.6.5.4-6.
Table 6.5.2. Comparison of the area-time requirements of the pipelines for natural and r-colored ordering.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>GS</th>
<th>$r=2$</th>
<th>GS</th>
<th>$r=3$</th>
<th>GS</th>
<th>$r=4$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>5kIPS+kADD</td>
<td>8kIPS</td>
<td>7kIPS+kADD</td>
<td>12kIPS</td>
<td>9kIPS+kADD</td>
<td>36kIPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>$2(n-1)+(k-1)8+5$</td>
<td>$(\frac{n}{2}-1)+(k-1)11+10$</td>
<td>$2(n-1)+(k-1)10+6$</td>
<td>$(\frac{n}{3}-1)+(k-1)12+11$</td>
<td>$2(n-1)+(k-1)12+7$</td>
<td>$(\frac{n}{4}-1)+(k-1)16+15$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.6 CONCLUSIONS

The close similarity of the mvm algorithm with the convolution and FIR filtering leads to the derivation of similar systolic arrays, as shown, for example, in [160], [184]. Notice also, the close similarity of systolic mvm with the Root-Squaring method described in section 4.3, and the polynomial multiplication algorithm discussed in section 3.1. The systolic mvm array proposed herein can be seen as a generalisation of all these systolic designs. A similar array is proposed in [202] for an irregular wavefront, data-driven mvm algorithm. The same array, as that proposed in section 6.2, is used as an introductory example in [203], but no derivation technique or further applications are presented.

The unidirectional dataflow of the improved mvm array allows for direct efficient mapping of the algorithm onto the CMU Warp Machine (see section 3.4) [162]. A soft-systolic simulation program is given in A.3.6. Another possible application is the multiplication of a full matrix with a banded matrix, using a stack of mvm arrays as shown in Fig.6.6.1 [169]. The same stack arrangement can be used for an alternative realisation of the bit-level mvm array in [195], and the same concept can be extended in bit-level convolution and matrix-matrix multiplication [197]. Finally, it would be interesting to investigate the application of the problem partitioning techniques of [209], [215] in the new mvm array.
Fig. 6.6.1. Banded-full mmm systolic array.
The pipelines for the J,JOR methods may be improved using the R+F method as applied on the mvm array. Similarly, a step of the GS, SOR methods can be seen as a combination of a mvips followed by a triangular system solution [252]; thus, the R+F method can be used again.

An alternative to the pipeline approach for the implementation of iterative methods is the use of a single pipeline block with feedback mechanism and adequate memory similar to that described in all optical systolic applications and in [209], (see Fig.6.6.2). The area requirements are minimised but no pipelining of several problems can be achieved (see area-time expansion in section 3.4). Instead of pipelining, there exists the possibility of solving a number of problems in parallel as independent iterative systolic designs; an i/o interface should then distribute the problems and collect the results. In [232-233] the time expansion scheme is combined with the partitioning of the coefficient matrix in triangular factors to achieve a more efficient implementation of GS, SOR methods, but for full matrices only.

Another iterative mvm array, that avoids the explicit use of feedback loops, can be derived as a single column version of the re-usable matrix multiplication array proposed in [237], (see Fig.6.6.3). The array performing the computation $Ax = y$, where $A$ is a full $(n \times n)$ matrix, consists of $n$ IPS processors and a multiplexer cell. Each one of the
Fig. 6.6.2. Time and area expansion for mvm computation.
stored in local memory

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
  a_{44} & a_{34} & a_{24} & a_{14} \\
  o & o & o & o \\
  a_{43} & a_{33} & a_{23} & a_{13} \\
  o & o & o & o \\
  a_{42} & a_{32} & a_{22} & a_{12} \\
  o & o & o & o \\
  a_{41} & a_{31} & a_{21} & a_{11} \\
  * & * & * & * \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
  a_{1} & a_{2} & a_{3} & a_{4} \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
  x_1 & x_2 & x_3 & x_4 \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
  y_3 & y_2 & y_1 \\
\end{array}
\]

Fig. 6.6.3. Re-usable mvm array.
IPS processors has a memory module of \( n \) words, similar to that of the CMU systolic processor in A.3.4. Each processor accumulates the inner products for an element of the resulting vector \( y \); as soon as the accumulation is completed the newly formed element is sent towards the multiplexer. Thus, a new \( \text{mvm} \) can start exactly on time after the completion of the previous computation.

The same array can be used for the \( \text{mvips} \) operation, \( Ax+y \), if the multiplexer is augmented with a memory module holding vector \( y \), and an adder. Thus, the \( \text{mvips} \) computation for a dense \((n\times n)\) matrix can be performed in \( 2n+1 \) IPS cycles, and the area required is \( n+1 \) IPS cells, if we assume that the multiplexing-adding calculation has area and time complexity of 1 IPS. The feedback control complexity within the cells is not taken into account; the iterative design require a total memory of \( n(n+1) \) words. A soft-systolic simulation program in OCCAM is given in A.3.7.

The stack arrangement of Fig.6.6.1 can be used for the iterative solution of matrix equations, or for the parallel solution of a set of linear systems using the same coefficient matrix. The same stack organisation can be applied on the iterative design of Fig.6.6.3. Another method for the iterative solution of linear equations, using successive matrix squarings is discussed in the next chapter.

The systolic pipelines described in sections 6.4, 6.5 introduce an additional level of complexity, i.e the
interconnection and concurrent operation of parallel pipelines. These parallel interconnected pipelines, whose blocks consist of systolic arrays are termed herein as 'systolic networks'. A further extension can be the three-dimensional systolic networks to alleviate the interconnection problems between the pipelines.

Similar systems can be produced by using the iterative array of Fig.6.6.3. In this case the systolic networks will have a single block, with the output being fed back into the input, and the coefficient matrices and r.h.s vectors stored into appropriate memory modules. Thus, we can have a set of co-operating time-expanded systolic structures, that perform their computations in parallel, and exchange data using inter-array communication lines. The development of these systems is straightforward, using the designs in Fig.6.4.2-6.4.4, Fig.6.5.2-6.5.3 and Fig.6.5.7.

An extension of the Cyclic Reduction technique is the systolic implementation of the Recursive Doubling algorithm discussed in [210], [214]. A possible realisation can be achieved by using the VLSI arithmetic modules proposed in [137-138].
7.1 INTRODUCTION

The importance of matrix-matrix multiplication (mmm) in numerical computation is well known, and the systolic implementation of this operation was amongst the first to be considered in [181], [199] (see also section 3.2). This systolic algorithm was mainly designed for banded matrices; another method, for full matrices, is introduced, amongst others, in [173] for the wavefront processor array, and in [273] for the engagement processor array.

Systolic mmm has attracted the attention of numerous researchers, in an effort to improve the performance of the original systolic designs or to produce efficient algorithms for specific applications. For example, in [19], [21] the R+F method is applied to improve the performance of the banded mmm. In [287] two alternative designs are surveyed: one based on a stack of mvm arrays, as discussed in section 6.6, and another having one of the coefficient matrices preloaded into the array. The relationship between word-
level and bit-level mmm arrays is investigated in [196-197], and bit level arrays for signal processing applications are presented.

Since a mmm can be analysed as a series of mvm's, the mmm algorithm can be mapped onto a linear array, as shown in [158]. A two-level pipelined approach for the same method is given in [161-162]. A general mapping methodology of mmm and mvm algorithms on linear arrays is given in [238]. The block partitioning of the systolic mmm is discussed in [137-138]. A different approach, based on triangular factors partitioning, is proposed in [215]. Algorithm-level fault-tolerance mmm is addressed in [134], [153]. The fault-tolerance on the systolic array level is discussed in [164] using local correctness criteria and the cut theorem, on a unidirectional mmm hex-array.

The unidirectional hex-array, has been derived in [295] as a result of the application of a transformation technique for systolic algorithms. Similar results, extended to full matrix computations are reported in [184], where another mapping methodology is exemplified. In [169] systolic arrays for full-banded mmm are derived, and in [244] the divide-and-conquer approach is applied on mmm. Two very efficient systolic arrays are proposed in [204-205], but their data sequence formats and interconnection patterns are rather complex.

Finally, the optical systolic implementation of mmm has
been extensively discussed, using either purely one dimensional architectures, [50]; or two dimensional, as for example in [29]; or a combination of the two approaches in [12], [14].

Many important problems in matrix iterative methods for the solution of linear systems of equations, matrix inversion and eigenvalue-eigenvector computations can be improved if the same methods are applied as $A^{2^s}$ instead of $A$, where $A$ is the original matrix involved in the calculations and $s$ is the number of successive squarings of matrix $A$ [32], [298]. Therefore, a systolic design performing a certain number of successive matrix squarings can be attached as a preprocessing element in several other systolic systems implementing iterative matrix calculations.

Furthermore, matrix polynomial computations are widely used in digital automatic control and other areas, where the calculation of matrix functions is necessary, [117]. Both successive matrix squarings and matrix polynomial computations are based on a series of mmm's. The systolic implementation of these computations is discussed in this chapter.

In section 7.2 the basic computation of successive matrix squares is investigated and pipeline and iterative systolic designs are proposed. Given the number of different systolic mmm arrays, it is evident that a similar number of matrix squaring designs can be derived. Herein only a limited number of designs is described in detail,
i.e. those that seemed to be more suitable for the applications in question.

Some applications of successive matrix squaring are introduced in the following two sections. In section 7.3 the iterative solution of linear systems of equations, using matrix powers is discussed, while in section 7.4 the Power, Matrix Squaring and Raised Power Methods are investigated.

The systolic computation of the exponential of a matrix is addressed in section 7.5, and the systolic evaluation of a polynomial of a matrix is also discussed. Finally, section 7.6, proposes some methods for matrix inversion and evaluation of matrix power series. Furthermore the systolic calculation of several matrix functions is investigated.
7.2. SYSTOLIC DESIGNS FOR SUCCESSIVE MATRIX SQUARING*

The matrix squaring operation can be seen as a simple matrix-matrix multiplication (mmm), i.e.:

\[ A^2 = A \times A; \quad A^4 = A^2 \times A^2; \quad A^8 = A^4 \times A^4 \]  

(7.2.1)

Consequently one of the available systolic arrays for mmm suffices for its realisation. Following the definitions introduced in sections 3.3 and 6.6 (see also [151]), an iterative process can be expanded either in time, yielding an iterative array, or in area, producing a pipeline. Fig.7.2.1 outlines these concepts for the case of the matrix squaring computation.

7.2.1 SYSTOLIC PIPELINE DESIGNS

Firstly we concentrate on banded matrices. In order to achieve high pipelineability the dataflow of the mmm array should be unidirectional; in this way the output of a matrix-squaring array can immediately form the input of the next matrix-squaring stage without any re-routing of the data sequence. A systolic array satisfying the above mentioned requirements is the hex-connected array with unidirectional dataflow described in [184], [295]. The array and the data sequence are illustrated in Fig.7.2.2(a), for the case of the multiplication of two tridiagonal matrices

* This section is part of a paper to be published in Parallel Computing.
Fig. 7.2.1. Time and area expansion for matrix squaring computation.

\[ A_{k} = A_{k-1}^2, \quad k = 1, 2, \ldots \]
Fig. 7.2.2(a). Banded matrix multiplication on unidirectional hex-array.
Fig. 7.2.2(b). Banded matrix squaring on a unidirectional hex-array $w_A=3$, $p_A=q_A=2$. 

The diagram illustrates a hexagonal array with $w_A=3$ and $p_A=q_A=2$, showing the banded matrix squaring process.
(w=3) of size n=5. The array consists of $w^2$ IPS cells and the computation time is $n+w$.

It is observed that in the case of matrix squaring, also shown in Fig. 7.2.2, the input sequence of the array consists of two copies of matrix $A$ that differ only in the position of the dummy elements. Notice also that, for $n \gg w_A$, and $w_A, w_A^2$ the bandwidths of matrices $A, A^2$ we have $w_A^2 = 2w_A - 1$, and in general

$$w_{A^2} = 2^i w_A - (2^i - 1), \quad i=0,1,\ldots,s \quad (7.2.2)$$

This also means that in order to calculate $A^{2s}$ an array of $w_A^2(s-1)$ IPS cells is required. It is obvious then that successive squarings broaden the profile of a banded matrix and therefore only a limited number of squaring steps should be performed if the matrix profile is to be kept within reasonable size. Since the matrix-squaring design is to be used as a preprocessor, the alteration of the matrix profile affects the size of the main systolic processor, if we assume that it is bandwidth-dependent. On the other hand, however, a considerable speed-up of the computation will be achieved: consequently, an area-time tradeoff analysis can indicate the desirable number of successive squarings. In general, if the maximum available area for a single $mmm$ is $w_{\text{max}}^2$, then the maximum number of squaring steps $s$ is given by the relation
The squaring of a matrix with unequal semibands is illustrated in Fig. 7.2.3, for $w_A = 4$, $p_A = 3$ and $q_A = 2$. If we add $|p_A - q_A|$ dummy diagonals in the side with the $\min(p_A, q_A)$ then the matrix is transformed to one with equal semibands. For the systolic realisation of the dummy diagonals we can add $|p_A - q_A|$ delays in the appropriate input stream; the same amount of delay is added in the output sequence so that the coefficients of the output matrix are received in the same format as in the symmetrical case. Relation (7.2.2) is written as

$$w_{2i} = p_{2i} + q_{2i} - 1, \quad i = 0, 1, \ldots, s$$

with

$$p_{2i} = 2^i p_A - (2^i - 1)$$

$$q_{2i} = 2^i q_A - (2^i - 1)$$

Thus, for the computation of $A^{2s}$ the additional delays would be $2(s-1)|p_A - q_A|$. The computation time for the array of Fig. 7.2.3 is $n + w'_A$, where $w'_A = 2\max(p_A, q_A) - 1$, and the array consists of $w_A^2$ IPS cells. The total computation time for the calculation of $A^{2s}$ in both Fig. 7.2.2,3 is

$$n + \sum_{i=0}^{s-1} (2^i w'_A - (2^i - 1))$$

IPS cycles; in the symmetric case $w'_A = w_A$. From now on the symmetric case is only considered since the non-symmetric can be transformed easily to a symmetric case.
Fig. 7.2.3. Banded matrix squaring $w_A=4$, $p_A=3$, $q_A=2$. 
The input for a squaring stage can be reduced to only one matrix, if the inputs of the hex-arrays in Fig.7.2.2,3 are connected to a preprocessing element, producing two copies of a given matrix. The additional complexity introduced by the branching module is insignificant in comparison to the complexity saved by the reduction of the input requirements. A straightforward way to implement the branching operation is by means of a crossbar switch with fixed interconnections of input to output paths; alternatively optical interconnection is also possible.

Fig.7.2.4 illustrates a block of a pipeline design for successive matrix squaring. Notice that for a matrix with \( w=p+q-1 \), in the one copy of the matrix the upper diagonal \( k \), \( k=1,2,\ldots,p-1 \) should be delayed for \( k \) cycles. For the other copy, the input of the \( q-1 \) lower diagonals is delayed accordingly. The total area required by a pipeline in order to produce \( A^{2s} \) is

\[
\sum_{i=0}^{s-1} (2^i w_A -(2^i -1))^2
\]

(7.2.6)

IPS cells, while the total time is given by (7.2.5). It is assumed that the area occupied by the branching elements and the reformatting delays is negligible. The major disadvantage of this pipeline design is the rapid increase in area requirements that is observed. An upper limit for the total area requirements can be obtained, similar to that in (7.2.3), using (7.2.6).
Fig. 7.2.4. Matrix squaring for a banded matrix $A$ with bandwidth $w=5$, $p=q=3$. 
The same hex-array can be used for dense matrix computations, as is indicated in Fig.7.2.5, for the multiplication of two square matrices with \( n = 3 \). The area required for the full \( \text{mmm} \) is \((2n-1)^2-2n\) IPS cells, and the computation time is \(3n-1\) IPS cycles. In Fig. 7.2.6 a pipeline block for successive squaring of full matrices is given, for \( n = 5 \). To produce \( A^2 \) a total area of

\[ s((2n-1)^2-2n) \tag{7.2.7} \]

IPS cells is required, and the total time is

\[ s(3n-1) \tag{7.2.8} \]

IPS cycles. Notice again the symmetric organisation of the reformatting delay elements in the input of the array. In this case no bandwidth increase is observed, i.e. all pipeline blocks are identical. Soft-systolic simulation programs for the unidirectional hex-array and the matrix squaring pipeline are given in A.4.1, A.4.2.

7.2.2 SYSTOLIC ITERATIVE DESIGNS

Instead of a pipeline design, an iterative scheme might be adopted, where the output of a pipeline block is fed back into its input; this is possible only in the case of full matrix computations, i.e. for Fig.7.2.6, since no bandwidth alteration occurs. An alternative systolic design with greater area and time efficiency for successive full \( \text{mmm} \)'s is introduced in [237], and it is shown in Fig.7.2.7. This
Fig. 7.2.5. Dense matrix multiplication on unidirectional hex-array, n=3.
Fig. 7.2.6. Matrix squaring pipeline block for a full $(n \times n)$ matrix $A$, with $n=3$. 
Fig. 7.2.7. Re-usable matrix multiplication array, n=3.
array can be used for the time expansion scheme, since its output is immediately fed back to the input. The area requirements of this array are approximately $n^2$ IPS cells, if the feedback control is assumed to occupy insignificant area. The array can be expanded by means of multiplexing elements that allow for matrix computations of the form $AB+X$ to be performed. In this case, the area is approximately $(n+1)^2 - 1$ IPS cells. The computation time is $5n-1$ IPS cycles, if we assume that the feedback control requires a full IPS cycle; however, a new mmm can start in $2n+1$ cycles.

The matrix squaring operation for this 're-usable' mmm array is given in Fig.7.2.8, where the i/o sequences are given together with the feedback control (1=on, 0=off) and the number of mmm's required. Thus, the computation of $A^{2s}$ in the re-usable mmm array takes a time of $2n(s+2)+n-1$ IPS cycles.
Fig. 7.2.8. Iterative array configuration for successive matrix squaring.
7.3 SYSTOLIC ITERATIVE SOLUTIONS OF LINEAR SYSTEMS USING MATRIX POWERS*

Consider the system of n linear equations \( Ax = b \), and the iterative methods for the solution of the system described in section 6.3. Hotelling has expressed these iterative methods in a matrix format where the linear system is written in the form \([131], [148] :\)

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1 \\
-\mathbf{A}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\mathbf{0}^T \\
\mathbf{b}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\mathbf{1} \\
\mathbf{x}
\end{bmatrix}
= \mathbf{0}
\]  

(7.3.1)

Thus, the J, JOR methods (6.3.3, 4) can be rewritten as,

\[\mathbf{y}^{(k+1)} = \mathbf{T} \mathbf{y}^{(k)}\]  

(7.3.2)

where

\[\mathbf{y}^T = [1 \mid \mathbf{x}^T]\]  

(7.3.3)

and

\[
\mathbf{T} =
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & \mathbf{0}^T \\
\mathbf{a} & (1-\omega) \mathbf{I} + \mathbf{M}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(7.3.4)

with \(\mathbf{y}\) and \(\mathbf{T}\) possessing identical column partitionings. Similarly the GS, SOR methods (6.3.5, 6) are modified as follows:

\[\mathbf{y}^{(k+1)} = \mathbf{R} \mathbf{y}^{(k)}\]  

(7.3.5)

* Part of this section has been presented in the Workshop on VLSI Computation, Univ. of Leeds, Feb. 16 1987, and in Conf. NUMETA 87, Swansea, Wales.
where

\[ R = T_n T_{n-1} \ldots T_1 \quad (7.3.6) \]

with

\[ T_i = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0^T \\ q_i & I + (1-\omega)I_i + M_i \end{bmatrix} \quad (7.3.7) \]

where \( q_i, I_i, M_i \) have non-zero elements only in row \( i \). The advantage of writing the iterative methods in matrix form is that the sequence of matrices \( T, T^2, T^4, \ldots, T^{2^k} \) or \( R, R^2, R^4, \ldots, R^{2^k} \) can readily be obtained through successive matrix squaring. Thus, \( k \) successive squarings will be equivalent to \( 2^k \) complete iterations of the methods in their original form. A further advantage is that the problem of solving a system of linear equations has been reduced to the problem of performing a sequence of \( \text{mm} \text{m} \) operations. If the iterative process is convergent the first column of the matrix \( T^{2^k} \) or \( R^{2^k} \) will converge to the solution vector \( x \).

An important feature of matrix \( T \) is that its squaring operation can be partitioned as follows:

\[
\begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0^T \\ \chi & C \end{bmatrix}^2 = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0^T \\ \chi + \chi \gamma & c^2 \end{bmatrix} \quad (7.3.8)
\]

where \( C = (1-\omega)I+M \) and matrix \( C \) retains all the sparsity characteristics of the original matrix \( A \). Therefore, the squaring of matrix \( T \) can be analysed into a \( \text{mm} \text{m} \) and a \( \text{mvips} \) if this partitioning yields better area results, which is true if \( A \) is a banded matrix. However, it should be noted
that the successive matrix squarings will destroy the matrix profile as it is indicated in section 7.2. In the case of matrix R the partitioning of the mmm computation has limited effect since the sparsity characteristics of matrix A are only partially retained on matrix R.

The first column vector that is produced from (7.3.8) after a number of successive squarings can be expressed as

\[ x = x + c_y + c^2 (x + c_y) + c^4 (x + c_y + c^2 (x + c_y)) + \ldots \]

\[ = x + c_y + c^2 y + \ldots \]

\[ = x + c (x + c (x + c \ldots + c y) \ldots ) \]  

indicating the equivalence of this process with the one proposed in chapter 6.

7.3.1 SYSTOLIC DESIGNS

From the description of the Hotelling iterative methods it is evident that the main computational effort is the calculation of successive mmm's. Systolic designs for this computation has been described in section 7.2, for both area and time expansion schemes.

Firstly, the iterative array implementation (time expansion) is discussed, using the systolic array of Fig.7.2.7. The system configuration in the case of the J,JOR-Hotelling methods is given in Fig.7.3.1: k iterations of the method require 2(n+1)(k+2)+1 cycles, where n is the size of matrix A. A similar configuration for the GS, SOR-Hotelling methods is illustrated in Fig. 7.3.2. The computa-
Fig. 7.3.1. Iterative array configuration for the J, JOR-Hotelling methods.
Fig. 7.3.2. Iterative array configuration for the GS, SOR-Hotelling methods.
tion of \( k \) iterations takes \( 2(n+1)(n+k+1)+1 \) cycles. The only difference in the two methods is the input sequence for matrix \( T \), and the corresponding feedback sequence. Soft-systolic simulation programs are given in A.4.3, A.4.4.

A pipeline design similar to that of Fig.7.2.6 can be used to implement the same iterative methods, if full matrices are involved. Especially for the J,JOR-Hotelling method a partitioned matrix squaring pipeline can be used, when matrix \( A \) is banded, implementing relation (7.3.8). A pipeline block is given in Fig.7.3.3 for a matrix \( C \) with bandwidth \( w=p+q-1 \) (here \( w=5 \)). The partitioned matrix squaring block comprises a mmm and a mvm array that perform in parallel a matrix squaring and a mvips computation. Since the delay introduced by the computation of the mvm array is \( w+p-1 \) cycles, whereas the delay of the computation in the mmm array is only \( w \) cycles, the output of the mmm array must be delayed by \( p-1 \) IPS cycles. In general, for \( k \) iterations the pipeline requires an area of

\[
\sum_{j=1}^{k-1} (2^{j-1}w_A-(2^{j-1}-1))^2 + \sum_{j=1}^{k} (2^{j-1}w_A-(2^{j-1}-1))
\]

(7.3.10) IPS cells and the computation time is

\[
\sum_{j=1}^{k} (2^{j-1}(w_A+p_A)-(2^{j-1}-1)) - k
\]

(7.3.11)

A soft-systolic simulation program is given in A.4.5. Notice that the area of the last matrix squaring stage is not taken into account since its computation is redundant.
Fig. 7.3.3. Matrix squaring and matrix-vector inner product step for a banded matrix $C$, $w=5$, $p=q=3$. 
The input to both the iterative and the pipeline designs can be provided by a preprocessing element similar to that described in chapter 6 for the production of $M, g$ for given $A, b, (\text{see Fig. 6.3.11}).$
7.4 SYSTOLIC DESIGNS FOR EIGENVALUE-EIGENVECTOR COMPUTATION USING MATRIX POWERS

Let the eigenvalues of a (nxn) matrix $A$ be real and ordered according to absolute value so that,

$$|\lambda_1| > |\lambda_2| > |\lambda_3| > \ldots > |\lambda_n|$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.4.1)

Now let $A$ operate repeatedly on a vector $\mathbf{u}$, which is a linear combination of the eigenvectors of $A$, (section 2.4):

$$\mathbf{u} = c_1 x_1 + c_2 x_2 + \ldots + c_n x_n$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.4.2)

Then, through a series of successive mvm's, we have

$$A^k \mathbf{u} = \lambda_1^k \{c_1 x_1 + c_2 \left(\frac{\lambda_2}{\lambda_1}\right)^k x_2 + \ldots + c_n \left(\frac{\lambda_n}{\lambda_1}\right)^k x_n\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.4.3)

For $k$ sufficiently large, we have,

$$A^k \mathbf{u} \approx \lambda_1^k c_1 x_1, \quad c_1 \neq 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.4.4)

Thus, the dominant eigenvalue $\lambda_1$ is calculated as

$$\lambda_1 \equiv (A^k \mathbf{u})_1 / (A^{k-1} \mathbf{u})_1, \quad i=1,2,\ldots,n$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.4.5)

while $A^k \mathbf{u}$ is proportional to the corresponding eigenvector $x_1$, providing no overflow occurs. The convergence rate is determined by

$$\left|\frac{\lambda_2}{\lambda_1}\right|^k < \epsilon$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.4.6)

where $\epsilon$ is a specified tolerance. The Power Method algorithm with a normalising strategy included can be formulated as follows [298]: Given $\mathbf{x}_0$, an arbitrary vector, and let the
sequences \( z_k \), \( y_k \) be defined by the equations,

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{z_{j+1}}{z_j} &= A y_j, \\
y_{j+1} &= \frac{z_{j+1}}{\mu(z_{j+1})}, \quad j=0,1,\ldots,k-1
\end{align*}
\]

with

\[
\mu(x) = \|x\|_\infty
\]

For \( k \) sufficiently large,

\[
\begin{align*}
y_k &= x_1/\mu(x_1) \\
\mu(z_k) &= \lambda_1
\end{align*}
\]

A modified version of the method is proposed in [148], where the normalisation factor \( \mu(x) \) is defined as:

\[
\mu(x) = \text{the first non-zero element of } x.
\]

Thus, the dominant eigenvalue \( \lambda_1 \) is given by the first non-zero component of \( z_k \), and \( y_k \) corresponds to \( x_1 \) divided by its first non-zero component. The scaling operation by \( \mu(z_j) \) aims to prevent overflow due to repeated mvm's. However, if (7.4.10) is used, the scaling may be cancelled, if the first non-zero element of \( z_j \) is either too big or too small. On the other hand, (7.4.8) imposes a considerable delay in the computations, since \( z_{j+1} \) cannot be computed before all elements of \( z_j \) are known.

The convergence rate in (7.4.6) can be improved, if, instead of forming the sequence \( A^k y \), a sequence of matrix powers is constructed directly [298]. The Matrix Squaring method has the advantage that when \( A^j \) is computed, \( A^{2j} \) is
obtained in one mmm. Hence the sequence \( A, A^2, A^4, \ldots, A^{2^s} \) is easily built up. For sufficiently large \( s \) [56]:

\[
A^{2^s} = \lambda_1^{2^s} c_1 x_1 x_1^T.
\]

(7.4.11)

Each column of \( A^{2^s} \) is proportional to \( x_1 \), each row is proportional to \( x_1^T \). To obtain the eigenvalue \( \lambda_1 \) any column of \( A^{2^s} \) can be multiplied by \( A \). Then (7.4.5) can be applied between the original column of \( A^{2^s} \) and that of \( AA^{2^s} \).

Generally the successive squares will either increase or decrease rapidly in size and overflow may occur. This can be avoided by scaling each matrix by a power of 2. This introduces no additional rounding errors. The convergence rate is determined by

\[
|\lambda_2/\lambda_1|^{2^s} < c,
\]

(7.4.12)

If \( A \) is not sparse, there is about \( n \) times as much work in one step of the Matrix Squaring method as in one step of the Power method. Thus, Matrix Squaring is more efficient for \( |\lambda_2/\lambda_1| \) close to 1; if \( A \) is banded its sparseness is destroyed by Matrix Squaring.

A combination of the two methods can be considered as the application of a limited number of matrix squaring steps, followed by simple power method iterations. This combination, i.e. the Raised Matrix Power (RMP) method, seems to be the most economical strategy for finding the dominant
eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenvector. The number \( r \) of matrix squaring steps depends on the ratio \( \lambda_2/\lambda_1 \), but, a simple estimation can be derived \[183\]

\[
r = \lfloor \log_2(\sqrt{n}) \rfloor.
\]  

(7.4.13)

Therefore, the first phase of the RMP method involves the calculation of \( B = A^{2r} \). Then, after \( k \) simple iterations:

\[
B^k u = 0 \Rightarrow \lambda_1^k x_1,
\]  

(7.4.14)

where

\[
\lambda_1^r = \lambda_1^{2r}
\]  

(7.4.15)

as is shown in \[148\],\[298\]. Thus, the dominant eigenvalue is obtained by a series of \( r \) square root extractions; \( x_1 \) is collected as before. The rate of convergence is now determined by

\[
(\|\lambda_2/\lambda_1\|^{2r})^k < \epsilon.
\]  

(7.4.16)

For the first phase of the method the same limitations apply as in Matrix Squaring; however the overflow effect is now alleviated and similarly for \( r \) small the sparseness is not totally destroyed.

7.4.1 SYSTOLIC DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The main computational effort in the Power Method is the calculation of a series of \( \text{mm}'s \); the Matrix Squaring method is based on successive \( \text{mm}'s \), and the RMP method com-
bines both the computations. Both computations are iterative, i.e. the output of step \( k \) forms the input of step \( k+1 \).

The systolic implementation of iterative mvm and mmm operations has been already considered, using area and time expansion approach schemes, in chapter 6 and section 7.2.

An additional complexity for the iterative algorithms discussed is the normalisation or scaling that is necessary between two successive iteration steps. For the Power method, the technique in (7.4.8) requires a full search of the vector to be normalised; this imposes a delay of approximately \( n \) cycles and therefore cancels the potential of the pipelined implementation of the algorithm. As an alternative, the technique in (7.4.10) requires approximately 1 cycle delay but may cause adverse effects than those expected. A third alternative would be an externally controlled normalisation factor based on a priori knowledge of the specific matrix characteristics.

In the case of the area expansion approach (pipeline), the technique in (7.4.10) or the externally controlled factor, a combination of the two methods can be used; for the time expansion iterative design an additional possibility is to use the technique (7.4.8), but for the normalisation of the next iterative vector [56]:

\[
x_{j+1} = \frac{z_{j+1}}{\mu(z_j)}^t , j=0,1,...,k-1;
\]

(7.4.17)

for the first iteration the normalisation factor is assumed
to be externally given; \( t \) is a given adjustment constant.

Similar observations can be made for the Matrix Squaring method: for the pipeline approach the scaling should be based on prior knowledge of the matrix characteristics, possibly with a combination of a limited sample of the output of the certain pipeline stage. For the feedback approach there is the additional possibility to search the matrix and apply the corresponding scaling in the next iteration, with some predefined adjustment. However, the searching process should be adapted to the \( \text{mmm} \) calculation, which is performed in parallel.

The RMP method, as a combination of the two preceding methods, shares the same problems and possible solutions. Especially for the matrix squaring phase, the scaling can be avoided or fixed since only a limited number of squaring steps is involved.

7.4.2 SYSTOLIC DESIGNS

A systolic pipeline block for the Power method is shown in Fig.7.4.1, based on the interconnection of the unidirectional \( \text{mvm} \) array. The normalisation cell that is placed between two successive pipeline stages can operate using (7.4.10), a systolically propagated normalisation factor, or a combination of the two techniques, so that the dynamic range of the system is efficiently used. The computation performed by the normalisation cell can be
if (not first.found) and (yin <> 0)  
  par  
    first := first * yin  
    first.found := true  
  yout := yin / first  
if  
  reset  
  par  
    first.found := false  
    first := norm.factor

The area and time complexity of the computation of the normalisation cell can be reduced if the multiplication and division are replaced by shift operations. Therefore, the Power method for an (nxn) banded matrix can be performed on a pipeline as in Fig.7.4.1, in n+k(w+p) cycles, where w=p+q-1 is the bandwidth of the matrix and k is the number of iterations. The area required is kw IPS cells + k normalisation cells. The length of a time cycle is determined by the time complexity of the normalisation cell. A soft-systolic simulation program for the Power method is given in A.4.6.

A systolic pipeline block for the Matrix Squaring method for a banded matrix A is shown in Fig.7.4.2, based on the unidirectional mmm array. The major characteristic of this pipeline is the sharp increase of the area requirements as k increases, as is explained in section 7.2. This fact imposes an upper limit on the number r of the pipeline stages, i.e. the number of matrix squaring steps allowed, as well as on the bandwidth of matrix A.

The scaling postprocessor array is an extension of the
Fig. 7.4.1. Power method pipeline block for a banded matrix $A$ with bandwidth $w=5$, $p=q=3$. 
Fig. 7.4.2. Matrix Squaring method pipeline block for a banded matrix $A$ with bandwidth $w=5$, $p=q=3$. 
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normalisation cell used for the Power method pipeline. The simplest post-processor can be one where a scaling factor is preloaded to all scaling cells, performing a simple division (or shift-right). In order to achieve greater flexibility the scaling should be adapted to the matrix being processed; however this is very time consuming, if the whole matrix is to be searched. Instead the first row and column can be searched and the scaling factor determined using this data; for small bandwidths the search can be performed serially, otherwise a systolic search tree might be used. In the case of the simple scaling post-processor the area and time complexity is comparable to an IPS cell.

Therefore the Matrix Squaring method for a banded matrix $A$ can be performed on a pipeline as in Fig.7.4.2 in

$$n + \sum_{i=0}^{s-1} \{(2^i w-(2^i-1))+1\}$$

(7.4.18)

cycles and with area requirements of

$$\sum_{i=0}^{s-1} \{(2^i w-(2^i-1))^2+(2^i w-(2^i-1))\}$$

(7.4.19)

IPS and scaling cells. Again the time unit is determined by the scaling cell complexity. A soft-systolic simulation program for the Matrix Squaring pipeline is given in A.4.7. A similar pipeline block for full matrix computation can be readily derived from Fig.7.2.6.

The RMP method can be implemented by simply interconnecting the Matrix Squaring and the Power method pipelines;
the only interface required is a set of reformatting registers, imposing no additional delay. Since only a limited number of matrix squaring steps will be used the scaling process can be relaxed. Another reason that dictates a small number of matrix squaring steps is the fact that, in the case of banded matrices, the area of the Power method pipeline blocks depends on the bandwidth of the output matrix of the Matrix Squaring pipeline.

The iterative systolic array for the Power method is shown in Fig.6.6.3, with the difference that the multiplexer cell now incorporates the normalisation process. The normalisation is similar to that used in the area expansion cases; as an alternative, the normalisation cell can be modified to operate as suggested in (7.4.17). Therefore, the Power method for a full (nxn) matrix can be performed on an iterative array as in Fig.6.6.3 in 2n(k+1)+1 cycles, and the area required is n IPS cells + 1 boundary cell. Each of the IPS cells has a memory module of n words. A soft-systolic simulation program for the Power method iterative array is given in A.4.8.

The iterative systolic array for the Matrix Squaring method is shown in Fig.7.2.7, with the difference that the multiplexers include the scaling generation. The i/o feedback sequence is given in Fig.7.4.3. The scaling process has complexities similar to those of the area expansion case of Matrix Squaring. Firstly, an externally determined scaling
Fig. 7.4.3. Iterative array configuration for Matrix Squaring.
factor can be used; in order to improve the efficiency of the scaling process a sample of the matrix must be taken. For example, for a given class of matrices, it is possible to search a specific row or column of the iterates. More generally, the row or column to be searched may change dynamically from iteration to iteration.

However, the searching of a column and a row of the matrix imposes a delay of more than n cycles. Extending the idea in (7.4.17), the scaling factor calculated during iteration $k$ can be used to determine the matrix for iteration $k+1$.

The final mmm, i.e. $AA^2$ can also be computed in the same array, provided that $A$ is stored by the systolic array interface and produced in the final mmm. Therefore the Matrix Squaring method for a full (nxn) matrix can be performed on an iterative array as in Fig.7.2.7 in $2n(s+3)+1$ cycles; the area required is $n^2$ IPS cells and 2n boundary cells. A soft-systolic simulation program for the Matrix Squaring iterative array is given in A.4.9.

The RMP can be performed on either the Matrix Squaring array or a combination of the Power method and the Matrix Squaring arrays. In the first case, $r$ squaring steps are followed by $k$ degenerate mmm's between $B=A^{2r}$ and $[x_i|0]$, $i=0,1,...,k$. Thus only $n+1$ processors are active; the remaining processors act as simple memory registers. In the second case, $B$ is passed to the Power method array so that the Matrix Squaring array is free for another computation.
Mathematical models of many scientific and engineering problems involve systems of linear, constant coefficient ordinary differential equations, of the form

\[
\frac{dx}{dt} = A(t)x_0
\]  \hspace{1cm} (7.5.1)

where \( A \) is a given \((n \times n)\) matrix. In principle, the solution is given by,

\[
x = e^{A}x_0,
\]  \hspace{1cm} (7.5.2)

where \( x_0 \) is a given initial condition. Now, \( e^{A} \) can be formally defined by the convergent power series, (section 2.2):

\[
e^{A} = I + A + \frac{A^2}{2!} + \frac{A^3}{3!} + \ldots
\]  \hspace{1cm} (7.5.3)

The systolic computation of this matrix function is discussed herein. The definition of \( e^{A} \) in (7.5.3) can be the basis for a simple algorithm calculating the exponential of a matrix using Taylor series approximation techniques. Thus,

\[
e^{A} = T_k(A) = \sum_{i=0}^{k} \left( \frac{1}{i!} A^i \right).
\]  \hspace{1cm} (7.5.4)

However, such an algorithm is known to be unsatisfactory, since \( k \) is usually very large, for a sufficiently small error tolerance. Furthermore, the round-off errors and the computing costs of the Taylor approximation increase as \( ||A|| \) increases. These difficulties can be controlled by exploiting a fundamental property of the exponential function:
In the scaling and squaring method, \( m \) is chosen so that:

\[
e^A = (e^{A/m})^m .
\]  
(7.5.5)

With this restriction, the Taylor approximation in (7.5.4) can be satisfactorily used, and then \( e^A \) is formed by \( j \) successive squarings [117]. For a given error tolerance \( \epsilon \), and magnitude of \( ||A||_1 \), Table 7.5.1 summarizes the optimum \((k, j)\) associated with \([T_k(A/2^j)]^{2^j}, \) [210].

7.5.1 SYSTOLIC DESIGNS

The systolic implementation of successive matrix squarings has been considered in section 7.2. The calculation of \( T_k(A/2^j) \) as in (7.5.4) is a matrix polynomial computation in which Horner's scheme of nested multiplication can be used [237],[288]:

\[
S_0 = X_k \]

\[
S_i = AS_{i-1} + X_{k-i} , \text{ for } i=1,2,\ldots,k ,
\]  
(7.5.7)

where

\[
X_i = \frac{1}{i!} I , \quad S_k = T_k(A) .
\]  
(7.5.8)

Thus, the evaluation of the Taylor series approximation has been reduced to a series of matrix-matrix inner product steps (mmips) as in (7.5.7). Following the discussion in section 7.2 and chapter 6, the process of repeated mmips can be expanded either in time, yielding an iterative network,
Table 7.5.1. Optimum (k,j) for given $\epsilon$ and $||A||_1$.

| $||A||_1$ | $10^{-3}$ | $10^{-6}$ | $10^{-9}$ | $10^{-12}$ | $10^{-15}$ |
|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|------------|-----------|
| $10^{-2}$ | 1,0       | 2,1       | 3,1       | 4,1        | 5,1       |
| $10^{-1}$ | 3,0       | 4,0       | 4,2       | 4,4        | 5,4       |
| $10^{0}$  | 5,1       | 7,1       | 6,3       | 8,3        | 7,5       |
| $10^{1}$  | 4,5       | 6,5       | 8,5       | 7,7        | 9,7       |
| $10^{2}$  | 4,8       | 5,9       | 7,9       | 9,9        | 10,10     |
| $10^{3}$  | 5,11      | 7,11      | 6,13      | 8,13       | 8,14      |
or in area, producing a pipeline (see Fig. 7.5.1). Both these approaches are pursued herein. 

The re-usable array shown in Fig. 7.2.7, can perform both matrix polynomial and matrix squaring computations. The i/o/feedback sequences for the computation of $e^A$ are shown in Fig. 7.5.2. The area required is not more than $n^2 + 2n$ IPS cells, and the computation time is $2n(k+j+2) + n\cdot IPS$ cycles. A soft-systolic simulation program in OCCAM is given in A.4.10. 

A pipeline design calculating the exponential of a banded matrix is shown in Fig. 7.5.3. It consists of two parts: the first part performs the matrix polynomial computation, while the second part is the matrix squaring pipeline, already discussed in section 7.2. The matrix polynomial pipeline exhibits similar characteristics to the matrix squaring pipeline, as regards the bandwidth alteration of the output matrix. However, the bandwidth increase is not so rapid, since in stage i the bandwidth of the output matrix is $iw-(i-1)$ while in matrix squaring the same bandwidth is $2^iw-(2^i-1)$, where $w$ is the bandwidth of matrix A. This is because the bandwidth of $A/2^j$ is fixed in all mmips stages, and $X_i$, $i=0,1,...$ have bandwidth equal to 1. 

On the other hand, the matrix polynomial pipeline introduces two other problems. Firstly it is necessary to propagate matrix $A/2^j$ along the pipeline systolically, in a way similar to that described in the mvm pipelines of chapter 6. Then, the development in the bandwidth of the two
Fig. 7.5.1. Time and area expansion for mmips operation.

\[ S_0 = x_k \]

\[ s_i = s_{i-1} + A x_{k-i} \]

\[ k = 1, 2, \ldots \]

\[ i = 0, 1, \ldots, k \]
Fig. 7.5.2. Iterative array configuration.
Fig. 7.5.3. Pipeline configuration for $k=2$, $j=1$, $w=3$.

$$x_1 = \frac{1}{11} I, \quad s_k = T_k(A/2^j), \quad e^A = [T_k(A/2^j)]^{2^j}$$
matrices to be multiplied is uneven, thus leading to hex­
arrays as shown in Fig.7.5.4. General banded matrices can be
transformed to matrices with equal bandwidths and semi­bands
if appropriate ‘dummy diagonals’ are added. These diagonals
are realised as delay elements.

As observed in Fig.7.5.4 (see also Fig.7.2.2), the mmm
hex­array is designed for the multiplication of two (nxn)
matrices with bandwidths $w_A = p_A + q_A - 1$, $w_B = p_B + q_B - 1$, and
$w_A, w_B << n$, $p_A = q_B$ (or $q_A = p_B$). Therefore, $|p_A - q_B|$ delays
should be added in the input of the matrix with $\max(p_A, q_B)$. Furthermore, if the output sequence is to be kept uniform in
all cases, another $|p_B - q_A|$ delays should be added in the
output of the side with $\max(p_B, q_A)$. Thus, in general, the
systolic mmm of two matrices introduces a delay of
$\min(w_A, w_B) + |p_A - q_B| + |p_B - q_A| \text{ IPS cycles}$, and requires an area
of $w_A w_B \text{ IPS cells}$ and $\max(w_A, w_B)^2 - w_A w_B \text{ delay registers}$.

Applying these results on the matrix polynomial pipeline
for the computation of the matrix exponential, we con­
clude that the two pipelines require area of

$$1 + \sum_{i=0}^{k-1} (w(iw-(i-1))) + \sum_{i=0}^{j-1} (2^i w'-(2^i-1))^2$$

(7.5.9)

IPS cells and requires computation time of

$$\sum_{i=1}^{k-1} (i_{\text{w}}-(i-1)) + \sum_{i=0}^{j-1} ((2^i w'-(2^i-1)))$$

(7.5.10)

IPS cycles where $w' = kw-(k-1)$. The area occupied by the delay
registers is assumed to be negligible. Upper limits for the
Fig. 7.5.4(a). Banded matrix multiplication, $w_A = 4$, $p_A = 3$, $q_A = 2$, $w_B = 3$, $p_B = 2$, $q_B = 2$. 
Fig. 7.5.4(b). Banded matrix multiplication, $w_A = 3$, $p_A = 2$, $q_A = 2$, $w_B = 4$, $p_B = 3$, $q_B = 2$. 
values of \( k, j \) are imposed due to the bandwidth increase for the output matrix. Thus, if the maximum area available for a single systolic mmm computation is \( w_{\text{max}}^2 \) then, we have

\[
2^{j-1}(kw-(k-1))-(2^{j-1}-1) \leq w_{\text{max}} \tag{7.5.11}
\]

A soft-systolic simulation program for the matrix polynomial pipeline is given in A.4.11. A pipeline for the computation of the exponential of a full matrix can be obtained if the systolic design of Fig.7.2.6 is used. In this case, no bandwidth alterations are observed, and therefore the pipeline will consist of \( k+j \) identical mmm arrays.
7.6 CONCLUSIONS

The key requirement for the systolic calculation of successive matrix powers is the fact that the output of a given powering stage should form the input of the next stage. This leads to the need for all matrices taking part in the computation to move through the array at some stage during the computation. Thus, stationary systolic mmm arrays with preloaded coefficient matrices cannot be used; the special case of successive matrix multiplications, where one of the matrices is constant is considered in [211-212].

The unidirectional data flow restriction for the pipeline case, can be removed by means of a more complicated, reflected data flow for the original hex-array as proposed in [248-249]. However this leads to lower efficiency and unnecessary complexity for the boundary cells.

The transposition of a matrix can be effected by means of a simple systolic design, as shown in [221]; similar designs are proposed to reorder a matrix data sequence. These designs can be used in conjunction with the mmm systolic array described in [197] and elsewhere for successive matrix squaring, since this array accepts input by rows and by columns and produces output by diagonals. The same array is used in [211-212] for triple-matrix products, but it requires intermediate storage.

In sections 6.4, 6.5 it was shown that a linear system
of the form $Ax=b$, with $A$ a $p$-cyclic matrix, can be reduced to a set of $p$ uncoupled linear systems, using the Frobenius theorem. These computations can be readily implemented using the results of sections 7.3, 7.5, either by means of pipeline designs or iterative arrays.

Finally, the concept of iterative systolic structures, performing complex matrix computations, is further extended in [74], for the iterative solution of matrix equations; and in [88], [216], for the VLSI implementation of the Faddeev algorithm for matrix inversion.

In the remainder of this section the systolic matrix inversion and the systolic computation of several matrix functions are briefly discussed, using the recurrence relations and matrix polynomial approximation methods introduced in section 2.2.

7.6.1 SYSTOLIC INVERSION USING MATRIX POWERS

Let $A$ be a $(n \times n)$ real matrix and we want to compute $A^{-1}$; we assume that an approximate inverse $B$ is known. Then, for

$$M = I - AB$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.6.1)

the inverse is calculated as

$$A^{-1} = B(I - M)^{-1} = B(I + M + M^2 + M^3 + \ldots)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.6.2)

with $||M|| < 1$ [111]. The efficient calculation of the approximate inverse $B$ is investigated in [223], so that the con-
vergence condition is satisfied.

Three alternative ways of evaluating the sum

\[ S_k = I + M + M^2 + \ldots + M^{k-1} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7.6.3)

are proposed in [32]:

(i) Nested multiplication (Horner’s scheme): \( k-1 \) mmips yield \( S_k \):

\[ S_k = I + M + (I + M(I + \ldots M(I + M I)\ldots)) \]  \hspace{1cm} (7.6.4)

(ii) Especially for \( k = 2^{(l+1)} \), successive squares of \( M \) are computed, and \( S_k \) is calculated. Starting from \( S_0 = I \), \( S_2 = I + M \) one computes \( S_4, S_8, \ldots, S_k \) in \( 1+1 \) steps, using the recurrence:

\[ S_{2i+1} = S_{2i} + S_{2i}M^2 \quad i = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, 1 \]  \hspace{1cm} (7.6.5)

(iii) Another procedure based on successive squarings can be derived from (7.6.5):

\[ S_k = (I + M)(I + M^2)(I + M^4) \ldots (I + M^{2^l}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (7.6.6)

Notice, that each step of (7.6.5,6) consists of 1 mmips and a mmm for matrix squaring and has approximately twice more work than that of (7.6.4). On the other hand, only \( 1+1 \) steps are required instead of \( 2^{l+1} \). Further, if we truncate the power series in (7.6.2), after the first two terms, we obtain the Newton method for matrix inversion:

\[ B_{k+1} = B_k (2I - AB_k) \]  \hspace{1cm} (7.6.7)
Each step of the Newton method can be analysed into a \( T_k = 2I - AB_k \), and a \( B_{k+1} = B_k T_k \).

All these recurrences can be readily realised using the systolic pipeline or iterative designs proposed in the previous sections. Especially for the Newton method, the iterative structure seems more appropriate, since \( B_k \) can be stored in order to be used in both steps of the iteration. Another method for parallel matrix inversion, based on matrix powers is discussed in [69], [293]. This method requires the calculation of \( \text{tr}(A^i) \), \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, k \), and of the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of \( A \), as discussed in section 4.5.

7.6.2 SYSTOLIC COMPUTATION OF MATRIX FUNCTIONS

The calculation of \( A^{1/2} \) has been studied in [128], [129], [117]. The Newton's method in the form

\[
P_0 = A, \quad Q_0 = I
\]

\[
P_{k+1} = \frac{1}{2} (P_k + Q_k^{-1})
\]

\[
Q_{k+1} = \frac{1}{2} (Q_k + P_k^{-1}), \quad k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots
\]

is recommended as the most stable, but its main disadvantage for a systolic implementation is the computation of matrix inverses in each iteration. It is interesting to note that the computation of \( A^{-1/2} \) involves no matrix inversion during
the iterations \((111), (229)\):

\[ Z_k = I - T_k A T_k \]

\[ T_{k+1} = \frac{1}{2} T_k (I + Z_k), \quad k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \]  

(7.6.9)

where \(T_0\) is an initial approximation of \(A^{-1/2}\). Thus, apart from the importance of \(A^{-1/2}\) itself in numerical applications \((229)\), it can also provide \(A^{1/2}\), since \(A^{1/2} = AA^{-1/2}\).

The systolic implementation of (7.6.9) is based on iterative mmpis and mmm operations, and therefore computational structures similar to that of section 7.5 can be used. The iterative array seems especially more attractive since \(T_k\) must be temporarily stored, so that it can be used in both steps of an iteration.

In \((117), (265)\) the calculation of \(\cos(A), \sin(A)\) is discussed, based on the double-angle method

\[ \cos(2A) = 2\cos(A)^2 - 1 \]

\[ \sin(2A) = 2\sin(A)\cos(A) \quad (7.6.10) \]

Thus, in a manner analogous to the matrix exponential computation, we can choose a scaling factor \(j\), so that \(||A||/2^j \leq 1\). Then, the Taylor series approximations for \(\cos(B), \sin(B)\) are calculated, where \(B = A/2^j\), for a given number \(k\) of steps.

\[ \sin(B) = S_0 = B - \frac{B^3}{3!} + \frac{B^5}{5!} - \ldots \]

\[ \cos(B) = C_0 = I - \frac{B^2}{2!} + \frac{B^4}{4!} - \ldots \]  

(7.6.12)
Finally, the actual values of $\cos(A)$, $\sin(A)$ are given by the recurrence

$$S_k = 2S_{k-1}C_{k-1}$$

$$C_k = 2C_{k-1}^2-I, \ k=1,2,\ldots, j \quad (7.6.13)$$

Again the similarity of the calculations with that of section 7.5 is evident. Two pipelines or two iterative arrays working in parallel can produce systolically $\cos(A)$, $\sin(A)$.

Finally, a similar computation is proposed in [117], [268], [127] for $\log(A)$, based on the Taylor series approximation

$$\log(A) = (A-I) - \frac{(A-I)^2}{2} + \frac{(A-I)^3}{3} - \ldots \quad (7.6.14)$$

However, no scaling method such as those given for the other matrix functions is generally available. Thus, the computation of (7.6.13) can be efficient only for $||A|| < 1$. 
CHAPTER 8

OPTICAL SYSTOLIC ALGORITHMS

8.1 INTRODUCTION

The optical implementation of systolic algorithms was originally introduced in [58], where a systolic mvm algorithm is implemented using LED's and Acousto-optic cells as input devices (transducers, see section 3.5). Since then a significant number of algorithms and architectures for optical systolic processing has been proposed, using acousto-optic, electro-optic, magneto-optic and other techniques for the realisation of the transducers.

Herein we concentrate on the optical implementation of basic matrix computations, such as mmm, LU decomposition and Gauss Elimination algorithms. In general, the optical realisation of these algorithms require 2-dimensional (2-d) i/o devices, i.e. transducers and detector arrays. Three types of optical processors using 2-d arrays have been proposed, according to the classification introduced in [49], [241].

Firstly, a direct mapping of a 2-d VLSI systolic archi-
tecture onto an optical computing structure leads to an opti-
cical processor with 2-d transducer and detector arrays. For
example, in [58], a direct mapping of a systolic mmm algo-
rithm is outlined. The same technique is utilized in [30]
for the optical implementation of the engagement array pro-
cessor. The reduction of many matrix computations in a
series of mmm operations, is addressed in [28], [84]. Thus,
the LU decomposition, direct solution of linear systems
using Gauss Elimination, matrix inversion, QR factorization,
etc., can be decomposed in a series of mmm's.

An interesting property of light transmission and
detection is the summation of the intensities of light beams
that are being collected simultaneously by the same detector
(space integration, see for example [49-50]). This property
can be used to reduce the dimensionality of either the
transducer or detector arrays. Notice, however that more
complex imaging systems are introduced, than that required
for the direct mapping of the VLSI arrays.

Thus, in [12-14], [234] the outer product optical pro-
cessor is described, using 1-d input devices and 2-d output
array. A number of numerical and signal processing algo-
rithms for the outer product processor are also discussed,
such as mmm, LU decomposition, convolution, correlation,
triple-matrix-product, etc. An integrated optical implement-
tation of the outer product processor, using electro-optic
processor elements, is addressed in [291].
An alternative approach is discussed in [54], where the detector array becomes 1-d at the expense of a 2-d transducer array. This architecture is used as a basis for the implementation of a wide range of numerical algorithms. Direct and iterative methods for the solution of linear and non-linear systems of equations are more specifically discussed in [51], [53], where these algorithms are implemented as a series of mvm's.

Some further examples of the optical implementation of systolic algorithms are given in [56] for the Power and Matrix squaring methods for eigenvalue computation; in [290], [292] for polynomial computation. In [2] some simulation and experimental results of the combination of digital electronic and analog optical components in a hybrid processor are given, for the case of iterative solution of linear systems of equations. Possible error sources and fault-tolerance techniques are investigated in [52], [57].

In this chapter the basic techniques for the optical implementation of systolic algorithms are exemplified, and some new algorithms for banded matrix computation are presented.

In section 8.2 the R+F and the unidirectional systolic mmm algorithms are directly mapped onto an optical processor. In the following section the LU decomposition and the R+F improvement of the method are also mapped on a similar processor. Furthermore the solution of triangular linear
systems is discussed.

In section 8.4 the outer product processor for banded matrix computations is introduced, and the mmm and LU decomposition algorithms are applied. The same basic processor is used in the following section for the optical implementation of Gauss Elimination algorithms.

In the last section of this chapter, the improvement of the accuracy of the optical computations is discussed, as well as the combination of digital and optical computations. Finally, some further optical systolic algorithms are proposed, mainly based on the iterative systolic algorithms described in the previous chapters.
8.2 OPTICAL SYSTOLIC BANDED MATRIX MULTIPLICATION*

8.2.1 MAPPING OF A R+F ALGORITHM ON AN OPTICAL PROCESSOR

The R+F method improves the efficiency of some basic systolic algorithms without causing any changes in the structure of the cells or in the communication geometry of the VLSI system and only requires some additional pre-postprocessing of the matrix elements (see section 3.3). The fact that no changes are made on the underlying computational structure makes the R+F method suitable for direct optical implementation: the case of a linear array of acoustooptic cells is examined in [93]. Herein the concept is expanded to 2-d geometry, using matrix multiplication as the target algorithm.

The R+F method for matrix multiplication is discussed in [21]; Fig. 8.2.1 illustrates the method with an example, for two tridiagonal matrices \( w_A = w_B = 3 \) of order \( n = 5 \); this example is used for the illustration of the optical implementation of the method. The bands are rotated and folded in the directions shown by the arrows and the elements in the boxes of dotted lines are repeated once, so that the bands are extended by one row/column. The input and output data sequences are shown in Fig. 8.2.2, for the VLSI hex-connected systolic array.

* This section is a revised version of a paper to be published in Optics Communications.
Fig. 8.2.1. R+F matrix multiplication.
Fig. 8.2.2. R+F matrix multiplication array.
The basic concepts of an optical system implementing the R+F matrix multiplication algorithm are explained with the help of Fig.8.2.3,4. This system is based on an optical processor originally outlined in [58], where some technical details and possible extensions are also given. The processor shown in Fig.8.2.3,4 consists of two 2-d transducer arrays, each with $w_Aw_B$ pixels. Between the transducer planes there is a system of lenses that focuses the light beams emitted by the first plane onto the appropriate pixels of the second plane. Notice that the distribution of the pixels on the arrays allows for the direct mapping of the dataflow of the $mmm$ algorithm as illustrated in Fig.8.2.2; i.e. the optical implementation follows the same dataflow principles as the hex-connected VLSI systolic array, although the data now travel in three parallel planes instead of one.

The light beams are modified in intensity as they pass through the transducer arrays, and then they enter an imaging system that drives the light beams onto an array of light detectors which are connected to a set of shift registers. The detectors transform the incident light beams to an electrical charge, according to their intensity, and this charge is accumulated to the associated shift register. The system is controlled by a clock; thus, the input of the elements of matrices A and B into the transducer drivers, to be transformed into modulating segments, and the shift of the charge packets, which represent the elements of matrix C, are synchronised.
Fig. 8.2.3. Details of optical processor for R+F mmm.
Fig. 8.2.4. Matrix multiplication optical processor.
At the moment illustrated in Fig.8.2.3, modulating segments proportional to $b_{11}$, $b_{12}$, $b_{55}$, $b_{21}$ and $a_{11}$, $a_{21}$, $a_{55}$, $a_{12}$ have been input to the transducer drivers producing modulating segments. The light beams transmitted through the imaging system to the detector array are proportional to $a_{11}b_{12}$, $a_{21}b_{11}$, $a_{55}b_{55}$ and $a_{12}b_{21}$. These beams are imaged onto the CCD detectors, and the appropriate shift registers, which are $c_{12}$, $c_{21}$, $c_{55}$ and $c_{11}$ respectively. The presence of dummy elements in the transducer planes means that no useful light beam is formed and therefore no useful result is collected by the shift detectors.

Thus, by projecting the modulated light onto the corresponding register, we achieve the accumulation of the necessary inner products onto the appropriate coefficients of matrix $C$, i.e. we achieve the same result as in the VLSI array of Fig.8.2.2. In the next clock tick the modulating segments travel in the direction shown by the arrows in Fig.8.2.3 and the transducer drivers produce new modulating segments from the elements of matrices $A$, $B$. Similarly the charge packets on the shift registers travel upwards accumulating in this way the inner products that form the coefficients of matrix $C$.

In general, the optical implementation of the R+F systolic mmm algorithm, for two banded matrices with bandwidths $w_A$, $w_B$ respectively, requires an optical system of two 2-d transducer arrays, and one 2-d detector-shift register.
array, each one with \( w_A w_B \) pixels.

8.2.2 MAPPING OF THE UNIDIRECTIONAL MMM ARRAY ON AN OPTICAL PROCESSOR

The unidirectional banded matrix multiplication systolic algorithm discussed in chapter 7 is now mapped onto the optical processor shown in Fig.8.2.4. If the direction of the dataflow in the detector-shift register plane is reversed and the input data sequence format takes the compact form shown in Fig.7.2.2 then the optical processor is modified as shown in Fig.8.2.5. Notice that there are no dummy elements in the input sequences and furthermore the input-output format is in natural order, i.e. no additional processing is necessary. The hardware requirements remain the same as for Fig.8.2.3.

In both the optical systolic mmm algorithms described, the computation time is the same as in the corresponding VLSI implementation. Furthermore, all the issues concerning matrices with unequal semibands, as well as dense matrices, discussed in chapter 7 for the unidirectional mmm VLSI systolic array, can be readily applied on the optical processor of Fig.8.2.5.

In general the direct mapping of a VLSI systolic array onto an optical processor can be effected as follows. Each of the operands of the IPS computation moves in a separate plane: for example, matrices A, B and C move in different
Fig. 8.2.5. Details of optical processor for unidirectional mmm.
planes. More specifically, the operands involved in the multiplication move on the transducer planes, whereas the operand that accumulates the results (i.e., it is involved in the addition) moves on the detector-shift register plane. The dataflow and the cell interconnection pattern of the VLSI array is preserved in the optical implementation. Each data stream retains the data sequence format and relative directions of movement through the optical processor. Thus, all timing, efficiency and complexity results concerning the VLSI arrays can be directly applied to their optical counterparts.
8.3 OPTICAL SYSTOLIC LU DECOMPOSITION AND SOLUTION OF TRIANGULAR SYSTEMS*

The R+F method improves the efficiency of the systolic LU decomposition and triangular system solution algorithms as explained in sections 3.3, 5.2. Herein, initially the optical implementation of the systolic LU decomposition is described. Then the R+F method is applied and the optical solution of the resulting upper and lower triangular systems is discussed. The attention is concentrated on the case of tridiagonal matrices, for simplicity, but the method can be extended in general matrices as discussed in [19].

The example used and the corresponding VLSI systolic implementation are given in section 3.3. Only the case of n odd (n=5) is considered, since the even case can be easily derived from it. Notice that for the LU decomposition algorithm to be optically implemented the optical processors involved must be capable of operating in the full range of real numbers.

8.3.1 OPTICAL LU DECOMPOSITION

The basic concepts of an optical implementation of the decomposition of a matrix A in lower and upper triangular

* This section is a revised version of a paper presented in the 4th Int. Symposium on Optical and Optoelectronic Applied Science and Engineering, The Hague, The Netherlands, April 1987.
factors, $A=LU$, are illustrated with the help of Fig.8.3.1,2. The system shown in Fig.8.3.1 consists of two 2-d transducer arrays whose drivers accept their input from the output of the detector-shift register plane, after some processing which is later explained. Between each two planes there is an imaging system, i.e. a system of lenses that allows the proper mapping of the light beams onto the transducer pixels, the corresponding detectors, and then the appropriate shift register. Thus, we can say that the transducer arrays and the detector-shift register array have identical pixel arrangement although not the same interconnections between pixels.

The elements of matrix $A$ enter the shift register array in the same order as in the hex-connected VLSI systolic design and move upwards every clock tick. In their route they are modified in accordance with the light exposure of the detector plane: for an element $a_{ij}$ in a certain pixel of the shift register array in a certain time unit the modification is $a_{ij} = a_{ij} + c$, where $c$ is a quantity proportional to the intensity of the incident light beam collected by the corresponding detector. Then the modified element moves to the next pixel of the shift register array; the movement of all information in the optical processor is synchronised by a clock.

Finally, after a number of modifications, the elements of matrix $A$ are produced in the output as the entries of
Fig. 8.3.1. Optical processor for LU decomposition.
Fig. 8.3.2. Details of optical processor.
matrix $U$; the same output, augmented with the modified elements of matrix $A$ that are also involved in the calculation of the coefficients of matrix $L$, are sent to the transducer drivers (see Fig. 8.3.1). The division (reciprocal) and subtraction (negation) operations that are required are not readily realisable with optical techniques. These operations are performed by conventional preprocessing elements attached to the transducer planes. Since the entries of $L$ are produced after these calculations the output for matrix $L$ is collected from the transducer planes.

The derivation of the optical system from the corresponding systolic array is illustrated in Fig. 8.3.2 for the case of tridiagonal systems. The relative directions of the data streams must be maintained in the optical implementation, although all data cannot move in the same plane any more. The operations performed by each part of the optical system are also indicated in the same figure: note that only one pixel operates as a pure IPS processor. In the general case of a banded matrix with bandwidth $w = p+q-1$ we have $(p-1)\times(q-1)$ pixels performing IPS computations; $p-1$ cells performing negations, i.e. producing $-u_{ij}$; $q-1$ cells performing simple multiplications, i.e. producing the elements of matrix $L$, and finally one cell producing $u_{ii}^{-1}$. Therefore, the main optical processing with regard to the IPS computation through the transducers and the accumulation of the results onto the shift registers is concentrated on $(p-1)\times(q-1)$ pixels.
A schematic overview of the optical processor for the LU decomposition of a tridiagonal matrix is shown in Fig. 8.3.3. The transducers are assumed coplanar for clarity — similarly the detectors and the shift registers; no imaging system is shown. Notice that, in the shift register array, the off-diagonal elements of matrix A are not involved in an IPS computation and therefore they pass the plane with no delay; however, in order to keep the output data stream exactly the same as in the VLSI array, a delay is introduced for the off-diagonal elements of matrix U.

Thus, the optical system of Fig. 8.3.1-3 can perform the systolic LU decomposition algorithm in the same number of steps as the corresponding VLSI array. The time unit of the optical processor is equal to the time necessary for the completion of the longest operation, i.e. the reciprocal computation, plus the data transfer time.

The same optical processor, with only a small modification, can be used for the implementation of the R+F LU decomposition method, as shown in Fig. 8.3.4. In the first step, $a_{11}$ enters the detector array and in the second step it passes through unchanged as $u_{11}$; simultaneously $u^{-1}_{11}$ is calculated and $a_{55}$ enters the detector array. In the third step, $a_{21}$ and $a_{12}$ are available and $l_{21} = a_{21} u^{-1}_{11}, -u_{12} = -a_{12}$ are calculated. The output of $u_{12}$ is delayed for the next cycle and $u_{55} = a_{55}$ is produced. In the fourth cycle $a_{22}, a_{45}$ and $a_{54}$ enter the detector array and simultaneously $l_{21}$ and $u_{12}$
Fig. 8.3.3. Optical processor for LU decomposition of a tridiagonal matrix.

Fig. 8.3.4. Operation of optical processor for R+F LU decomposition.
Fig. 8.3.4. (continued)
are produced; \( l_{45} \) and \(-u_{54}\) are calculated and the transducer plane produce light beam with intensity \( l_{21}(-u_{12}) \) which is added to \( a_{22} \) to produce \( a_{22} = a_{22} + l_{21}(-u_{12}) \).

The modification that is necessary so that the R+F method can be accommodated regards the final steps of the computation. Then, the confrontation of the two LU decomposition streams is resolved by a double modification of the central element of matrix \( A \), i.e., for our example \( a_{33} \). For this reason, the contents of the appropriate register or pixel must be delayed and kept for two time units.

8.3.2 OPTICAL SOLUTION OF TRIANGULAR SYSTEMS

The optical processor implementing the systolic algorithm for the solution of the lower triangular systems of the general form \( Ax = b \) is shown in Fig.8.3.5, based on a processor proposed in [50]. Similar results can be derived for upper triangular systems.

The processor in Fig.8.3.5 consists of two 1-d transducers and an 1-d detector-shift register array. The inputs to the driver of the first transducer vector are the off-diagonal elements of matrix \( A \), while the elements of the main diagonal provide the input to the driver of the second transducer, after the necessary preprocessing, which consist of subtraction and division operations. The processor performing these operations also accepts input from \( b \) and the output of the shift register array (indicated as \( y \)).
Fig. 8.3.5. Optical processor for triangular system solution.
The shift register array accumulates the charges that are produced by the detectors in proportion to their light exposure. The light beams reaching the detector array have been modulated by the two transducers so that an optical multiplication is achieved. The optical IPS is concluded by the accumulation of the charges on the shift registers, exactly as already described for the LU decomposition optical processor. The time unit is determined by the longest operation, i.e. the sequence of subtraction and division. In general, the 1-d transducer and detector vectors have length q-1 pixels, where q is the bandwidth of the system.

For the bidiagonal linear systems produced by the LU decomposition of a tridiagonal matrix, the optical processor is given schematically in Fig.8.3.6. Since q=2, single-pixel devices are sufficient.

The same processor, with only minor modifications can be used for the R+F method: the operation of the system is illustrated in Fig.8.3.7. In the first step, x₁ is produced as a₁, b₁ enter the subtraction and division processing element; in the second step x₅ is produced in a way similar to that of x₁ while the product a₂₁x₁ is accumulated onto y₂; in the third step x₁ is the output, the product a₅₄x₅ is accumulated on x₄ and x₂ is calculated from b₂, a₂₂ and y₂.

The modification required for the optical processor to accommodate the R+F method is similar with that of the LU decomposition processor. When the central element, in our
Fig. 8.3.6. Optical processor for bidiagonal system solution.
Fig. 8.3.7. Optical processor for R+F triangular system solution.
example $x_3$, enters the optical processor, it has to be kept for two cycles in the subtraction-division processing element so that a double modification occurs.
8.4 OPTICAL SYSTOLIC ALGORITHMS USING OUTER PRODUCTS*

8.4.1 BANDED MATRIX MULTIPLICATION

The common approach to the mmm operation, of the form $AB=C$, is to define each element of the output matrix $C$ as an inner product between a row of $A$ and a column of $B$. An alternative way is to see matrix $C$ as a summation of matrices formed by outer products between columns of $A$ and rows of $B$ \[13\). This second approach is exemplified in Fig.8.4.1 for two (3x3) matrices $A, B$: the multiplication is realised in $n$ (here $n=3$) steps. In the first step the first column of $A$ and the first row of $B$ produce matrix $F_1$; in the second step, the second column of $A$ and the second row of $B$ produce matrix $F_2$ that is added upon $F_1$. Thus, after $n$ steps, $C = F_1 + F_2 + \ldots + F_n$.

In Fig.8.4.2 the first two steps of a mmm for two (nxn) banded matrices $A, B$ are shown. Applying the outer product concept, it is observed that the lengths of the row-column vectors involved in the computations are now fixed to $w_A$ and $w_B$, where $w_A$ and $w_B$ are the bandwidths of matrices $A, B$ respectively (here $w_A = w_B = 3$). Similarly, the entries of the output matrix $C$ that are affected in any particular step of

Fig. 8.4.1. Matrix multiplication using outer products.
Fig. 8.4.2. Banded matrix multiplication using outer products.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  a_{11} & a_{12} \\
  a_{21} & a_{22} & a_{23} \\
  a_{32} & a_{33} & a_{34} \\
  a_{43} & a_{44} & a_{45} \\
  a_{54} & a_{55}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
  b_{11} & b_{12} \\
  b_{21} & b_{22} & b_{23} \\
  b_{32} & b_{33} & b_{34} \\
  b_{43} & b_{44} & b_{45} \\
  b_{54} & b_{55}
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
  c^{(1)}_{11} & c^{(1)}_{12} & c^{(0)}_{13} \\
  c^{(1)}_{21} & c^{(0)}_{22} & c^{(0)}_{23} & c^{(0)}_{24} \\
  c^{(0)}_{31} & c^{(0)}_{32} & c^{(0)}_{33} & c^{(0)}_{34} & c^{(0)}_{35} \\
  c^{(0)}_{42} & c^{(0)}_{43} & c^{(0)}_{44} & c^{(0)}_{45} & c^{(0)}_{46} \\
  c^{(0)}_{53} & c^{(0)}_{54} & c^{(0)}_{55}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  a_{11} & a_{12} \\
  a_{21} & a_{22} & a_{23} \\
  a_{32} & a_{33} & a_{34} \\
  a_{43} & a_{44} & a_{45} \\
  a_{54} & a_{55}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
  b_{11} & b_{12} \\
  b_{21} & b_{22} & b_{23} \\
  b_{32} & b_{33} & b_{34} \\
  b_{43} & b_{44} & b_{45} \\
  b_{54} & b_{55}
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
  c^{(2)}_{11} & c^{(2)}_{12} & c^{(1)}_{13} \\
  c^{(2)}_{21} & c^{(0)}_{22} & c^{(0)}_{23} & c^{(0)}_{24} \\
  c^{(0)}_{31} & c^{(0)}_{32} & c^{(0)}_{33} & c^{(0)}_{34} & c^{(0)}_{35} \\
  c^{(0)}_{42} & c^{(0)}_{43} & c^{(0)}_{44} & c^{(0)}_{45} & c^{(0)}_{46} \\
  c^{(0)}_{53} & c^{(0)}_{54} & c^{(0)}_{55}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  a_{11} & a_{12} \\
  a_{21} & a_{22} & a_{23} \\
  a_{32} & a_{33} & a_{34} \\
  a_{43} & a_{44} & a_{45} \\
  a_{54} & a_{55}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
  b_{11} & b_{12} \\
  b_{21} & b_{22} & b_{23} \\
  b_{32} & b_{33} & b_{34} \\
  b_{43} & b_{44} & b_{45} \\
  b_{54} & b_{55}
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
  c^{(2)}_{11} & c^{(2)}_{12} & c^{(1)}_{13} \\
  c^{(2)}_{21} & c^{(0)}_{22} & c^{(0)}_{23} & c^{(0)}_{24} \\
  c^{(0)}_{31} & c^{(0)}_{32} & c^{(0)}_{33} & c^{(0)}_{34} & c^{(0)}_{35} \\
  c^{(0)}_{42} & c^{(0)}_{43} & c^{(0)}_{44} & c^{(0)}_{45} & c^{(0)}_{46} \\
  c^{(0)}_{53} & c^{(0)}_{54} & c^{(0)}_{55}
\end{bmatrix}
\]
the computation are located within an 'active window' of size \( w_A w_B \). The computation is again completed in \( n \) steps. Notice that now the 'active window' is not static, as in the case of full matrix computations, but it moves along the diagonal, at the rate of one matrix element per \( m \) step. Notice also that the superscripts in Fig.8.4.2. indicate the number of outer products that are accumulated in an entry of matrix \( C \).

The outer product optical processor is illustrated in Fig.8.4.3, and its operation will be described in the context of \( m \). The optical processor consists of two 1-d transducers and a 2-d detector \([13]\). The imaging system is not shown in Fig.8.4.3 for clarity: spherical and cylindrical lenses are placed in front of each 1-d transducer for beam shaping and special optic systems are placed between the two transducer vectors and between the second transducer vector and the 2-d detector array to achieve the beam directions shown in Fig.8.4.3. The length of the 1-d transducers is \( n \) pixels, and the detector array has area \( n^2 \) pixels, where \( n \) is the size of the matrix (here \( n=3 \)).

The outer product calculation between the first column of matrix \( A \) and the first row of matrix \( B \) (see Fig.8.4.1) is illustrated in Fig.8.4.3. The outer product multiplications are performed by means of modulating the intensity of the light beams that travel in the directions shown by the arrows. For example, the beam with intensity proportional to
Fig. 8.4.3. Optical processor for matrix multiplication.
a_{31} passes through the transducer pixel which modulates its intensity in proportion to b_{11}, yielding a beam with intensity proportional to a_{31} b_{11}. Thus, the detector array collects and stores in its pixels charges that correspond to the values of the entries of matrix F_1. In the next step, the 1-d transducers are loaded with the second column of matrix A, and the second row of matrix B. Thus, the outer product processor will form matrix F_2 which will be added in the detector array onto matrix F_1. Finally, after n outer products, matrix C is stored in the detector array.

The optical processor for mmm of banded matrices using outer product is shown in Fig.8.4.4. The following modifications can be observed in comparison with the optical processor of Fig.8.4.3. Since only the 'active window' elements, for all matrices, need to be present at any step of the computation, the 1-d transducers have now lengths of w_A and w_B pixels respectively, instead of n (see Fig.8.4.2). Similarly, the detector array is of area w_A w_B pixels instead of n^2 pixels. The detector array is now augmented with a plane of shift registers so that the resulting 'active window' of matrix C can be moved along the detector array as indicated in Fig.8.4.2. Thus, the elements of matrix C are not stored in the detector array but are produced systolically as an output of the shift registers.

The operation of the optical processor, based on the matrix of Fig.8.4.2 is illustrated in Fig.8.4.5. Each full
Fig. 8.4.4. Optical processor for banded matrix multiplication.
1: shift in new row-column vectors
shift out matrix C entries

2: perform outer product and addition.

Fig. 8.4.5. Phases of a matrix multiplication.
mmm step can be divided into two phases. In the first phase, the 'active window' elements of a column of matrix A, and the 'active window' elements of a row of matrix B enter the 1-d transducers. Simultaneously, the contents of the shift registers move in the direction shown by the arrow, so that \( w_C = w_A + w_B - 1 \) entries of matrix C are produced. In the second phase, the outer product computation takes place and the result is accumulated on the detector-shift register plane.

Now the optical processor is ready to start a new mmm step, i.e. to shift out another 'active window' row and column of matrix C, load the entries of matrices A, B and restart the calculations. The computation is completed in \( n + \min(w_A, w_B) \) time units, where a time unit is defined as the time necessary for a full mmm step to be performed. Notice the analogy of the calculations performed by the outer product processor with the optical processors described in section 8.2, and subsequently, the unidirectional VLSI mmm array in chapter 7. Thus, all the results concerning the multiplication of matrices with unequal semibands, as well as full mmm computations, can be readily applied on the outer product processor.

In comparison with the outer product processor discussed in [13], the proposed system reduces significantly the hardware requirements especially when \( n \gg w_A, w_B \); furthermore the system is size-independent, i.e. it works for any \( n \) given a maximum bandwidth; finally, no unloading cycles are
necessary at the end of the computation. On the other hand, some additional hardware complexity is introduced since the detector array must be coupled with a shift register plane to accommodate the movement of the elements of matrix C.

8.4.2 BANDED MATRIX LU DECOMPOSITION

The LU decomposition of a matrix A can be expressed as a series of elementary row operations in which multiples of a row are subtracted from all the rows beneath it to generate zeros below the main diagonal of A. In general, a (nxn) matrix requires (n-1) complete steps to be transformed to an upper triangular form U; the row multipliers involved in each step with opposite sign also form the corresponding lower triangular matrix L.

This procedure can be carried out by using the matrix multiplication operation as illustrated in Fig.8.4.6 for a (3x3) matrix [28]. Matrix E_1 of the multipliers is multiplied with A(1)=A to give A(2) where the elements of the first column below the main diagonal are eliminated. By repeating the same procedure: E_2A(2) = A(3) and the elements of the second column are now eliminated.

It is noticed that E_j can be written as an identity matrix I, plus a matrix E^*_j which has only one non-zero column. Therefore

\[ A(j+1) = E_jA(j) = (I+E^*_j)A(j) = A(j) + E^*_jA(j) \]  \hspace{1cm} (8.4.1)
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
e_1 & 1 & 0 \\
e_2 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
a_{11} & a_{12} & a_{13} \\
a_{21} & a_{22} & a_{23} \\
a_{31} & a_{32} & a_{33}
\end{bmatrix}
= 
\begin{bmatrix}
a_{11} & a_{12} & a_{13} \\
0 & a_{22} & a_{23} \\
0 & a_{32} & a_{33}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
E_1 \quad * \quad A^{(1)} = A^{(2)}
\]

where \( e_1 = \frac{a_{21}}{a_{11}} \) and \( e_2 = \frac{a_{31}}{a_{11}} \).

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & e_3 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
a_{11} & a_{12} & a_{13} \\
0 & a_{22} & a_{23} \\
0 & a_{32} & a_{33}
\end{bmatrix}
= 
\begin{bmatrix}
a_{11} & a_{12} & a_{13} \\
0 & a_{22} & a_{23} \\
0 & a_{33}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
E_2 \quad * \quad A^{(2)} = A^{(3)}
\]

where \( e_3 = \frac{a_{32}}{a_{22}} \).

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 0 \\
\lambda_{31} & \lambda_{32} & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
-e_1 & 1 & 0 \\
-e_2 - e_3 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
= L
\]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
u_{11} & u_{12} & u_{13} \\
u_{22} & u_{23} \\
u_{33}
\end{bmatrix}
= 
\begin{bmatrix}
a_{11} & a_{12} & a_{13} \\
0 & a_{22} & a_{23} \\
0 & 0 & a_{33}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
U
\]

Fig. B.4.6. LU decomposition using outer products.
Since $E_1^*$ has non-zero entries only in the first column the matrix product $E_1^*A^{(1)}$ will consist only of one outer product between the first column of $E_1^*$ and the first row of $A^{(1)}$. The second step will consist of calculating the outer product between the second column of $E_2^*$ and the second row of $A^{(2)}$ and adding the resulting matrix to $A^{(2)}$ to generate $A^{(3)}=U$. Matrix $L$ contains a record of the elementary row operations, i.e. the $j$th column of $L$ is essentially the $j$th column of $E_j^*$, (see also section 2.3).

The $n-1$ outer products required for the LU decomposition of a full matrix are calculated between vectors of length $n$, $n-1$, ..., 2. Thus, the entries of the matrix that take part in a step of the LU decomposition are located in an 'active window' of size $nxn$, $(n-1)x(n-1)$, ..., $2x2$ respectively. Furthermore, the first row and the first column of the 'active window' are known in advance since the first row is not altered and the remaining entries of the first column are reduced to zero. Therefore, the lengths of the vectors that participate in the modification of $A$ are reduced to $n-1$, $n-2$, ..., 1 and similarly the size of the 'active window' is also reduced.

In Fig.8.4.7 the first two steps of the LU decomposition procedure for banded matrices is illustrated for a quindiaagonal matrix ($p=q=3$). Applying the ideas discussed previously it is observed that the lengths of the vectors involved in the outer product calculation are now fixed to
Fig. 8.4.7. Banded LU decomposition using outer products.
p-1, q-1 and the size of the 'active window' is also fixed to (q-1)x(p-1). This means that only a fixed number of entries need to be present at a given step of the computation. Notice that in Fig.8.4.7 the superscripts indicate the number of modifications each element undergoes.

The outer product calculation between the first column of $E_1^*$ and the first row of $A^{(1)}$ (see Fig.8.4.6) is illustrated in Fig.8.4.8. The 2-d detector array contains the components of matrix $A^{(1)}$. The outer product multiplications are performed by means of modulating the intensity of the light beams that travel in the directions shown by the arrows. For example, the beam with intensity proportional to $e_2$ passes through the transducer pixel which modulates its intensity in proportion to $a_{11}^{(1)}$, yielding a beam with intensity proportional to $e_2 a_{11}^{(1)}$. The detectors accumulate a charge that corresponds to $e_2 a_{11}^{(1)}$ onto the already existing charge $a_{11}^{(1)}$ to produce the new charge that corresponds to element $a_{31}^{(2)}$ of matrix $A^{(2)}$, i.e. zero. In this way we have: $E_1^* A^{(1)} + A^{(1)} = A^{(2)}$.

The schematic diagram for the outer product optical processor for implementing the LU decomposition algorithm is shown in Fig.8.4.9 [13]. The coefficient matrix $A$ is first loaded into the detector-shift register array. The detector array then shifts its contents along the row and the column direction as indicated by the arrows. The top row is the first row of matrix $U$, whereas the first column is used in
Fig. 8.4.8. LU decomposition using outer product.
Fig. 8.4.9. Optical processor for full matrix LU decomposition.
calculating the first column of matrices $E_j^*$ and $L$ (see Fig. 8.4.6). An outer product is then calculated between the first column of $E_j^*$ and the first row of $U$ and added to the shifted matrix $A$. This process is repeated $n-1$ times to generate matrix $U$ one row at a time and matrix $L$ one column at a time.

An optical processor for the LU decomposition of banded matrices is shown in Fig. 8.4.10. The following modifications can be observed in comparison with the optical processor of Fig. 8.4.8. No preloading of the whole matrix $A$ is necessary; only the 'active window' elements need to be present plus one element from the uppermost and lowermost diagonals. This means that there is no preloading delay and the number of pixels is reduced to $(q-1)\times(p-1)+2$. The shift register plane now moves its contents in one direction only, yielding a simpler detector array design. The 1-d transducers are now of length $(q-1)$ and $(p-1)$ pixels respectively.

The operation of the optical processor, based on the matrix of Fig. 8.4.7 is illustrated in Fig. 8.4.11. Each full step of the LU decomposition algorithm has three phases. In phase 1 the elements of matrix $A$ are shifted as indicated and the outgoing entries form a row of $U$ and a column of $L$: e.g. $[a_{11} \ a_{12} \ a_{13}]$ form the first row of $U$ and $[a_{11} \ a_{21} \ a_{31}]^T$ are involved in the calculation of the first column for $L$, $E_1^*$. The second phase calculates the coefficients for $L, E_1^*$. The third phase performs the outer product and the addition

*The computation of the columns of $E_j^*$ and $L$ is performed using conventional electronic components for subtraction and division.
Fig. 8.4.10. Optical processor for banded LU decomposition.
Fig. 8.4.11. Phases of a full step of LU decomposition.
to the existing matrix $A^{(1)}$: e.g. $a_{22}^{(1)} = a_{22} - l_{21}a_{12}$, $a_{32}^{(1)} = a_{32} - l_{31}a_{12}$.

Now the processor is ready to shift out another row of $U$ and another column for $L$ and to restart the calculations. The computation is completed in $n+\min(p-1,q-1)$ time units, where a time unit is defined as the time necessary for a full step of the LU decomposition to be performed. This includes one optical IPS computation, one subtraction-division and the data transfers. Notice that the subtraction-division processing element must be capable of performing $q$ calculations in parallel, while in the case of the LU decomposition optical processor in section 8.3 no such facility is required.

The LU decomposition outer product processor in Fig.8.4.10 can be seen as the mmm outer product processor of Fig.8.4.3 augmented with the feedback mechanism, the processing element performing subtractions-divisions and two additional pixels for the detector-shift register array to act as delays for the uppermost and lowermost diagonal entries of matrix $A$.

In comparison with the outer product processor discussed in [13], the proposed system reduces significantly the hardware requirements especially when $n \gg p,q$; furthermore the system is size-independent, i.e. it works for any $n$ and for given maximum bandwidth; the proposed system is also faster as no preloading cycles are necessary.
8.5 **OPTICAL GAUSS ELIMINATION USING OUTER PRODUCTS**

The outer product processor for banded matrix LU decomposition proposed in section 8.4 is now utilised for the implementation of several Gauss elimination (GE) algorithms, i.e. matrix triangularization; direct solution of linear systems; matrix inversion and solution of matrix equations. The quindiagonal matrix is again used as an example (p=q=3, n=5).

The triangularization of a matrix is illustrated in Fig.8.5.1; with the help of this figure the Gauss elimination procedure performed with outer products is explained. As is shown in Fig.8.5.1 the GE algorithm can be performed in n-1 major steps, each step involving an 'outer product plus addition' computation. For example, in the first step of GE \[ \begin{bmatrix} a_{11} & a_{21} & a_{31} \end{bmatrix}^T \] determines the multipliers \[ \begin{bmatrix} 1 & e_{21} & e_{31} \end{bmatrix}^T \]; then an outer product is calculated between \[ \begin{bmatrix} 1 & e_{21} & e_{31} \end{bmatrix}^T \] and \[ \begin{bmatrix} a_{11} & a_{12} & a_{13} \end{bmatrix} \] and the resulting matrix is added to matrix A to produce the modified matrix for the second step. The actual modification takes place in the 'active window' of size \((q-1)\times(p-1)\) as indicated in Fig.8.5.1. The GE moves diagonally from the top of the matrix towards its bottom and produces a triangular matrix U; the elements of the matrix that take part at any step of the computation are shown in Fig.8.5.1 and the locality of the transformations of GE is illustrated.

A further final step of the triangularization algorithm
can be the division of the elements of each row with the
diagonal element of the row, as shown in Fig.8.5.1. Thus the
main diagonal entries are all set to 1. Although this step
can again be analysed in n outer products, it is more con-
venient to have a different implementation as will be
explained later on. The triangularization method is the same
with the LU decomposition method with the difference that no
record of the multipliers is kept and therefore no matrix L
is produced.

The algorithm described can be readily modified to
solve a system of simultaneous linear equations based on GE
and the use of augmented matrices. For the system \( A\mathbf{x} = \mathbf{b} \),
where \( A \) is as defined in Fig.8.5.1 the augmented matrix is
\([A|\mathbf{b}]\); it is possible using elementary row operations to
transform \([A|\mathbf{b}]\) to \([U|\mathbf{b'}]\) where \( U \) is upper triangular and
solve the system with a back substitution. The method is
illustrated in Fig.8.5.2; for the sake of simplicity all
non-zero entries are indicated with 'x'; again the 'active
window' and the elements involved in each computation step
are indicated in the figure. A final division step can be
included, where each row of \( \mathbf{b} \) is also divided by the diag-
onal element of the corresponding row of matrix \( A \).

The GE algorithm for the direct solution of a linear
system is extended to the Gauss-Jordan (GJ) method at the
expense of \( n \) more cycles as shown in Fig.8.5.3. The superdi-
agonal elements are now eliminated using the 'outer product
Fig. 8.5.1. Triangularization of A.
plus addition' pattern. The computation continues beyond the end of the GE algorithm and starts from the bottom and moves towards the top of the matrix. Since the lower diagonal entries are all eliminated by GE, there are no modifications in matrix $A$ only eliminations, while there are still modifications for $b$.

In both the algorithms described for the solution of linear systems there are two 'active windows': one for matrix $A$ and one for $b$. Note that there is some redundancy in the calculations for the GJ method. After the first division step (Fig.8.5.2) the main diagonal entries are all 1 and therefore the 'outer product plus addition' is used only for $b$; furthermore the final division step (in Fig.8.5.3) is not necessary. Alternatively the first division step can be omitted and the remainder of the computation is then carried out exactly as shown in Fig.8.5.3.

The GJ algorithm can be used for the inversion of a matrix $A$ if the method is applied on the augmented matrix $[A|I]$, where $I$ is the identity matrix. At the end of the computation the augmented matrix is transformed to $[I|A^{-1}]$. The matrix inversion algorithm is shown in Fig.8.5.4. The operations in the left-hand side matrix $A$ are identical to those of Fig.8.5.2,3. The calculations in the right-hand side matrix are slightly different from the operations discussed up to now. It is obvious from Fig.8.5.4 that the profile of matrix $A$ is not preserved in $A^{-1}$ and therefore the
Fig. 8.5.2. Gauss Elimination for A, b.
Fig. 8.5.3. Back substitution for $A, b$. 

$n-1$ modification steps

division
Fig. 8.5.4(a). Gauss-Jordan method for matrix inversion.
Fig. 8.5.4(b). Gauss-Jordan method for matrix inversion.
concept of the 'active window' cannot be applied in the same way on $A^{-1}$. This is more clear in Fig.8.5.4(b) where in each computational step the $nx(q-1)$ elements of matrix $A^{-1}$ are modified. Therefore, the concept of the 'active window' can be applied only in one dimension of $A^{-1}$; in other words matrix $A^{-1}$ can be viewed as $n$ columns, each one representing a 'vector $b$' of the GJ algorithm in Fig.8.5.3. It should be noted that since the 'active window' for $A^{-1}$ has now size $nx(p-1)$ or $nx(q-1)$, the matrix inversion algorithm is not size-independent in the sense of the algorithms previously discussed.

The division steps in Fig.8.4.4 introduce the same redundancy as in the GJ algorithm for the solution of the linear systems of equations; again one of the two division steps can be omitted. The same algorithm can be used for the solution of a matrix equation $AX=Y$, if the augmented matrix takes the form $[A|Y]$, so that after the computation we have $[I|A^{-1}Y]$.

8.5.1 OPTICAL IMPLEMENTATION

The basic component for an optical implementation for all the algorithms described, is the optical processor shown in Fig.8.4.10, configured for the case of our example matrix. The calculations performed by the optical processor are detailed in the first four steps of Fig.8.5.1. If the final division step is necessary as well, then the optical processor can be expanded as shown in Fig.8.5.5: each row of
Fig. 8.5.5. Optical processor for matrix triangularization.

Fig. 8.5.6. Optical processor for Gauss Elimination.
the triangular matrix produced as described before is now divided by its first element, thus giving a triangular matrix with all main diagonal elements equal to 1. No significant additional delay is introduced since the division can be performed in parallel with the calculation of the multipliers; thus only the last step creates a delay. The hardware for this additional processing element is a simpler version of that needed for the subtraction-division processing element.

Therefore, the triangularization of a banded matrix with bandwidth \( w = p + q - 1 \) using GE without pivoting, can be performed in \( n + \min(p-1, q-1) \) major steps, on an optical processor as that shown in Fig.8.5.5. The detector array has size \((q-1) \times (p-1) + 2\) and the transducers \((q-1)\) and \((p-1)\) pixels. One (or two) processing elements are necessary performing subtraction and division (or division only); these processing elements must be capable of performing \( p \) (and \( q \)) calculations in parallel.

The same optical processor, with some extensions, can be used for the direct solution of a system of linear equations based on GE and the use of augmented matrices. The system is shown in Fig.8.5.6. The ‘outer product plus addition’ operation is now extended to include \( \mathbf{b} \), as explained with the help of Fig.8.5.2. This is achieved by means of a second outer product processor working in parallel with the one already discussed; the column of the multipliers is the
same for both outer products. The computation follows the same pattern, as described for the matrix triangularization. Notice that \( q-1 \) initialisation steps are required, so that the elements of \( b \) are loaded in the detector array; the input sequence of matrix \( A \) must be modified accordingly.

Therefore the direct solution of a banded linear system of equations with semibandwidths \( p,q \) can be performed in \( n+(q-1) \) major steps on an optical processor as that of Fig.8.5.6. The detector arrays have sizes \((q-1)(p-1)+2 \) and \( q-1 \) pixels; the transducers have lengths \( q-1, p-1, \) and \( 1,q-1 \) pixels. The subtraction-division processing element performs \( q \) calculations in parallel while the additional division element performs \( p+1 \) calculations in parallel.

The GJ algorithm for the solution of a linear system can be optically implemented by means of the same basic component of Fig.8.5.6. The two phases of the algorithm, as shown in Fig.8.5.2,3 can be performed by the same optical processor provided that in the second phase the triangular matrix \( U \) is transposed; both \( U \) and \( b' \) are processed from the bottom towards the top during the second phase of the algorithm. A system based on the optical processor of Fig.8.5.6 is shown in Fig.8.5.7: \( A \) and \( b \) enter the system and they are routed to the optical processor; the intermediate results, i.e. \( U \) and \( b' \) are stored into a LIFO memory module; for the second phase of the algorithm the transposed matrix \( U \) and \( b' \) enter the optical processor in the reverse order and the
Fig. 8.5.7. Optical processor system for Gauss-Jordan method.
resulting vector \( \mathbf{x} \) is produced as output of the system.

Therefore the GJ algorithm can be performed in 
\( 2(n + \max(p-1,q-1)) \) major steps on an optical processor as in Fig.8.5.7. The maximum semibandwidth is used as the basis of the design, so that both phases can be performed on the same optical processor. The redundancy of the computations can be avoided if a special optical processor for the second phase is used, since no division is necessary and no output for \( \mathbf{U} \) is produced.

The GJ method can be extended for matrix inversion if \( \mathbf{b} \) is replaced by the identity matrix. All the transformations on the original matrix \( \mathbf{A} \) are recorded on the identity matrix to produce \( \mathbf{A}^{-1} \), as shown in Fig.8.5.4. As it is explained, the concept of the 'active window' has only partial application on \( \mathbf{A}^{-1} \); thus, for the optical implementation of the matrix inversion, the optical processor is extended as shown in Fig.8.5.8. The outer product processor for the modification of \( \mathbf{b} \) is expanded so that it can modify \( n \times \max(p-1,q-1) \) elements of the matrix \( \mathbf{A}^{-1} \) simultaneously. Thus the optical implementation of the matrix inversion is size-dependent.

The overall configuration of the optical system for matrix inversion is exactly the same as that of Fig.8.5.7, if \( \mathbf{b}, \mathbf{b}', \mathbf{x} \) are replaced by \( \mathbf{I}, (\mathbf{A}^{-1})', \mathbf{A}^{-1} \). Similarly the redundancy of the calculations can be removed by a special optical processor for the second phase of the algorithm.
Fig. 8.5.8. Optical processor for matrix inversion.
The solution of the matrix equation $AX=Y$ can be effected in the same optical processor as for matrix inversion, if $I$ is replaced by $Y$. 
8.6 CONCLUSIONS

Although the optical operations described in the previous sections can be initially applied only on non-negative real numbers, there are well-known methods to accommodate the full range of real numbers as well as complex arithmetic: see for example [58], [222], [292].

The limited accuracy of the basically analog optical computations that are discussed in this chapter can be increased by means of the Digital Multiplication via Analog Convolution (DMAC) method. This algorithm is outlined, amongst others, in [241], and is based on the convolution of two binary encoded input signals, to produce an output signal in mixed binary form that can then be transformed into pure binary arithmetic. The output signal is equivalent to the product of the input signals. This process is equivalent to the polynomial multiplication algorithm, discussed in section 3.1, where the a's and b's are all 0 or 1, so that each polynomial represents a binary coded number, in integer or fixed-point real arithmetic. The product of the two polynomials can be seen as the result of the multiplication of these two numbers, in mixed binary form. It is possible to convert this result in purely binary notation with some simple postprocessing.

A survey of some of the methods proposed for the implementation of the DMAC method is given in [49]. The algorithm has been applied on the outer product processor in [12] and
experimental results are given in [14]. The DMAC algorithm has been extended to fixed-point arithmetic in [29], [31]. A similar implementation has been reported for integrated-optical processors in [11], [291].

Thus, each of the optical systolic algorithms can be extended to include digital accuracy, if the entries of the matrices or vectors involved are binary encoded and the DMAC algorithm is incorporated on the optical processor.

However, it is argued that this straightforward extension leads to excessive requirements, as regards the number of pixels of the transducer and detector arrays. Some other difficulties that are introduced include the loss of the speed of the optical computation and the accuracy required in the Analog-to-Digital conversion [10], [235]. Nevertheless, the DMAC method has received considerable attention and some encouraging experimental results have been reported [31], [54], [67], [75].

Two other interesting problems arising from the optical systolic algorithms discussed herein are the feedback mechanisms as well as the combination of electronic and optical processing elements. Given the speed of the optical IPS computations, the feedback mechanisms should be equally fast, if they are not to introduce any delay in the computations. Thus, optical feedback might be considered, using some of the optical signal transmission methods discussed in section 3.5, although it requires additional signal
The combination of conventional digital electronic processing elements with optical components has been advocated so that computations not readily realisable in optical computing can be performed. This operations include all non-IPS calculations, as shown in sections 8.3-8.5. This hybrid processor, however, forces a pipelined computation to be performed at the speed of the slowest component, i.e. the digital electronic processing elements. Thus, an interesting field for further investigation, is the development of parallel algorithms for hybrid processors, where the arrangement of the computations is such that to minimize the delay introduced by the non-linear (conventional) components.

Some alternative, all-optical implementations of the basic unary operations have been proposed in \[290\], \[292\], based on the concept of an optical polynomial evaluation processor. However, for the current state of development of optical computing, the realisation of all-optical digital (or analog) computers is only experimental \[10\], \[35\], \[85\], \[206\]. Therefore, the combination of optical and electronic components seems to be the next step forward for optical computing, either in the form of optical interconnections, or in the form of hybrid processors.

One way to reduce the need for complex non-IPS calculations that may cause long delays, is the expression of the algorithms to be implemented as a series of simple mvm or

---

*This technique may be the cause of potential problem, in power budgets, if the bandwidth of signals is great.
mmm computations. This technique has been used in the case of direct methods, as is shown in the previous sections, but it mainly favours iterative algorithms as very good candidates for optical implementation.

Optical iterative systolic algorithms using a series of mvm computations have been extensively discussed for the solution of linear systems of equations [50-54]; and for eigenvalue-eigenvector computation [56]. Following this line of thinking, it would be very interesting to investigate the design of optical systolic pipelines, as well as optical systolic iterative arrays, implementing the algorithms proposed in chapter 6 for VLSI systolic networks. One obvious advantage of the optical systolic networks would be the elimination of the interconnection difficulties. Thus, an intermediate approach can be the design of 3-d systolic networks with VLSI mvm arrays and optical interconnection components.

Optical systolic iterative algorithms based on mmm operations are discussed in [56], where each mmm is decomposed as a series of mvm's. The optical realisation of the systolic array designs for successive mmm's, proposed in chapter 7, will allow for the direct implementation of all the algorithms discussed in this chapter.

Finally, an important aspect for the development of optical systolic algorithms, and optical computing in general, is the actual testing and verification of the
algorithms and architectures, using simulation techniques: see, for example, in [2], [52], [84] for the use of simulation methods in the development of optical systolic concepts. The soft-systolic simulation technique offers a suitable framework for this process, as it is shown in the programs listed in the Appendix (sections A.5 and A.6).

In A.6.2 there are some pixel definitions of the basic components of an optical systolic processor, such as: light emitter pixel; light modulator pixel; detector and shift register pixel. These basic building blocks are used in the programs of A.5 to develop soft-systolic simulation programs for some simple optical systolic algorithms. Two types of banded mvm are presented (A.5.1 and A.5.2), one using outer product concepts and the other using simple space integration (inner product). These architectures are further extended to accommodate banded mmm, in A.5.3 and A.5.4. Finally, a possible implementation of the DMAC algorithm is given, where two binary-coded sequences are multiplied to produce a sequence in mixed binary form.

It would be interesting to further develop the soft-systolic simulation method to fully accommodate optical computing concepts.
This thesis has introduced some new systolic algorithms and architectures for numerical computation, under the framework of being suitable for implementation on to VLSI processor arrays, or optical processors.

This final chapter is structured as follows. Initially, a summary of the main topics of discussion is given, together with an overview of the related results, thus complementing the thesis organisation presented in section 1.3. Then, some general conclusions are given, partially in relation with the major areas of current systolic systems and computing research, discussed in section 1.2.

9.1 THESIS SUMMARY

The preceding chapters can be divided into three parts: the first part (chapters 1-2) consists of survey and background material for the ready comprehension of this work; the second part (chapter 3) combines an overview of basic concepts with the introduction of some more recent develop-
ments in the area of systolic computing; the third part (chapters 4-8) is devoted to the presentation of new systolic algorithms.

Chapter 1 gives a brief overview of the environment for the development of the systolic approach, by discussing: the applications of systolic systems; the advances of VLSI technology; and the relation of the systolic approach with other parallel processing methods and the theory of cellular automata. Further, an outline of the major areas of systolic systems research is presented, such as: implementation issues and optics technology; overall system design and programming; and algorithm design and applications. Finally, the organisation of the thesis is discussed.

Chapter 2 contains basic mathematical definitions in the areas of polynomial equations; matrix computations; linear programming; and differential equations. Then, there is an introduction to specific topics: solution of polynomial equations; solution of systems of linear equations; matrix eigenproblem solutions; matrix functions; and discrete approximation of differential equations. Finally, there is a brief discussion of the numerical algorithms used in subsequent chapters.

Chapter 3 starts with the description of a simple systolic algorithm, through which the basic definitions and terminology are introduced; then a framework for systolic algorithm development on VLSI is presented. This is followed
by the discussion of a set of fundamental systolic designs for: matrix-vector multiplication; matrix-matrix multiplication; and the solution of linear systems of equations. These designs are used as building blocks and benchmarks in the subsequent chapters. Next there is an overview of some transformational techniques, for derivation and improvement of systolic designs: the retiming method; cut theorem; area-time expansion; and R+F method. Further, the importance of systolic programming and simulation is discussed and some special-purpose (Warp, WAP) and general-purpose (Transputer) 'systolic computers' are presented. Then, the soft-systolic paradigm is introduced; simulation, systolic programming and soft-systolic approach form the basis for the development of the soft-systolic simulation method, using OCCAM. Finally, the optical implementation of systolic algorithms is investigated, as well as the use of optical signal transmission techniques. The chapter is concluded with a modification of the framework initially proposed so that it can accommodate the different classes of systolic algorithms: hard (traditional, direct VLSI implementation); hybrid (programmable, special-purpose VLSI processor arrays); soft (network of processes on a general-purpose parallel processing computer); and optical (analogue optical or hybrid electronic-optical processor implementation).

Chapter 4 investigates the systolic implementation of a new group of numerical algorithms, i.e. the solution of polynomial equations. Two traditional methods are discussed
in detail: Graeffe and Bernoulli. In the study of these methods transformational techniques are exemplified: retiming technique; bidirectional array transformed to ring architecture; area-time expansion. Further, a general systolic ring architecture is proposed that can accommodate the majority of iterative methods for the solution of polynomial equations, with modifications in the number of parallel polynomial evaluations and in the calculation of the new approximation. Finally, the Sturm sequence property is used for the systolic computation of the roots of the characteristic polynomial of a tridiagonal matrix. The method can be extended to unsymmetric tridiagonal or quindiagonal matrices; moreover, the calculation of the characteristic equation of Hessenberg matrices is also possible, using a linear array, similar to that of a triangular system solution. Noticing that, the latter can also be transformed in a systolic ring, we can conclude that, it is possible to build a more general-purpose ring architecture for polynomial evaluation, solution of polynomial equations, as well as other polynomial computations.

Chapter 5 presents some systolic algorithms for the efficient solution of linear systems of equations, using LU decomposition. Initially, a mathematical transformation is introduced (block (2x2) R+F method) for improving the efficiency of the systolic algorithms for banded LU/LDU decomposition. Then, the problem of updating LU factors is discussed, in the context of the Simplex method; the same
approach can be used in other cases where updating is necessary, such as real-time signal processing and algorithmic fault-tolerance. The same technique can be extended to include pivoting, as well as other matrix factorization methods (e.g. QR decomposition). Further, it would be interesting to investigate the combination of the R+F method with the updating technique, and other factorization methods. Finally, the LU decomposition with partial pivoting is used in the systolic implementation of the Inverse Iteration method, for the determination of the eigenvectors of symmetric tridiagonal matrices. This array may be combined with the design determining the eigenvalues of the same type of matrices, discussed in chapter 4; thus, it is possible to produce a systolic system solving the eigenproblem for symmetric tridiagonal matrices which form the end-product of the eigenproblem solution of general symmetric matrices. As a conclusion, notice that the similarity of LU and QR decomposition methods (with or without pivoting) makes possible the design of a programmable systolic array performing all these types of algorithms, according to the problem at hand.

Chapter 6 develops the concept of combining systolic arrays for matrix-vector multiplication; this technique is applied to the iterative solution of linear systems of equations, usually occurring in the discrete approximation of ordinary and partial differential equations. Initially, retiming techniques are applied for the derivation of a unidirectional banded matrix-vector multiplication array.
Further, the area-time expansion method is employed for the derivation of an iterative systolic array, suitable for full matrix computations. Thus area and/or time efficient pipeline and iterative designs are produced for different solution methods and techniques: Jacobi; Gauss-Seidel; JOR; SOR; cyclic reduction; multi-coloring technique. Finally, the concept of systolic networks is introduced, defined as parallel, co-operating pipelines of systolic arrays (area expansion) or co-operating systolic iterative structures (time expansion). An interesting development would be the integration of optical data transmission lines, to formulate 3-d 'prismatic' systolic networks, in order to overcome interconnection and communication problems. The importance of matrix-vector multiplication in scientific and signal processing applications, suggests a wide range of applications for the unidirectional, as well as the iterative, arrays discussed in this chapter; thus, a further development would be the comparison of their performance with that of existing arrays, in other specific applications.

Chapter 7 develops further the idea of combining systolic arrays to produce pipelines or iterative structures, following the reasoning of area-time expansion schemes. A new group of systolic algorithms is introduced, based on successive matrix-matrix multiplications. Previously, successive matrix multiplication algorithms had been considered as too expensive to implement, in terms of both storage and processing; further, they introduced scaling and
normalisation problems. However, the advances in technology make possible the consideration of these algorithms that introduce a high degree of parallelism, provided that scaling and normalisation problems are solved satisfactorily. Thus, matrix-matrix multiplication arrays are combined to form systolic pipelines or iterative structures, and used for the solution of a variety of problems: iterative solution of linear systems; eigenproblem solution, with Power, Matrix Squaring and Raised Power methods; matrix inversion; matrix polynomial evaluation; approximation of matrix functions, such as: exponential; square root; inverse square root; cosine and sine; and logarithm of a matrix. As a conclusion we should notice that the general significance of this group of algorithms has not been fully investigated, not only in the area of systolic computing, but also in the general field of large-scale scientific computation, where the 'matricialization' of the basic functional units and algorithms is also under consideration.

Chapter 8 presents some optical systolic algorithms, for fundamental matrix computations, such as matrix-matrix multiplication and LU decomposition. Initially, the direct mapping of VLSI algorithms on to optical processors is investigated, and a framework for generalising this technique is given. The implementation of the R+F method is also introduced to improve the efficiency of some optical systolic algorithms. Then, the Outer Product processor is presented and the potential of 3-d parallelism is exploited
to produce optical systolic algorithms with higher performance and reduced hardware requirements. An Outer Product processor for banded matrix computations is defined, and used for the optical implementation of a wide range of systolic algorithms, mainly based on Gauss Elimination. Finally, some of the problems of the optical implementation of systolic algorithms are briefly discussed: first the utilization of the Digital Multiplication through Analog Convolution (DMAC) algorithm, for acquiring digital accuracy in the computations; second the combination of electronic and optical components into hybrid processors. As a conclusion, we should point out that optical computing is an area that is by no means 'settled', either in terms of the underlying technology, or in terms of theory and applications, i.e. the potential of optical computing has not been fully understood. Herein we only give some indications of the possible applications of optical computing concepts on systolic algorithms, and parallel processing.

Summarizing, we can say that the main subject of this work is the investigation of new systolic algorithms for numerical computation, where 'new' may mean:

New groups of algorithms: solution of polynomial equations; evaluation and solution of characteristic equations; algorithms involving successive matrix powers.

New algorithms in traditional areas of research: updating of LU factors; inverse iteration; algorithms for iterative
solution of linear equations using cyclic reduction, multi-coloring techniques.

Improvements of existing algorithms: LU/LDU decomposition; matrix-vector multiplication; iterative solution of linear systems; power method.

The OCCAM programming language for parallel processing is extensively used for the soft-systolic simulation, and the partial verification, of the algorithms presented. By soft-systolic simulation we mean the simulation of systolic designs on a conventional uniprocessor, using the method of soft-systolic algorithm development. By verification we simply mean the production of expected results for given inputs. Thus, systolic architectures are considered as networks of processes, rather than processors, and the computation is data-driven. Further, no attempt is made to optimise the performance of the programs for a specific parallel processing computing structure. However, a methodology is developed that considerably simplifies the development and manipulation of systolic algorithms, using OCCAM. Finally, all programs (and algorithms) retain the possibility of direct implementation on VLSI processor arrays (transputer networks) with only minor modifications.

Further, an important recurring theme is the area-time tradeoffs, especially in the form of area-time expansion schemes for the systolic implementation of iterative algorithms, i.e: solution of polynomial equations; iterative
solution of linear systems; algorithms involving successive matrix powers. Moreover, the possible interconnection of systolic arrays, in the form of systolic pipelines and iterative structures, is addressed, in an attempt to develop systolic systems for the solution of complex problems, based on simple building blocks. Thus, a new level of pipelining is introduced, in addition to bit-level, arithmetic operation level and 'block of computations' level. It can be termed pipelining at an 'algorithmic level': complex algorithms can be decomposed into simpler ones, which form a structure that can be expanded either in area, to produce systolic pipelines or networks, or in time, to produce iterative systolic arrays, with limited reconfigurability.

Finally, the impact of the advances in optics technology and optical computing is discussed, and the optical implementation of systolic algorithms is further investigated. Basic systolic algorithms for VLSI are modified in order to be implemented on to optical processors. The soft-systolic simulation technique is used to simulate optical algorithms in OCCAM. Therefore, it can be argued that the simulation of algorithms and architectures for optical computing consists a new application field for the OCCAM programming language. The programs presented herein offer some initial indications in this direction.

Using the classification of systolic algorithms of section 3.5, it is possible to categorize the new algorithms
presented in this thesis, in the four groups: hard, soft, hybrid and optical systolic algorithms. Initially, it is clear that all algorithms can be classified as soft-systolic, in the sense that they are conceived and simulated as networks of processes; thus it is relatively straightforward to map them on to an appropriate computing structure (transputer network). Notice that the optical-systolic algorithms, especially in sections 8.4 and 8.5 are the most difficult to map due to global interconnections; however a mapping is still possible, and the classification legal.

In the optical-systolic group, apart from the algorithms in chapter 8, we may add some of the systolic pipelines and networks described in section 6.5 and 6.6, as well as chapter 7, because of the optical data interconnections that may be used.

Hybrid-systolic algorithms allow for programmable components with significant amounts of local memory and control. In this category we could include the iterative structures for successive matrix-matrix or matrix-vector multiplications, in chapters 6 and 7. Further, the block (2x2) $R+F$ decomposition array of section 5.2, the rectangular array for updating LU factors in section 5.3, and the programmable linear array for inverse iteration. Finally, all hard-systolic algorithms can be seen as hybrid ones.

In the class of hard-systolic algorithms, we can identify the polynomial equation solvers, in chapter 4, since
they involve minimum programmability and memory; however, a general ring architecture would be hybrid-systolic. Further, in the same class we can include: the linear array for updating LU factors in section 5.3; the inverse iteration array in section 5.4; the matrix-vector multiplication arrays and the related simple pipelines in chapter 6. Notice that, all linear arrays that can be seen as degenerate 2-d arrays may well be classified as hybrid-systolic designs, in the sense that they can be transformed into pure 1-d structures, if adequate local memory is available.
In this thesis we have investigated a wide range of numerical algorithms and, to some extent, have achieved some unification by applying similar structures and methodology to this diversity. Thus, some generic systolic architectures can be identified; for each generic structure, we can outline a class of corresponding algorithms. The algorithms belonging to a specific group can be implemented on the corresponding architecture, provided that the systolic system is appropriately programmed and/or reconfigured. These systolic systems can be envisaged either as special-purpose systolic computers, implementing hybrid-systolic algorithms, or as soft-systolic structures performable on a general-purpose parallel processing computer. Therefore, the following structures, and related groups of algorithms can be identified:

- Systolic Ring architecture, for polynomial computations, e.g. solution of polynomial equations, (see chapter 4).

- Systolic Networks, based on mvm – mmm arrays, for algorithms involving successive mvips – mmips computations, e.g. iterative solution of linear systems of equations, (see chapter 6); or matrix squaring algorithms, (see chapter 7).

- Optical Systolic Outer Product Processor, for optical systolic algorithms decomposable in simple outer product steps, e.g. Gauss elimination, (see chapter 8).
The Systolic Ring architecture, for the solution of polynomial equations can be viewed as a three-part system. The main component is a pipeline structure capable of performing one or more polynomial evaluations at given points, which can provide the approximations to the roots sought. Then, another processor can check for the convergence of the method; finally a processor can close the ring by producing either the results or new approximations, if necessary. It may be possible for several methods to be implemented, depending on the computations performed in the pipeline and the configuration of the convergence and approximation processors. The Systolic Ring may process many polynomials in parallel, or may produce a number of roots of the same polynomial in parallel. Further, the pipeline can be used for other computations, such as polynomial multiplication, synthetic division, polynomial division, etc.

Systolic Networks have been defined as parallel, cooperating systolic designs, each design having the form of either a pipeline of systolic arrays, or an iterative systolic structure. The basic component of the system is a number of mvm (and/or mmm) systolic arrays for full (or banded) matrix computations. These arrays can be combined through a reconfigurable interconnection system, which allows the outputs of an array to be routed to other arrays and, possibly, back to the input of the same array. This feature is especially useful for cyclic reduction and multi-coloring methods, as well as in the computation of
matrix functions. A number of processors, attached to the interconnection system, can be used for further simple processing of the intermediate results, as they are routed through the network for the next iteration. This is, for example, the case of additional IPS operations required in some iterative methods for solving linear systems of equations, e.g. GS method, or JOR method for 2-cyclic matrices. Finally, the Systolic Network should be accompanied with adequate memory for storing matrix operands and/or intermediate results. The storage of matrix operands is necessary in the case of iterative structures based on mvm or mmm arrays, while the storage of intermediate results is useful in the two-stage recurrences for the computation of matrix functions.

The Outer Product Processor can be used as the basic component for the construction of hybrid optical-electronic processors, implementing optical systolic algorithms based on banded mmm computations decomposable in a series of outer products. The processor is compared favourably with the optical processor discussed in [13], since it requires less area and is problem size-independent. A number of Outer Product Processors can operate in parallel to perform multiple outer products using the same coefficient matrix, as is the case in Gauss elimination algorithms. Further, a feedback mechanism may allow the use of the processor for algorithms based on successive mmm's.
9.2 SOME FURTHER SUGGESTIONS

In less than ten years since the first publication on systolic algorithms and architectures, research on systolic systems has undergone an impressive expansion, covering a large number of very divergent areas, as shown in sections 1.1 and 1.2. This thesis is just a small example of this multi-disciplinary research effort, as it tries to combine numerical algorithms, parallel processing languages and programming techniques, VLSI processor arrays and optical computing, using the systolic approach as the connecting theme.

However, as systolic computing and systems research reaches its first decade, there awaits the imperative task of actually implementing a significant proportion of the ideas set forth—mainly algorithms and architectures. This implementation side is the one that requires further development, for the systolic approach to be established as one of the major contenders in parallel processing.

In this direction, we can distinguish three types of implementation strategies, roughly corresponding to the proposed classification of systolic algorithms. Firstly, algorithmically specialized systems: they can perform a limited number of algorithms; they correspond to the groups of hard, and optical systolic arrays, with limited programmability and memory, and are of major interest for critical algorithms in real-time signal and image processing. Then, special-purpose systolic computers: they can perform a large
number of algorithms in some specific areas of computing, e.g. computer vision, specific matrix computations, solution of certain differential equations; they correspond to hybrid-systolic algorithms and are of main interest as attached units in large-scale scientific computers and signal-image processing research. Finally, general-purpose parallel computers: they can perform algorithms from a large number of areas of computing, in addition to the ones already referred to, e.g. general numerical applications, data structures and data bases, systems programming, artificial intelligence; they correspond to soft-systolic algorithms and are of general interest for the development of parallel processing.

The problems that have to be solved in all these three implementation strategies can be summarized under the headings: hardware implementation of computing structures; overall system design and programming; algorithm design and development (see also section 1.2). However, the relative weighting of the problems for each strategy may be different.

Thus, for algorithmically specialized systems, it is important to minimize the system design costs and to achieve very high performances. Therefore, the main research effort is concentrated on the topics: automated design of systolic algorithms and architectures; use of specialized Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) tools; hardware and/or algorithmic
fault-tolerance; efficient problem partitioning; use of Very High Speed Integrated Circuits (VHSIC), and/or hybrid optical-electronic processors; area and time optimization at all levels, [171], [217], [264], [302].

For special-purpose systolic computers, it is important to achieve a combination of relative flexibility and high performance. Therefore, the main research effort is concentrated on the overall system design and architecture, so that it will be suitable for some 'generic' algorithms, representing the areas of specialization. Problems such as processor and interconnection complexity, host-system communication and environment for program development are very significant. Notice that the algorithms now have to match the architecture, in a way similar to that of a low-level sequential machine environment. A good example for this implementation strategy is the recently commercially available, Warp machine.

Further, for general-purpose parallel computers, the problems start from the definition itself: for the 'generic' algorithms are too general (or too many) with a large number of tradeoffs to be balanced, and thus a large number of alternatives to be followed. Therefore, the main research effort is to achieve near-optimal balance between computation and communication for algorithms that vary considerably in their pattern of parallelism. Problems arise at the level of processor and interconnection complexity: 'clusters' of
processors and multiple interconnections are being considered. Further, at the algorithm design level, the algorithm itself may be detached from the computer structure geometry, and therefore the problem of the optimal mapping of the algorithm onto the structure is very important. For the moment, the soft-systolic approach produces useful results in the areas of systems programming, as well as logic programming; further, the concept of Instruction Systolic Machines is investigated, that distribute systolically both instructions and data, [156], [256], [286].

Finally, we think that the combination of the soft-systolic concept with other, competing and/or closely related approaches in parallel processing may be fruitful; such examples are the Hypercube computer, the Connection machine [264] and the Reconfigurable Array Processor (RPA) [150]. Also, recent developments in parallel reduction systems [208], [281]; multi-valued logic [213]; neural systems (using optical computing techniques) [279]; VLSI and optical cellular computers [55], [70-71]; and molecular computers (in relation to cellular automata) [66], constitute an interesting challenge for further cross-fertilization of the systolic concept with other radical approaches in parallel computing.

What is imperative, in all the above strategies, is the formulation of a simple, but powerful, notation (language), for the development of parallel processing algorithms in
general and systolic algorithms specifically. In this direction, OCCAM proves to be a very useful tool, although not fully developed yet. Furthermore, the ability to build, using transputers, many types of experimental parallel machines, is very important for the development of systolic (and parallel) algorithms and architectures.

This thesis is completed with a comprehensive list of references, followed by an Appendix on OCCAM, the Loughborough implementation of the language, and a selection of programs, simulating some of the systolic algorithms proposed herein.
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This Appendix comprises a brief introduction to the OCCAM programming language, followed by the description of the Loughborough implementation of OCCAM. Further, there is a selection of programs, simulating some of the systolic designs discussed in this thesis.

I. BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO OCCAM

In OCCAM processes are connected to form concurrent systems, each process can be regarded as a black box with an internal state which can communicate with other processes via point to point communication channels. The processes themselves are finite. Each process starts, performs a number of actions then terminates. An action may be a set of parallel processes to be performed at the same time. As a process is itself composed of processes which may themselves be executed in parallel a process allows internal concurrency which varies with time.

Processes: All processes are constructed from three primi-
tive processes, assignment, input and output. An assignment is indicated by the symbol ':=', for example, \( v := e \) sets variable \( v \) to the value of the expression \( e \) and then terminates. An input is indicated by the symbol '?', for example, \( c?x \) inputs a value from a channel \( c \) assigning it to \( x \) and then terminating. An output is indicated by the symbol '!' and \( c!e \) outputs the expression \( e \) to channel \( c \), and then terminates.

A pair of concurrent processes communicate using a one way channel connecting the two processes. One process outputs a message to the channel, the other process inputs the message from the channel. A particular process can be ready to communicate on one or more of its channels any time between its start and termination, but a communication only takes place when both it and the process sharing one of its channels is ready. Where a number of connected processes are ready simultaneously communication can occur in parallel.

**Constructs**: A number of processes can be combined to form a construct which is itself a process and can be used as a component for other constructs. Each component process is indented by two spaces from the left hand margin indicating which construct it is part of. There are only four basic construct types, sequential, parallel, conditional, and alternative.

**SEQ**: is the keyword for a sequential construct denoted
where the component processes $p_1, p_2, p_3, \ldots$ are executed in strict sequence with process $p_i$ finishing before $p_{i+1}$ starts and after $p_{i-1}$ terminates. Sequential constructs are similar to programs written in conventional programming languages.

**PAR**: is the keyword for a parallel construct of the form

```
par
  p_1
  p_2
  p_3
  ...
```

and in contrast to **seq**, here all the component processes $p_1, p_2, p_3, \ldots$ are executed concurrently. The par construct terminates when all the component processes have finished.

**IF**: is the keyword for a conditional construct with the appearance

```
if
  condition 1
  p_1
  condition 2
  p_2
  ...
```

This means that $p_1$ is executed if condition 1 is true, otherwise $p_2$ iff condition 2 is true, etc. Notice the strict
sequential ordering of tests. Only one of the processes $p_1$ is executed and the 'if' construct terminates when the process finishes.

**ALT:** is the keyword for the alternative construct

```
alt
  input 1
  $p_1$
  input 2
  $p_2$
  ...
```

This construct waits until one of input 1, input 2, ... is ready. If input 1 is ready first, input 1 is performed and on completion $p_1$ is executed. Similarly, if input $i$ is ready first, input $i$ is performed and $p_i$ is executed. Only one of the inputs is performed and its corresponding process executed before the construct terminates. If more than one input becomes ready at the same time the one executed is chosen arbitrarily.

**Repetition:** There is only one explicit construction for repetition denoted by

```
while condition
  $p$
```

which repeatedly executes process $p$ until the value of the condition is false. Observe that $p$ itself can be a composition of sequential and parallel constructs.

**Replication:** A replicator is used with a constructor to replicate the component process a number of times. With
'seq' a standard for loop

\[
\text{seq } i = [0 \text{ for } n] \\
P
\]

is created executing process \( p \) sequentially \( n \) times. When used with 'par' an array of concurrent processes with the form

\[
\text{par } i = [0 \text{ for } n] \\
P_i
\]

is created such that \( n \) similar processes \( p_0, p_1, \ldots, p_{n-1} \) are executed in parallel. Notice that \( i = 0(1)n-1 \) not \( n \), thus if generally \( i = \text{[base for count]} \) there are \( \text{base} + \text{count} - 1 \) values \( i \) takes starting with \( i = \text{base} \).

**Declarations:** A declaration introduces a new identifier for use in the process that follows it, and defines the meaning the identifier will have within the process. If the new identifier is the same as one already in use, all subsequent occurrences of the identifier in the process will refer to the meaning of the most recent declaration. Declarations are of four basic types 'var', 'chan', 'def' and 'proc' linked to a following process by a colon (:) at the last line of the declaration. The process follows on the next line at the same level of indentation as the keyword declaration. For example:

\[
\text{var } x: \\
P
\]
declares variable x to be used in process p, and

    chan c:
    P

defines a channel c to be used in communication for p. A variable vector declaration introduces an identifier to be used as a vector of variables, viz.

    var list [16]:
    P

for a vector named list of 16 variables indexed as list[0], list[1], ..., list[15]. Likewise a channel vector declaration introduces a new identifier as a vector of channels for communicating between concurrent processes

    chan c[n]:
    P

'Def' associates a name with a constant value, or with a table of constant values, e.g.

    def a=1, b=2:

associating a with 1 and b with 2, using these identifiers within a process yields the associated values.

The 'proc' declaration introduces an identifier to name the process which follows, indented, on the succeeding lines. The process is termed the named process and is itself followed by a process in which the named process will be used. The named process can have parameters which are
declared with the declaration of the named process and are called formal parameters. The named process text will be substituted for all occurrences of the process name in subsequent processes, the 'var' and 'chan' variables substituted in place of the formal parameters are called actual parameters. For example,

```plaintext
proc buffer(chan in, out) =
  while true
    var x:
    seq
      in?x
      out!x:
    chan c,c_1,c_2 :
    par
      buffer(c_1,c)
      buffer(c,c_2)
```

declares two buffer processes executed concurrently, buffer is the named process with formal channel parameters in and out. In the following process c,c_1,c_2, are actual parameters and on execution the 'while' loop will replace the procedure calls and c,c_1,c_2 will replace in and out channels. The size of a vector is not specified in the formal parameters of a named process and different sized vectors may be used as actual parameters on different substitutions. In addition to the standard declarations 'var' and 'chan', a 'value' parameter may also be used, as either an ordinary or vector formal parameters and cannot be changed within a process by assignment or input.

Finally, an identifier which is used but not declared in a named process is termed a free identifier. Any free
identifier in use when a named process substitution takes place must be the same as a variable already in use. The free variable then takes on the most recent incarnation of the variable at the point where the process substitution takes place.

**Program Format:** In OCCAM indentation from the left hand margin indicates program structure. Each process starts on a new line, at an indentation level indicated by the following rules:

**Constructs:** The construct keyword (and the optional replicator) occupies the first line. Each of the component processes start on a new line and are indented by two spaces more than the keyword.

**Conditionals:** The condition expression occupies the first line, and the component process starts on the next line indented by two more spaces.

**Alt inputs:** The expression and its associated input occupy the first line and the component process starts on the next line indenting two more spaces.

**Declarations:** Each declaration starts on a new line, at the same level of indentation as the process it prefixes, the final line of the declaration being terminated by a colon. Blank lines can be inserted anywhere and are ignored.

A construct can be broken to occupy more than one line,
with line breaks occurring after comma, semicolon and before the second operand of an operator (requiring two operands). The continued line must be more indented than the first line of the construct.

Comments: Comments are denoted by double hyphen (--) and terminate at the end of a line. All characters of a comment are ignored. A comment may follow an OCCAM construct on the same line or be on a line by itself.

This summary of OCCAM is taken from [140], [152] and implements 'proto-OCCAM'. A more sophisticated version OCCAM-2 is now available providing Real, Integer, and Boolean types, as well as 2-dimensional arrays. We remark that the programming in this thesis was performed on a VAX machine under UNIX using Loughborough OCCAM as implemented by R.P. Stallard, [275-276]. The Loughborough version of OCCAM, is now discussed, and particularly its extensions of proto-OCCAM to allow real variables and non-standard OCCAM features. Then, a selection of programs, simulating some of the systolic designs discussed, is given.
II. LOUGHBOROUGH IMPLEMENTATION OF OCCAM

Help for running the occam compiler

A source 'occam' file (OCAM and INMOS are trademarks of the INMOS group of companies) must be of the form 'a.occ', to compile it to form an 'a.out' command file use the default options. For example to compile 'my_first.occ' :-

```
occam my_first.occ
```

An executable object 'a.out' is produced. As a shortcut you can omit the '.occ' affix and just say 'occam my_first', the compiler will add on the affix for you.

If a program is split into several files these can be separately compiled and linked together using the occam compiler and built in linker.

Each previously compiled occam program is specified in the command line in the form 'a.o' e.g. ;

```
occam main.occ numericlib.o screenlib.o
```

This will compile the source of 'main' and link it in with the pre compiled library occam files 'numericlib.occ' 'screenlib.occ'. The -1 option is used to generate new versions of library file objects.

Various switch options are provided, mainly for compiler debugging. Flags can either be put separately ('-g', '-q') or together and in any order ('-lg', '-gl'). The following switches may be useful :-

```
-g : occam -g fast.occ
```

Compile the occam program as before but run the resulting program immediately (a compile, load and go option). If flag options are specified that apply to the run of the program these will be passed on as in 'occam -gqc fast'.

```
-1 : occam -1 new lib
```

Compile the program and produce object but do not link the object files together to produce an object program. This option is used for building up libraries of routines or to cut down the compilation time for compiling one long program.

```
-o : occam keep_it -o saverun
```

Compile the program as normal but place the object program in the file 'saverun' rather than the default 'a.out'. Useful for saving several occam object files at the same time.

```
-x : occam -x old_fashioned.occ
```

Compile according to the strict Inmos occam specification, LIT extensions (see file 'occamversion') currently include :-

- Multiple source file cross linking.
- Dynamic features.
- Variable PAR replicator counts.
- Floating point arithemetic.

```
-G : a.out -c
```

Run the object program with cursor addressable facilities enabled, the standard library procedures 'goto.x.y' and 'clear.screen' require these facilities.

```
-G : occam -G error_prone
```

Compile the file as normal but generates a symbol file as well (in this case it would be 'error_prone.sym'), this is used by the run-time system to inspect the values of variables.

```
-Q : a.out -q
```

Run the object program without producing any characters to the screen other than those output by the program (unless CTRL-c used). This enables occam programs to dump output that can be processed by other occam programs.

```
-P and -H : occam -P num.occ
```

'-P' includes the floating point library routines to provide a simple real number arithmetic capability. '-H' includes both the floating point and mathematical library routines to provide mathematical library routines.

```
-I :
```

This provides the features of the Inmos proto-occam definition (see 'occam version') such as STOP and TIME, it should be used where possible as it is closer to the occam-2 definition.
Full list of compiler option flags

The full (often cryptic) range of switch options are as follows. Several switch flags can be given, in any order and either separately or together.

The mnemonic character giving the switch is highlighted by a capital letter. They are divided into sections - user defined flags, and system defined options, which are selected by prefixing with 'g'.

User Flags

- The next flag(s) are system flags - switch flag mode.
- c Run the program with Cursor addressable options enabled.
The library routines 'clear.screen' and 'goto.x.y' need this flag set.
- e If used for the compiler must also give the -g option.
- p Produce object/run object for Execution tracing. The resulting object file is then run with the '-o' option. This utility is described in 'tracerinfo'.
- f Force full occam semantic check on use of variables.
A variable (not vectors though) cannot be set within a PAR construct if the declaration is outside the PAR. This applies equally to procedure calls that change global variables.
- g Run the resulting object file if compilation succeeded.
- h The program goes immediately it is ready to.
- i Print out this 'Help' information.
- l Force an Interrupt immediately before start of execution - immediately displays the debug help menu. This enables break and trace points to be setup prior to anything being executed.
- m Compile but do not link the occam source. Needed when using multiple occam source library files.
- n Check that every channel match properly on execution, channels can have only one input and one output process during execution.
- o Produce an object program with name given by the non-switch argument following this switch. Enables you to choose an object file name other than 'a.out'.
- q Run the program without outputting some non-occam program produced messages - e.g. 'OCAM Start Run'. Must give -g option as well 'q' stands for Quiet. Useful when producing output to be piped or processed by other programs.
- w Suppress the Warning messages from the compiler - when you have seen these warnings once you may find it less irritating to suppress them on subsequent compilations - does not affect error reporting or any other compiler action.
- x Do not permit any local IUP extensions in the source text.
See 'occinfo' for information about these - for example recursion and EXTERNAL procedure definitions. Useful if moving an occam program for use on another occam compiler system.
- F Include the standard Floating point library routines.
Provides routines to read or write floating point routines to channels.
- G Produce a symbol table file (with affix '.sym') for use with the 'm' option in the dynamic debugger for symbolic value examination.
- I Permit the use of INMOS proto-occam version 2. These changes include the use of 'TINE' instead of 'HOW', the 'STOP' primitive and the use of 'Stopping IP' - an alternative without any TRUE conditions will STOP.
- L Use Long winded load, all the 'C' libraries are added at the last moment rather than using the pre-linked object, this may be useful if a user occam/C library calls a 'C' routine that is not used in the occam run time system. See 'libraryhelp' for more info.
- M Include the Mathematical library and floating point routines.
- N Produce optimized object. May improve run time by 20%.
- R Use Randomized scheduling when running the program - the same scheduler choices will not be made on separate executions.
This gives non-deterministic execution and will be slightly slower but may be useful occasionally.
- S Do not include the Standard I/O routines with the object. This library is included by default, there is no reason to want to include it unless you want to devise a totally new one.
- T The next argument is a Timing definition file built by the 'timebuild' utility to be used in conjunction with the '-e' option, supplying '-e' automatically selects '-e'. If this option is not selected the execution timings are taken from the source library file 'times'. Look at the 'timeinfo' help file for more details.
- V The compiler will normally desist reporting errors and warnings after the first fifty or so, with this option all the errors will be reported. May produce Very Verbose output.
- W Give Warning messages about declarations that turn out not to have been used at all. This may highlight misparsed declarations or existence of no longer used procedures.
System Flags

-3 Switch back to expecting 'user' mode flag options.
   This means you can replace -GV by -SvG.
-1 Enable Analysis of the usage of channels - this facility is still
   under test.
-2 Check the source occam for syntax errors, but do not produce any
   object data from it.
-t Print out the program in the form just after it was transformed.

Not generally useful as the program has changed so much.
-v Give verbose information at each stage when running the compiler -
   will print out a more accurate description of the system commands
   it is calling and all the files it accesses.
   Also switches on a full print out of the occam link information.
-A Produce the object code ('C' or Assembler) in a permanent file so
   that it can be inspected.
-C Produce 'C' rather than assembler output from the occam compiler
   then compile and link it. There will be *.o and *.c containing the
   object and compiler generated source created in the directory.
   The 'C' and assembler code produced will be similar and there is
   little point in producing 'C' unless to waste time! (as the 'C'
   compilation phase takes a long time). If the compiler is ported to
   a non-VAX system then this option will automatically be selected.
-O Switch on variable name and line number Dumping in the C/Assembler
   'object' file so that the object can be tied in with the source.
-H Undocumented feature under test.
-L Produce an occam='C' interface Library, the two files ending 'c.c'
   and '.occ' are linked together, the occam can refer directly to the 'C'
   routines.
-N Run the compiler showing the stages it would execute but without
   actually doing anything - like '-n' in the UNIX 'make' command. Useful
   when options start getting complicated. A No operation facility.
   Undocumented feature under test.
Do not apply some Simplifying transformations on the program. These
   currently remove constructs with no processes in them and redundant
   SEQ and PAR headers. These save a small amount of space and time
   at run and compile time and there is little point in turning off this
   option.
-X Print out the procedures that have been defined in the link files
   but not been referenced - detects extra procedures defined
   across files but not used.
-Y Produce the linker assembler output in a permanent file rather than
   in a temporary file on '/tmp'. Enables the output from the linker
   to be debugged.
-Z Get the linker to print out all the definitions it is told about.

Description of the library routines

Standard Library

Provide commonly used routines to read and write to the keyboard and
screen channels. The routines are written in 'C' and occam and use
standard C or 'curses' I/O routines. There are also general routines for
use to pause or abort a program as well as to use the 'C' random number
routines. They are available by default to all programs unless the -S compiler flag
is used to override their inclusion.

EXTERNAL PROC str.to.screen (VALUE a []) :

Output the string s (a byte array with byte 0 as the length).
The whole string is guaranteed to be printed in one sequence,
two concurrent calls to str.to.screen will not interleave.
Equivalent to the program fragment :

PROC str.to.screen (VALUE a [] ) =
   SEQ n = [1 for a [BYTE 0]]
   SCREEN ! a [BYTE n ] :

EXTERNAL PROC num.to.screen (VALUE a ) :

Output a number to the screen. The number can be signed, and uses the minimum
number of characters (no leading spaces). Equivalent to the 'C' language
printf ('"d",n);' statement.

EXTERNAL PROC str.to.chan (CHAN c , VALUE a [] ) :

Output the string s to a channel 'c'. The call 'str.to.chan (screen,"fred")'
   is identical to 'str.to.screen (fred)'. Useful for string output to files.

EXTERNAL PROC num.to.chan (CHAN c , VALUE a ) :

Output ascii string for the number 'n' to channel 'c'. Like 'str.to.chan' but
for numbers not channels.

EXTERNAL PROC num.to.screen.f (VALUE n,a ) :

Output a number to the screen in a field of width 'd'. If the number is too
big for the field the number is written out in full regardless, the routine
call num.to.screen.f (n,a) is equivalent to num.to.screen (a). The routine uses
the 'C' language printf format %d where n is the field width.
EXTERNAL PROC goto.x.y (VALUE x,y) :

Use the 'crosses' package to implement a cursor 'goto' facility. No error checking is made that the move is within the screen area. The x-axis is across the screen and y-axis down, co-ordinate (0,0) is in the top left hand corner of the screen. The first line is used by the run time system to print messages.

EXTERNAL PROC clear.screen :

Use curses to clear the screen, if cursor addressable option not used this will still try to clear the screen using the curses "CL" termcap defined string.

EXTERNAL PROC num.from.keyboard (VAR n) :

Read a number from the keyboard and assign to variable 'n' . The routine is not very sophisticated. It will read negative numbers (start '-' ) and ignore any leading 'space' characters. The number must be followed by a non-digit, this character is read by the routine and not available on a subsequent 'Keyboard ? ch' process. There is no check that the number is too big for the number range. It will expect at least one digit otherwise it will give an error message.

EXTERNAL PROC num.from.chan (CHAN c,VAR n) :

Read a number from a channel 'c'. If 'c' is the keyboard this is equivalent to calling 'num.from.keyboard'.

EXTERNAL PROC abort.program :

Force the program to abort execution. An explanatory message is printed so that the cause will be known.

EXTERNAL PROC force.break :

Perform the same action as if 'CTRL-C' was pressed at the terminal. The user interface routines can then be run under the menu selection facility provided.

EXTERNAL PROC random (VALUE d,VAR n) :

Return a pseudo random number in the range 0 to d-1 by using the 'C' 'random()' function in the variable n. The VALUE of d must not be zero. The sequence of random numbers will be modified if the '-H' run option is used.

EXTERNAL PROC init.random (VALUE n) :

Initialize the seed for the random number generator for subsequent calls to the procedure 'random'. Uses the 'C' language routine 'random()'.

EXTERNAL PROC trace.value (VALUE n) :

Print out the integer value of 'n' on the screen with the prefix string 'Trace value: ' - this makes debugging a little easier.

EXTERNAL PROC open.file (VALUE path.name [],access [],CHAN io.chan) :

Connect the channel 'io.chan' to a UNIX file. The procedure must be provided with the pathname of the file as a string, and the access mode ('r' read access, 'w' write access, 'a' append access). Subsequent input or output on 'io.chan' will fetch/put a single character from/to the file. Attempts to input past the end of file will receive the value -1.

EXTERNAL PROC close.file (CHAN io.chan) :

Close connection of the channel with its currently open file.

EXTERNAL PROC open.pipe (VALUE command.name [],access [],CHAN io.chan) :

Connect the channel 'io.chan' to a UNIX pipe running command 'command.name'. The procedure must be provided with the UNIX command name and 'r' to read from it, or 'w' to write to it). Subsequent input or output on 'io.chan' will fetch/put a single character from/to the file. Attempts to input past the end of file will receive the value -1.

EXTERNAL PROC close.pipe (CHAN io.chan) :

Close connection of the channel with its currently active command.

EXTERNAL PROC system.call (VALUE command [],VAR code) :

Execute the UNIX command contained in the string 'command' and return the value in 'code' TRUE if the command succeeded without error and FALSE otherwise.

EXTERNAL PROC set.timers (VALUE init.value) :

Set up the interval timers ITIMER_REAL, ITIMER_VIRTUAL to the given start value. These are used for timing sections of code on the VAX. Uses 'settimer' call. Note that using 'WAIT' primitive will reset the timer so it can only be used for simple sections of code. It should also be noted that it times the whole program and not a single ocass process.

EXTERNAL PROC get.real.timer (VAR secs, micro.secs) :

Get the current elapsed timer values in seconds and microseconds. Timers count downwards and are not especially accurate. Uses 'gettimer' call.

EXTERNAL PROC get.cpu.timer (VAR secs, micro.secs) :

Get the current executed CPU timer values in seconds and microseconds. Timers count downwards and are not especially accurate.
Floating Point Library

Routines to perform floating point input/output. They are available by giving the compiler flag '-F' when linking an ocaml program.

Floating point value can be assigned and transmitted via channels just like normal integer values, see the file 'ocamlconv' for details as to the language extensions introduced to support them.

Input/Output Routines

EXTERNAL PROC fp.num.to.screen (VALUE FLOAT f) :  
  Print out the floating point number in 'C' language float format "%6.6f". If the number is too small or too big the standard 'C' action will be taken.

EXTERNAL PROC fp.num.to.screen.f (VALUE FLOAT f, VALUE w,d) :  
  Print out the floating point number in 'C' real format "%w.df". If the number is too small or too big problems will arise.

EXTERNAL PROC fp.num.to.screen.g (VALUE FLOAT f) :  
  Print out the floating point number in 'C' real format "%g". This will use the most appropriate format - exponent form if necessary.

EXTERNAL PROC fp.num.to.chan (CHAN c, VALUE FLOAT f) :  
  Write a number to a channel. If channel is 'screen' this is equivalent to 'fp.num.to.screen'. Useful for writing data to files.

EXTERNAL PROC fp.num.from.keyboard (VAR FLOAT f) :  
  Read in a floating point number. The number is expected to begin with a digit or '.' (indicating 0.), leading spaces are ignored. The number ends on a non-digit and this character will not be available to subsequent reads from the keyboard channel. The following are valid input numbers followed by the interpreted value for the input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45.35</td>
<td>45.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124.0</td>
<td>124.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXTERNAL PROC fp.num.from.chan (CHAN c, VALUE FLOAT f) :  
  Read a floating point number from a channel 'c'. If channel is keyboard this is equivalent to 'fp.num.from.keyboard'.

Mathematical Routine Library

Mathematical routines from the UNIX '-lm' library. These are included by specifying the '-lM' flag. They are all in single precision even though double precision 'C' routines are called.

EXTERNAL PROC fp.sin (VALUE FLOAT a, VAR FLOAT res) :  
  Return the sine of 'a' in 'res'. Angles are in radians.

EXTERNAL PROC fp.cos (VALUE FLOAT a, VAR FLOAT res) :  
  Return the cosine of 'a' in 'res'. Angles are in radians.

EXTERNAL PROC fp.tan (VALUE FLOAT a, VAR FLOAT res) :  
  Return the tangent of 'a' in 'res'. Angles are in radians.

EXTERNAL PROC fp.sine (VALUE FLOAT a, VAR FLOAT res) :  
  Return the arc sine of 'a' in 'res'. Angles are in radians.

EXTERNAL PROC fp.cosine (VALUE FLOAT a, VAR FLOAT res) :  
  Return the arc cosine of 'a' in 'res'. Angles are in radians.

EXTERNAL PROC fp.tan (VALUE FLOAT a, VAR FLOAT res) :  
  Return the arc tangent of 'a' in 'res'. Angles are in radians.

EXTERNAL PROC fp.sqrt (VALUE FLOAT a, VAR FLOAT res) :  
  Return the square root of 'a' in 'res'. Returns an ocaml error if 'a' is negative.
The run time system

As you might hope when an occam program is executed it will follow the program execution until one of three things happen.
1] The program terminates
2] CTRL-C is pressed on the keyboard
3] An error is detected.

In the case of (2) and (3) a debug option will be displayed, this allows you to abort the program, ignore the interrupt (continue), and to restart the program again. Other options control the -e trace output, provide a system debug option (which is only really useful to someone who knows their way around the compiler), an option to specify which source file you want to debug and the 'screen animated debug'. This latter option should be of most use and is described in detail in the next section.

Errors come in two types 'Fatal Errors' and just 'Errors', it is not possible (or wise) to continue execution after the former, but the latter may be ignored if the symptom is expected.

The run time display debugger

This utility that runs under the run time system enables users to look at the status of the processes during execution of a program.

The utility requires the use of a cursor addressable terminal. The system provides selective display of the source file(s) that were compiled to form the program together with a column showing the currently existing processes on those particular lines of the source file.

When initially entered by pressing 'CTRL-C' the program execution will be halted, the execution can be restarted in 'stepped mode' so that the display will be updated every second scheduler action.

Breakpoints and trace points can be added at selected line numbers. Breakpoints cause the debug display to be automatically entered when any of the processes executes any of the source lines on which a break point is set. Trace points cause temporary entry into the debug display before resuming normal execution after five seconds pause.

If a file has been compiled with the '-G' flag then the value of occam variables and the status of channels can be printed. Because an occam program can have several processes running with different values to the same identifiers (e.g. within PAR n = 0 FOR 7,'a' has a different value for each separate process) a single process must be selected as before this facility can be used. When selected a second window within the debug display is opened and the values printed by the program are placed within it.

Straightforward use of the debug display will normally entail running a program and pressing CTRL-C when a dubious section of code is about to be executed and entering the debug display ('z' command). Thereafter the commands 'p' to find the next process, 'f' and 'b' might be used to see whereabouts the process is executing. The program can then be single stepped through using the 'r' command to start execution and 'a' command to stop execution. Eventually exit of the debug display can be made with the 'x' command.

There are two special markers that are used, 'p' on a line indicates the currently selected line and '*' the currently selected process.

The commands where practical have been made similar to those in UNIX 'vi'.

(UNIX is a trademark of A.T. & T.).

Available commands

Moving about within the file

1D- Move forward half a page of source text.
1F- Move forward a page of source text.
1U- Move backward half a page of source text.
1B- Move backward a page of source text.
<number> - Move to given line <number> in file.
k - (or K) Move down one line.
j - (or J) Move up one line.
<string> - Find next <string> in file from current position.
-f - Find next string occurrence for match string selected by '/' command.
-p - Find the next process in the file.

Trace/Breakpoints

b - Add breakpoint at currently selected line.
t - Add tracepoint at currently selected line.
d - Delete the trace/break point at the selected line.
c - Delete all the points in the current file.
C - Delete all the points in all the files.
P - Print process status of the currently selected process.
D - Deselect the current debug occam process.
S - Select the current debug occam process.
N - Select next process on the same line, if there are several processes that are shown as executing on the same line then 'S' will make an arbitrary choice. 'N' can be used to override this and step through the processes until the one that is desired is selected.
Symbol inspection

m - Select a symbol to display, if no symbols have been selected before then symbol window is opened and the value of the variable or the status of a channel.
M - Repeat the previous 'm' command. To find the value of the same variable name again.

Execution control

a - Abort the run.
r - Run debug display if a debug process is selected the debug display will be re-entered every time that process is run, otherwise the debug display will be run each time any process is run.
> - Execute single step mode. Only a single step is executed.
s - Stop the debug display from running temporarily after a 'r' or 'x' command.
u - Change display step interval (initial step interval is 1), this permits the location of processes to be seen after 'n' steps rather than after each and every time it is executed. Not particularly useful.
x - Exit display debugger, program will proceed normally until a trace/break point is found or 'fC' is pressed.
X - Exit to main 'menu so that program restart, abort, file selection or system debug can be done. Used when you wish to debug a different file or to set things going again after setting up breakpoints.

Miscellaneous

? - Print out this help information.
*1 (or *R) - Redraw the current displayed information.
1 - Buffer keyboard channel input text for the program.
O - Print overall data about the processes currently executing - how many are in each process status, stack use and clock time.
v - Display the occam program's current screen output temporarily
V - Invoke the 'view' command on the occam source file (this is just like 'vi' but with read only access to the file - This can be used to provide more powerful string search facilities when debugging.

Display key

The column between the line number and the text is used to display the number and status of processes executing on that line. Because of the compilation these may be out by a line or two in some circumstances. Most sequential code will be executed as a single block - so a process will not move through a SEQ block one step at a time necessarily.

The special symbol 'P' does not represent a process, it indicates that a procedure has been called at that point. 'P' therefore represents the 'call point' of the procedure.

The following symbols are used to represent the various process states:

- - An active process - may be chosen for execution at any time.
a - Process waiting for one or more ALT guards to become TRUE.
w - Process waiting for a clock time or for input/output.
c - Process is waiting for one or more PAR processes to terminate.

In addition break and trace points are indicated in the column by giving a 'T' for a trace point and 'B' for a break point.

So a display of :-

316:3w : occam.s ? razor

Indicates that there are three active processes and one process waiting input on line 316.

Keyboard and Screen input/output

Because the debug display routine is fully interactive the screen and keyboard data from the program can not be handled in the same manner as normal. Input for the keyboard must be input using the 'I' command - a whole line can be input and will be buffered up for program input in this way. Screen output should be displayed as it is produced (but a copy of it will be sent to the screen image that will redisplayed on exit from the display debugger) or the 'V' command. Strings can have escapes in them 's' means newline, 'r' carriage return and '**' space.
Non standard occam features

This compiler to the best of my knowledge (Mr. R.P. Stallard of the Department of Computer Studies, Loughborough University of Technology, U.K.) implements the occam language as defined in the occam programming manual published by INMOS limited subject to a few restrictions and extensions that are described in this file. These differences are intended to make transfer of occam programs from different implementations feasible.

It is intended to be compatible to the INMOS booklet version and the Prentice Hall book definition. OCCAM, INMOS and Transputer are registered trademarks of the INMOS Group of Companies.

INMOS proto-occam language revisions

The following additional features introduced into INMOS occam products can now be selected by the compiler flag option '-i'.

STOP primitive.
TIME channel.
If on finding some of the conditions TRUE STOP.

Restrictions

These restrictions are either optional features as described in the published language definition or compiler restrictions unlikely to limit ordinary use of occam.

No configuration section rules.
The operator '->' uses VAX shift right operator.
No prioritized PAR, all parallel processes have equal priority.
Number of arguments to a procedure limited to 355 maximum.
AFTER returns a time difference not a boolean value.

Extensions

PAR replicator count and base can be variables
A variable number of processes can be created by replicated PAR.

Recursive calls to procedures permitted
A procedure can call itself.

Screen channel can be used by more than one process
The special screen channel can be accessed by any number of different occam processes. This facilitates debugging of occam programs and is not difficult to implement.

Multiple source file compilation

Procedures and Variables can be defined in one file and referenced in another.
The definition is preceded by the new keyword 'LIBRARY' before 'PROC' and the definition must be at the outer level of program nesting.
References to procedures in other files are defined by preceding 'PROC' by 'EXTERNAL' and replacing the '-' start of procedure definition by ':' to indicate end of definition.

E.g.: File main.occ File sub.occ

EXTERNAL PROC f (value n) := LIBRARY PROC f (value n) :=
SEQ
f (27) := num.to.screen (n*102)
str.to.screen ("Enter next");

The two files can be compiled by :=

occam main.occ sub.occ to compile both together
occam sub.occ =-1 to compile sub.occ separately
occam main.occ sub.occ to link in the pre-compiled sub.occ file

In 3.0 INMOS have been extended to variables and channels, in the case of vectors of variables and channels the size need not be specified but the type must be :=

Defining file :=

LIBRARY CHAN network,comm [56] :=
LIBRARY VAR blot [BYTE 4],spot [42] :=
LIBRARY VAR FLOAT hyper, bolic [2], active [17] :=

Referring file :=

EXTERNAL CHAN network,comm [] :=
EXTERNAL VAR blot [BYTE 4], spot [], hyper [FLOAT] :=
EXTERNAL VAR FLOAT bolic, active [] :=

Floating point arithmetic

The compiler permits the use of floating point numbers and arithmetic operators. The compiler uses 32 bit VAX floating point throughout.
Floating point numbers are declared by following VAR by the new keyword float :=

VAR FLOAT x,y,factor := -- Floating point number declaration
VAR num,ply := -- Normal occam variables.
Floating point number constants are supported these may be in two forms with decimal point or with decimal point and exponent:

\[ x := 1.45 \]
\[ y := 2.3e-23 + 3.4e+1 \]  — Note that the exponent must be given a sign

The following operators may be used on floating point numbers (both operands must be floating point)

-+--*--/<-->/<--<=--<>--< (monadic minus)

\[ x := 1.3 + (y * \text{factor}) \]
IF
\[ x > 67.8 \]
\[ y := -3.4 \]  — Note use of monadic minus.

Parameters to procedures must also have type set to VAR FLOAT or VALUE FLOAT - the actual parameters must be of the same type.

\[
\text{PROC num (VALUE FLOAT } a [] , b [], \text{VAR FLOAT res [] , VALUE n) =}
\begin{align*}
\text{PAR} & \ l = [0 \ \text{FOR} \ n] \\
\text{VAR} & \ \text{FLOAT} \ t [23], a [45], w [32] : \\
 & \ \text{num} (t , s , w , 12)
\end{align*}
\]

Floating values may be transmitted along channels but there are no checks that the sender and receiver both expect floating point values.

Input of floating point numbers can be carried out by calling the library routine 'fp.num.from.keyboard' and output by the routine 'fp.num.to.screen'.

Interconversion of floating point and integers is performed by the assignment operator:

\[
\text{num} := x \quad \text{— Convert floating 'x' to integer 'num'}
\]
\[
y := \text{num} \quad \text{— Convert integer 'num' to floating 'y'}
\]

Attempts to use logical and shift operators on floating point numbers are flagged as errors.
III. SOFT-SYSTOLIC SIMULATION PROGRAMS

The logical structure of the simulation programs is explained in section 3.4. Notice that, in some cases, the physical arrangement of the procedures may not coincide with the logical structure, mainly because more than one logical parts are incorporated into the same procedure. However the overall structure remains the same.

In some programs presented, minor non-standard features of OCCAM are used, allowed by the Loughborough implementation. However, the conversion to standard OCCAM, or OCCAM-2 is straightforward. The main effort of the simulation is the testing and partial verification of the correctness of the systolic design. Thus, all auxiliary features, such as user interface and host-system interface, are kept as simple as possible, in order not to interfere with the development of the main part of the simulation program, i.e. the systolic design itself. Further, the documentation of the code is rather limited; but it should be easy to follow in conjunction with the corresponding systolic algorithm description in the main part of the thesis.

The external procedures used, can be distinguished in two groups. First, there are some basic routines for: character and string i/o; number conversion; basic unary functions; graphical output. These routines are described in section II of the Appendix. Second, there are some primitive library routines, developed specially for soft-systolic
simulation. These procedures are given in A.6, and can be
classified as follows:

**i/o routines for data streams:** they accept/send data streams
from/to the user, i.e. they form a basic user interface.
Further, there are routines sending/accepting control
streams, or single quantities.

**sources/sinks:** they send/accept data streams to/from the
systolic design, i.e. they form a basic host interface.
Further, there are sources/sinks that perform 'dummy' opera­
tions, or send/receive control streams, as well as data
streams.

**delays, links:** they simulate simple bulding blocks required
for the interconnection of cells or arrays, when pipelines
are formed.

**cells:** mainly IPS cells in several configurations, e.g. for
linear, orthogonal, hexagonal or engagement (iterative)
designs.

**optical components:** they simulate pixels of light sources,
light modulators, static and shift detectors; they may have
multiple inputs and/or outputs, that simulate light beams or
electric signals.

Notice that the use of library routines is not uniform in
all programs: the more recent ones make heavier use of
external procedures, while the initial ones, are compara-
tively 'stand-alone' programs. This fact partially reflects the development of the soft-systolic simulation process through the course of this study.

Finally, of special help are the debugging facilities provided by the Loughborough implementation of OCCAM, as explained in section II of the Appendix. However, it should be noted that, given the complexity of the soft-systolic simulation programs (and the parallel programs in general), two simple rules have been extensively used. First, the gradual construction of the systolic design, from its primitive components, where each intermediate design is tested: thus, the error sources can be easily located.

Second, the formulation of basic systolic arrays as 'building blocks' (procedures) that can be 'plugged' (called) into a program; thus we can create several levels of parallelism, where we always work at the higher level only, as the correctness of the lower levels is given. This concept is illustrated by the 'subsystem' concept in the logical structure of the programs. Notice, however, that this technique tends to produce a large amount of nested procedure calls and concurrent processes. This fact reveals another general problem of simulating systolic algorithms in OCCAM (and, possibly, of parallel programming in OCCAM, in general). On the one hand, it is important for the program clarity to have small and clearly defined procedures. On the other hand, it is important to minimize the procedure calls
and concurrent process creation, so that to avoid excessive run-time overheads. Thus, it may be preferable to simulate in separate programs the several levels of parallelism (or pipelining) that can be seen in a systolic system.

Examples of the latter technique can be found in A.2, A.3 and A.4. In A.2.2 and A.2.3 the block (2x2) partitioning of linear system solution is simulated; notice that the simulation suggests totally parallel communication and computation, for all the components of a (2x2) submatrix. Alternatively, partial serialisation of communication and computation could be implemented, as shown in section 5.2. Finally, total serialisation of the communication can be also attempted, although it would lead to delays in the computation. Observe that the mapping of channels and processes is not expressed by a uniform relation, mainly because there are no two-dimensional arrays in OCCAM.

The same problem is addressed in A.3 and A.4, with the systolic pipeline designs. In these cases, two mapping functions are used: one for the pipeline as a whole, and one for each of the arrays, that comprise a pipeline block. Special links are used to 'translate' the pipeline mapping into the block (array) mapping.
-- A.1.1
-- Systolic System implementing the Bernoulli's Method for the
calculation of the dominant zero of a polynomial. A Systolic
Ring calculates the coefficients defined by Newton's Theorem
Given \( f(x) = x^n + a(1)x^{n-1} + \ldots + a(n-1)x + a(n) \)
if \( S[p] = r(1)^p + r(2)^p + \ldots + r(n)^p \), where
\( r(1), r(2), \ldots, r(n) \) are the roots of the polynomial, which
are all real and \( |r[1]| > |r[2]| > \ldots > |r[n]| \). Then
\( S[k] = -a(1)^kS[k-1] - a(2)^kS[k-2] - \ldots - a(k-1)^kS[1] - a(k)^k \)
for \( k = 1, 2, \ldots, n \), and
\( S[n+j] = -a(1)^jS[n+j-1] - a(2)^jS[n+j-2] - \ldots - a(n)^jS[j] \)
for \( j = 1, 2, \ldots \). Initially the quantities \( a[1], a[2], \ldots, a[n] \)
enter the ring together with \( a(0) = 0 \) works as a flag controlling the operation of the Ring. The Multiplexer
restores the normal ring operation and the Divider calculates
the sequence:
\( S(2)/S(1), S(3)/S(2), \ldots, S(n)/S(n-1) \), for \( i = 1, 2, \ldots \) that
converges to \( r[1] \).

external proc fp.float(value i, var float f)
external proc get(var v, values())
external proc fp.get.n(var float v[], value n, s[11])
external proc fp.put(value float v, values[])

-- Max degree of the polynomial; max size of the ring.
def no = 10, so = 6:
-- Coefficients of the polynomial
var float a[no] :
-- Degree of the polynomial; size of the ring; input-output time.
var n, size, intime, outtime :
-- Channels
chan c(2*so+2), x.c(so+2), s.c(so), r.c(so+2) :
-- Inner Product Step Cell (Subtraction): accumulates the inner
product coefficients in negative form. It inputs \( a, x \); if \( f = 1 \), i.e.
for \( a[0] = 0 \) it outputs \( s, x \) as new \( a, x \), and propagates \( a, x \).
-- otherwise it outputs \( 0 \) and propagates \( a, x \).

proc ips (chan ain, xin, aout, xout, sout)
var float a[2], x[2], s[2] :
var f[2] :
seq
-- initialisation
par i = [0 for 2]
par
a[1] : 0.0
f[1] : 0
x[1] : 0.0
c[1] : 0.0
-- main operation
while true
seq
-- i/o
par
ain ? a[0]; f[0]
xin ? x[0]
aout i a[1]; f[1]
xout i x[1]
sout i s[1]; f[1]
-- calculation
par
f[0] = 1
par
seq
s[1] := s[0]
true
par
f[1] := f[0] :
-- Delay Cell: propagates its input with one cycle delay.
proc delay (chan ain, aout)
var float a[2] :
var f[2] :
seq
-- initialisation
par i = [0 for 2]
par
a[1] := 0.0
f[1] := 0
-- main operation
while true
seq
-- i/o
par
ain i a[0]; f[0]
aout i a[1]; f[1]
-- calculation
par
f[0] := f[0] :
-- Register for the systolic collection and output of the results. A
valid result is signalled by the flag \( f \). If no valid result is
collected the value of the preceding register is propagated.
proc rec( chan celin, regin, regout)
var float cel, reg(2) :
var f :
seq
-- initialisation
par cel := 0.0
par i = [0 for 2]
reg(1) := 0.0
f := 0
while true
seq
par
celin i cel; f
regin i reg[0]; regout i reg(1)
if
f = 1
reg(1) := cel
true
reg[1] := reg[0] :
-- Divider for two successive valid results. It works after an initial
-- delay of "output time" and receives results in groups of "size" and
-- with intervals of "size".
proc divide (chan rin, rout,
value outime, size)

var float r(2), d :

-- initialisation
par
par i={0 for 2]
r[] := 0.0
par d := 0.0
-- initial delay
seq i={0 for outime} 
par
rin ? any
rout i d
while true

-- accept results
seq i={0 for size} 
par
r[] := c[0]
par
cin ? r[]
route i d
if
r[] = 0.0

d := r[0] / 0.000001
true
d := r[0] / r[1]
-- wait for results
seq i={0 for size}
par
cin ? any
route i d
while true

-- Source of the ring : pumps in the coefficients of the polynomial
-- as a[0]=0, a[1], a[n] and the initial values for s[1], ..., s[n].
-- as 0, a[1]*1, a[2]*2, ..., a[n]*n; it also pumps in zeros for the
-- registers collecting the results.

proc source (chan aout, xout, rout,
value float a[]),
value n)
var l :
seq
l := 0
while true

par
if
l = 0

par
aout i 0.0; 1
xout i 0.0
i := n
par
aout i a[i-1]; 0
var float temp :
seq
fp.float(i, temp)
temp := -(a[i-1] * temp)
xout i temp
true
par
aout i 0.0; 0
xout i 0.0
route i 0.0
l := 1 + 1 :
--

-- Sink of the ring : it accepts the output from the divider.

proc sink (chan din,
value outime, size)
var float d :

seq
seq i={0 for (outime+1)}
din ? any
while true

seq
seq i={0 for size}
din ? d
fp.put(d, " root ")
seq i={0 for size}
din ? any :

-- Multiplexer of the ring : for the "input time" cycles it accepts
-- input from the source; then the ring is closed.No delay is caused.

proc mux (chan asin, arin, xsin, xrin, aout, xout,
value intime)
var float a, atemp, x, xtemp :
var f, ftemp:

seq
I := 0
while true

seq
if
I < intime
par
asin ? a; f
arin ? x; ftemp
xsin ? x
xrin ? xtemp
true
par
asin ? atemp; ftemp
arin ? a; f
xsin ? x
xrin ? x
par
aout i a; f
xout i x
i := 1 + 1 :
--

-- Ring configuration : (n+1)/2 ips cells and collecting and propagating
-- registers is required, for n odd, and (n+2)/2 for n even;
-- One delay between each cell for a for n even a last dummy coefficient
-- is required, thus the input time is (n+2). The output time is the sum
-- of the delay for the release of the first valid result plus its
-- propagation time through the registers.

proc system ...
seq
if
(n \ 2) = 0
seq
intime := n + 2
true
intime := n + 1
size := (intime / 2)
outime := (intime + 2) + size
par
source(a.c[0], x.c[0], r.c[0], a, n)
Systolic array for the Graeffe (Root Squaring) Method.
It performs one iteration of the algorithm, i.e. for a given polynomial
\[ f(x) = a(0)x^n + a(1)x^{n-1} + \ldots + a(n) \]
which has as roots the squares of the roots of f(x).

\[
q(x) = b(0)x^n + b(1)x^{n-1} + \ldots + b(n)
\]

The first cell of the array: produces the squared coefficient and defines
the sign of it and of a-slow, which is also multiplied by two.

\[
\text{Inner Product Step Cell: accumulates the inner product coefficients in b}
\]
proc ips (chan afin, asin, bin, afout, asout, bout; value time)
  var float a[4], b[2];
  seq
  -- initialisation
  par i=0 for 4
  a[i] := 0.0
  par i=0 for 2
  b[i] := 0.0
  -- main operation
  seq i=0 for time
  seq
  -- i/o
  par
  afin ? a[0]
  asin ? a[1]
  bin ? b[0]
  afout ? a[2]
  asout ? a[3]
  bout ? b[1]

  -- calculation
  par
  b[1] := b[0] + b[1] * (a[0] * a[1])

  -- Delay Cell : propagates its input with one cycle delay.
  proc delay (chan xin, xout; value time)
    var float x[2];
    seq
    -- initialisation
    par i=0 for 2
    x[i] := 0.0
    -- main operation
    seq i=0 for time
    seq
    -- i/o
    par
    xin ? x[0]
    xout ? x[1]

    -- calculation
    x[1] := x[0]

    -- Source of the array : pumps the coefficients of the original polynomial
    proc source (chan aout, value float a[ ]; value n, time)
      seq i=0 for time
      if
        i < n
        aout ? a[i]
        true
        aout ? 0.0
      end

    -- Sink of the array : collects the coefficients of the new polynomial after an initial delay.
    proc sink (chan afin, asin, bin, var float b[ ]; value delay, time)
      seq i=0 for time

      par
      afin ? any
      asin ? any
      if
        i < delay
        bin ? any
        true
        b[i-delay] := true
      end

  -- Array configuration : only \([n/2]\) ips cells are required.
  -- Two delays between each cell for a-slow and one delay for b.
  -- The initial delay is \(2[n/2]\); the overall operation time is \(n+2[n/2]\).
  --
  proc system
    seq
    if
      (n \ 2) = 0
      a := (n / 2)
      true
      s := ((n-1)/2)
      del := [2 * s] + 1
      time := (n + del) + 1
    par
    source(a[0], a, n, time)
    source(a[1], af.c[0], af.c[1], as.c[0], b.c[0], time)
    par i=0 for s
    par
    ips(a[0], as.c[i+1], b[0], b.c[i+2], time)
    par j=0 for 2
    delay(as.c[i+3]*j, as.c[i+3]+(j+1), time)
    delay(b.c[i+2], b.c[i+2]+1, time)
    sink(as.c[i+2], as.c[i+3], b.c[2*s], b, del, time)

  proc getdata
    seq
    get(n, "degree of polynomial ")
    fp.get.n(a, (n+1), " of coefficients ")

  proc putdata
    seq
    fp.put.n(b, (n+1), " of coefficients ")

  seq
  getdata
  system
  putdata
A.1.3

-- Systolic ring for the calculation of the Eigenvalues of a
-- Symmetric Tridiagonal matrix with diagonal coefficients
-- a[1], a[2], ..., a[n]
-- and off-diagonal coefficients
-- b[1], b[2], ..., b[n-1]
-- The n eigenvalues are calculated in parallel using the
-- properties of the Sturm sequence of polynomials and the
-- method of Bisection.

-- Max size of matrix.
def no = 10:

-- Vectors of matrix diagonal and off-diagonal coefficients.
-- Vector b starts with a zero.
-- Bisection interval of the form 1 point (a+b)/2,
-- distance (b-a)/4.
var float a[no], b[no], x, d
-- Actual size of matrix.
var n :

-- Channels for eigenvalues, bisection distance, sturm polynomial
-- value, number of sign changes; i/o channels.
chan x.c(no+4), d.c(no+4), q.c(3•no)+1), s.c(no+2),
in.c[2), out.c:

-- Bisection Check cell: it calculates the new bisection interval
-- for each eigenvalue based on the number of sign changes detected.
-- A tag associated with x resets the counter that keeps account
-- of the order of the eigenvalues.

-- Sturm Sequence Polynomial calculation cell: for given x, q[1-1]
-- it calculates q[i] = (a[i]-x)-(b[i]••2/q[i-1]).The values of
-- a[i] and b[i]••2 are preloaded into the cell.If q[i-1] = 0 then
-- it is replaced with a small quantity.

proc sturm (chan xin, qin, xout, qout, valuefloat a,b):
var float x[2], q[2]:
var tag[2]:
seq
-- initialisation
par i=0 for 2
par x[i] := 0.0
tag[i] := 2
d[i] := 0.0
if q[0] = 0.0
-- q[i-1] is replaced by e
q[0] := 0.00001
q[i] := (a - x[0]) - (b / q[0]):

-- checks if q[i] is negative.If yes, the number of sign changes
-- is incremented by one.
proc sign(chan qin, s_in, sout):
var float q :
var a[2]:
seq
-- initialisation
par q := 0.0
par i=0 for 2
s[i] := 0
-- main operation
while true
seq
-- i/o
par xin ? x[0] ; tag[0] qin ? q[i] xout ! x[i] ; tag[1] sout ! q[i]
```plaintext
qin ? q
sin ! x[0]
-- calculation
if
  q < 0.0
  s[0] := s[0] + 1
true
s[1] := s[0];

-- Delay Cell for d: propagates d with one cycle delay.
proc delay (chan xin, xout)=
  var float x[2] :
  seq
    -- initialisation
    par i:=0 for 2
    x[i] := 0.0
    -- main operation
    while true
    seq
      -- i/o
      par
        xin ? x[0]
        xout ! x[1]
      -- calculation
        x[1] := x[0];

-- Delay Cell for x: propagates x and tag.
proc delay.x (chan xin, xout)=
  var float x[2] :
  var tag[2] :
  seq
    -- initialisation
    par i:=0 for 2
    par
      x[i] := 0.0
      tag[i] := 2
    -- main operation
    while true
    seq
      -- i/o
      par
        xin ? x[0] ; tag[0]
        xout ! x[1] ; tag[1]
      -- calculation
        x[1] := x[0];
        tag[1] := tag[0];

-- Branching: produces two channels from one without delay.
proc branch (chan xin, xout, x2out)=
  var float x :
  seq
    -- initialisation
    x := 0.0
    -- main operation
    while true
    seq
      -- in
      xin ? x
      --out
      xout ! x
      x2out ! x :

-- I/O Controller: accepts n pairs of the initial interval and
-- then allows for normal ring operation to take place.
proc control (chan xlin, dlin, xlin, x2lin, xout, x2out, d2out)=
  var tag, tagtemp, start :
  seq
    -- initialisation
    x := 0.0
    xtemp := 0.0
    d := 0.0
    tag := 2
    tagtemp := 1
    start := false
    -- main operation
    while true
    seq
      -- input
      if not start
        par
          xlin ? x ; tag
          dlin ? d
          xlin ? xtemp; tagtemp
dlin ? any
tag := true
          xlin ? xtemp; tagtemp
dxlin ! x ; tag
d2lin ! d
      -- output
      par
        if not start
          xlin ! xtemp ; tagtemp
dontrue
          xlin ! x ; tag
dout ! x
        end
      -- control
      if tag = 1
        start := true :
        
-- Source of the ring: pumps in pairs of the original bisection
-- interval in the form
-- x = bisection point, d = bisection distance. The nth x has
-- tag bit equal to 1.
proc source (chan xout, dout, value float x, d, value n)=
  var i :
  seq
    -- initialisation
    i := 0
    -- main operation
    while true
    seq
      par
        if i = (n - 1)
          xout ! x ; 1
        true
```
xout 1 x; 0
dout 1 d
1 := (1 + 1);
-- Produce q[0] = 1 and s[0] = 0 all the time.

proc feed(chan qout, sout)
while true
  par qout 1 1.0
  sout 1 0.1
-- Sink of the ring: collects the new approximations for the
eigenvalues that are produced for each new bisection in an
array. The initial dummy values are discarded.

-- Receive q[n] all the time.

proc qn(chan qin)
while true
  qin 1 any:
-- Ring configuration

proc system
par -- array for Sturm Sequence computation
par i=0 for n)
par
  delay(d.c[1],d.c[4+i])
  sturm(x.c[1],q.c[3*i+1],x.c[i+1],q.c[(3*i)+1],a[i+1],b[i+1])
branch(q.c[(3*i)+1],q.c[(3*i)+2],q.c[(3*i)+3])
  sign(q.c[(3*i)+2],s.c[i],s.c[i+1])
  bisection test and I/O controller
  delay(d.c[n],d.c[n+1])
  delay(x.c[n],x.c[n+1])
  check(x.c[n],d.c[n+1],s.c[n],x.c[n+2],d.c[n+2])
  control(in.c[0],in.c[1],x.c[n+2],d.c[n+2],
  out.c,x.c[0],d.c[0])
-- I/O of the ring
source(in.c[0],in.c[1],x,d,n)
sink(out.c)
feed(q.c[0],s.c[0])

proc getdata
seq
get(n, "size of matrix")
fp.get.n(a, n, "of diag coeffs")
fp.get.n(b, n, "squares of off-diag coeffs: first coeff = 0")
fp.get(x, "bisection point")
fp.get(d, "bisection distance")
str.to.screen("c*n")

seq getdata
system
A.1.4

Systolic array for the evaluation of a polynomial and its
derivatives using the nested multiplication (Horner) scheme.

For a polynomial \( p(x) \) of degree \( d \), a triangular array of
area \( \frac{(d+1)^2}{2} \) IPS, produces for a given point \( x \), the
quantities \( p(x), p'(x), p''(x), p'''(x)/3!, \ldots \).

\( d = d+21 \) IPS cycles.

```
external proc get ( var v, value s[] ) :
external proc fp.get ( var float v, value s[] ) :
external proc fp.putn ( var float v[], value n, s[] ) :
external proc fp.so.x ( chan xout, float value v[], value time ) :
external proc fp.si.d ( chan xin, float value v[], value time ) :
external proc fp.lk ( chan xin, xout, value time ) :
def no = 10 :

- Basic cell : Inner Product with modified output
- \( b \) is propagated in two directions, \( x \) in one.

```

```
proc hip ( chan ain, bin, xin, aout, bout, xout, value time ) :
    var float a, b[2], x[2] :
    seq
        -- initialise
        par
            a := 0.0
            par i=[0 for 2]
        par
            b[i] := 0.0
            x[i] := 0.0
        -- main operation
        seq i=[0 for time]
        seq
            par
                a := 0.0
                par i=[0 for 2]
            par
                b[i] := 0.0
                x[i] := 0.0
        -- calculation
        par
            b[i] := a + (b[0] * x[0])
            x[i] := x[0]

- Pipeline configuration
- Row \( i \) of the array has \( m = (d+1) \) hip cells, each one
- accepting a coefficient in skewed fashion; \( b, x \) are
- piped. The partial results \( b \), are also produced as
- the coefficients for row \( i+1 \) of the array.

```

```
proc pipe ( chan co.io[], x.in, b.out, value m, base, time ) :
    chan b.c(no), x.c(no) :
    seq
        par
            base(O) := 0
            par i=[0 for n]
            par
                b.c(O) := base[1] + (n + 1) - i
                x.c(O) := x[1]
            par
                b.c(O) := base[1] + (n + 1) - i
                x.c(O) := x[1]
        par
            b.c(O) := base[1] + (n + 1) - i
            x.c(O) := x[1]
        par
            b.c(O) := base[1] + (n + 1) - i
            x.c(O) := x[1]
```

```
-- Skewed source for \( a, x \).

```

```
proc so.ax ( chan axout, value float ax, value t, time ) :
    var float temp[1] :
    seq
        temp(O) := ax
        seq i=[0 for time]
        seq
            par
                a := 0.0
                a := 0.0
                axout := ax
                par i=[0 for time]
                par
                    axout := ax
                    time := time-(t+1))

- Delayed sink for \( b \).

```

```
proc si.b ( chan bin, var float b, value time ) :
    var float temp[1] :
    seq
        temp(O) := ax
        seq i=[0 for time]
        seq
            par
                b := temp[1]

- System interface-driver

```

```
proc driv ( value float a[], x, var float b[], value n, var float b[]) :
    chan a.c(no), x.c(no), b.c(no) :
    var time :
    seq
        time := n + 1
        par
            par i=[0 for n]
            par
                par
                    par
                        par
                            par
                                par
                                    par
                                        par
```

```
fp.lk ( b.c[i], b.out, time )
fp.si.d ( x.c[i], time )

- System configuration
- A triangular array of rows of size \( d+1, d-1, d-2, \ldots, 1 \)
- \( \text{Input} \) : the coefficients of \( p(x) \) and \( x \) output in \( b \).
- A dummy channel in the first row for uniformity.

```

```
proc syst ( chan a.in[], x.in[], b.out[], value n, time ) :
    chan co.c(no, no), b.out[],
    var base[no] :
    seq
        base[0] := 0
        seq i=[0 for n]
        seq
            x.c(O) := x[1]
        par
            par i=[0 for n]
            par
                b.c(O) := base[1] + (n + 1) - i
                axout := ax
                par i=[0 for time]
                par
                    axout := ax
                    time := time-(t+1))

```

```
``
-- Main

--

var float a[n], x, b[n] :
var d :

seq
get ( d, "degree of polynomial " )
fp.get.n ( a, (d+1), "polynomial coeffs " )
fp.get ( x, "evaluation point " )
drivr ( a, x, (d+1), b )
fp.put.n ( b, (d+1), "results " )

-- A.1.5

-- Systolic Pipelines for the Bairstow Method.
-- For a polynomial f(x) of degree d, and a quadratic
-- x^2 - p*x - q = [x - (a + b*i)]*[x - (a - b*i)], the system
-- produces the coefficients for the calculation of
-- f(x) and f'(x).
-- Area = 2*d IPS cells, Time = 2*d+6 IPS steps.

external proc get ( var v, value s[1] ) :
external proc fp.get ( var float v, value s[1] ) :
external proc fp.get.n ( var float v[], value n, s[1] ) :
external proc fp.so.x ( chan xout, value float x[], value time ) :
external proc fp.so.d ( chan xout, value time ) :
external proc fp.si.x ( chan xin, var float x[], value time ) :
external proc fp.si.d ( chan xin, value time ) :
external proc fp.lk ( chan xin, xout, value time ) :
def no = 10 :

-- basic cell : Modified Inner Product
-- Cycle t : b = aq + b(-2); cycle t+1 : b = b(0); b = b + p(0)
-- Cycle t+2 : output b(0); cycle t+3 : output b.
-- Cycles t+2, t+3 are overlapped; b is propagated in 2 directions.

proc bip ( chan ain, bin, pin, aout, bout, pout, value time ) :

-- initialise
par a := 0.0
par i[0 for i]
par b[i] := 0.0
par p[i] := 0.0

-- main operation
seq i[0 for time]

-- i/o
par
ain ? a
bin ? b[0]
pin ? p[0]
aout ? b[2]
bout ? b[2]
pout ? p[2]

-- calculation
par
if
(i \ 2) = 0
seq
b[1] := a + (b[0] * p[0])
true
seq
b[1] := b[1] + (b[0] * p[0])
b[2] := b[0]
seq
p[1] := p[0]

-- Pipeline configuration
-- The coefficients enter the pipeline in skewed fashion;
-- p, q and b travel along the pipeline.
```
proc pipe { chan co.io(), p.in, b.out, value m, base, time } {
  chan b.c(no), p.c(no);
  par
    par i={0 for m}
    bip ( co.io(base+i), b.c[i], p.c[i],
         co.io((base+m)+i), b.c[i+m], p.c[i+m], time )
    fp.so.d ( b.c[0], time )
    fp.lk ( p.in, p.c[0], time )
    fp.lk ( b.c[m], b.out, time )
    fp.si.d ( p.c[m], time )
-- Skewed source for coefficients, 0 and p.q.

  proc so.ap { chan apout, value float aq, p, value t, time } {
    var float temp(2)
    temp(0) := aq
    temp(1) := p
    fp.so.d ( apout, t )
    fp.so.x ( apout, temp, 2 )
    fp.so.d ( apout, (time-(t+2)) )
  }

  -- Delayed sink : collects for the last two cycles.
  proc si.b { chan bin, var float b[i], value i, time } {
    var float temp(2)
    seq
      fp.si.d ( bin, (time-2) )
      fp.si.x ( bin, temp, 2 )
      seq j={0 for 2}
      b((i+2)+j) := temp[j]
  }

  -- System configuration
  -- Two pipelines of size (d+1) and d; the coefficients of the
  -- polynomials move across them. The first cell of the second
  -- pipeline is dummy for synchronization; a dummy input channel
  -- for the first pipeline for uniformity.

  proc syst { chan a.in[], p.in[], b.out[], value n, time } {
    chan co.c(3*no):
    par
      par i={0 for n}
      so.ap ( a.c[i], a[i], 0, 0, (2*i), time )
      par i={0 for 2}
      par
        so.ap ( p.c[i], q, p, (2*i), time )
        si.b ( b.c[i], b, i, time )
    syst ( a.c, p.c, b.c, n, time ) :
  }

  -- Main
  --
  var float a[no], p, q, b[4]
  var d :
  seq
    get ( d, "degree of polynomial ")
    fp.get.n ( a, (d+1), "polynomial coeffs ")
    fp.get ( p, "p ")
    fp.get ( q, "q ")
    driv ( a, p, q, (d+1), b )
    fp.put.n ( b, 4, "results ")
```

A.1.6

Systolic Array for the calculation of the characteristic polynomial of an lower Hessenberg matrix.

```
external proc get ( var v, value s[] ) :
external proc fp.get ( var float v[], value n, s[] ) :
external proc fp.put.n ( var float v[], value n, s[] ) :
external proc fp.br ( chan xin, xout1, xout2, value time ) :
external proc fp.so.d ( chan xout, value time ) :
external proc fp.so.x ( chan xout, value float x[], value time ) :
external proc fp.si.d ( chan xin, value time ) :
external proc fp.si.x ( chan xin, var float x[], value time ) :
def no = 10, to = ((2•no)-1) :
-- Bi-Directional Inner Product Step cell
proc bdips ( chan hin, hout, yin, yout, uin, uout, value time ) :
  var float h(2), y(2), u(2)
  seq
    -- initialise
    par i=0 for 2
      h[i] := 0.0
      y[i] := 0.0
      u[i] := 0.0
    -- main operation
    seq i=0 for time
      seq -- i/o
        par
          hin ? h[0]
          yin ? y[0]
          uin ? u[0]
          hout ! h[1]
          yout ! y[1]
          uout ! u[1]
        -- calculation
        seq
          y[i] := y[0] + (h[0]• u[0])
          h[i] := h[0]
          u[i] := u[0]

-- Boundary cell
proc bound ( chan hin, hout, yin, yout, value time ) :
  var float h(2), y, u :
  seq
    -- initialise
    par i=0 for 2
      h[i] := 0.0
      u := 1.0
      y := 0.0
    -- main operation
    seq i=0 for time
      seq
        seq -- i/o
          par
            hin ? h[0]
            yin ? y
```

```
-- Linear array configuration

proc bdarr ( chan hio[], uout, value float z, value n, time ) :
  proc bdips ( hio[1], hio[n+1], y, u, z, time ) :
    bound ( hio[0], hio[n], y[0], u[0], z, time ) :
    fp.br ( u[0], u[n+1], uout, time ) :
    fp.so.d ( y[n], time ) :
    fp.si.d ( u[n], time ) :

-- System configuration

proc syst ( value float h(1), z, var float u[], value n, time ) :
  chan h.c(2•no), u.c[no]
  par
    i=0 for n
      par
        var float h.temp[to] :
          seq
            seq i=0 for time
              h.temp[i] := h((i•time)+j)
            seq
              h.c(i) := h.temp[i]
              h.c[n+i] := h.temp[i]
            seq
              fp.so.x ( h.c[i], h.temp, time )
              fp.si.d ( h.c[i], time )
              bdarr ( h.c, u.c, z, n, time )

-- Main

var float h[no•to], z, u[to] :
var d, time :
seq
get ( d, "order of lower hessenberg matrix ")
time := (2•d) + 1
fp.get.n ( h, (d+1)•time, "diagonal seq - upper first ")
fp.get ( z, "evaluation point ")
syst ( h, z, u[(d+1)], time )
fp.put.n ( u, time, "result ")
```
Preprocessor for the systolic array performing block (2x2) R+F LU/LDU decomposition. Two control signals are used: cl, to align all elements of a submatrix in the same line; c2, to achieve the correct spacing between submatrices. Further, there are reformatting delays. Time is determined by the maximum delay that may occur.

Demultiplexer for the alignment of the submatrix elements

Reformatting delays are configured, according to switch.

Delay for correct spacing of submatrices.

Reformatting delays are configured, according to switch.

proc all (chan xin, xout, aln, left, right, value switch, time)
var float a, l, r, reg(4)
var x(2)

-- initialisation
par a : 0.0
par l : 0.0
par r : 0.0
par i-{0 for 4}
par a00{i} : 0.0
par a10{i} : 0.0
par a20{i} : 0.0
par a30{i} : 0.0
par a40{i} : 0.0
par i-{0 for 2}
x{i} := 0

-- main operation
seq i-{0 for time}
par

-- input/output
par

-- calculation
x{i} := x[i]
if x[0] = 1
par
reg[0] := 0
reg[1] := a
true
par
reg[0] := a
reg[1] := 0
if
switch = 0
seq
l := reg[2]
r := reg[3]
reg[3] := reg[0]
par i=0 for 4
  a[i] := a2[i] ;

-- System configuration, for block tridiagonal matrix
--
proc system ( var float block[],
            value float point[],
            value cl[], c2[] ) =
  chan ain[7], a.c[14], aout[12], cl.c[8], c2.c[7] :
par
-- data sources
  par i=0 for 7
  var float temp.point[to]
  seq
    j=0 for time
    fp.so.x ( ain[i], temp.point, time )
-- control sources
  so.x ( cl.c[0], cl, time )
  so.x ( c2.c[0], c2, time )
-- preprocessor
  par i=0 for 7
  all ( cl.c[1], cl.c[i+1], ain[i], a.c[(2*i)+1], a.c[2*i+1],
       (i, time) )
par i=0 for 3
par
  spa ( a.c, aout, c2.c[2*i+1], c2.c[(2*i)+1],
       ((4*i)+1), (4*i), (i, time) )
  dl ( c2.c[(2*i)+1], c2.c[(2*i)+2], 1, time )
-- data sinks
  par i=0 for 12
  var float temp.block[to]
  seq
    fp.si.x ( aout[i], temp.block, time )
    j=0 for time
    block(i) := temp.block[j]
fp.si.d ( a.c[0], time )
fp.si.d ( a.c[13], time )
-- control sinks
  si.d ( cl.c[7], time )
  si.d ( c2.c[6], time ) :

-- Main
var float point[7*to], block[12*to] :
var cl[to], c2[to], n, time :
seq
  get ( n, " size of matrix " )
  time := n + 6
fp.get.n ( point[], (7*time), " input seq: upper diag first " )
get.n ( cl, time, " cl " )
get.n ( c2, time, " c2 " )
system ( block, point, cl, c2, time )
fp.put.n ( block, (12*time), " block output " )

-- A.2.2
-- Systolic array for block (2x2) R+F LU/LDU decomposition
-- of a (2x2) block tridiagonal matrix.
--
  external proc get ( var v, value s[] ) :
  external proc fp.get.n ( var float v[], value n, s[] ) :
  external proc fp.put.n ( value float v[], value n, s[] ) :
  external proc fp.so.x ( chan xout, value float x[], value time ) :
  external proc fp.si.x ( chan xin, var float x[], value time ) :
def no - 10, to (= no + 6 ) :
-- Inner Product calculation for (2x2) submatrices :
  A = A + B * C.
--
proc block.ip ( value float b[], c[], var float a[] ) =
par
  a[0] := ( ( b[0] * c[0] ) + ( b[1] * c[2] ) ) + a[0]
-- Calculation of the Determinant of a (2x2) matrix.
--
proc det ( value float a[], var float dt ) =
seq
--
-- Inversion of a (2x2) matrix.
--
proc inv ( value float a[], dt, var float a[i] ) =
if dt <> 0.0
  par
    a[i] := a[i] / dt
  true
par i=0 for 4
a[i] := 0.0 :
--
-- Processor sll : accepts a (2x2) matrix A and its
determinant d, and produces A/d.
--
proc sll ( chan ain[], dtin, aout[],
           value time ) =
var float a0[4], a1[4], dt :
seq
  -- initialisation
  par i=0 for 4
  a0[i] := 0.0
  a1[i] := 0.0
  dt := 0.0
  -- main operation
  seq j=0 for time
  seq
    i =
par i=0 for 4
  seq
    ain[i] => a0[i]
aout[i] := a1[i]
dtin \ 2 \ dt

-- calculation
if
  dt <> 0.0
  par i=[0 for 4]
  al[i] := a0[i] / dt
true
par i=[0 for 4]
  al[i] := 0.0

-- Processor s12: accepts a (2x2) matrix A and its
determinant d, and produces them unchanged. A is
-- delayed for one cycle.
-- proc s12 ( chan ain(), dtin, aout1(), dtout1, dtout2,
value time ) =
var float a0[4], al[4], a2[4], dt[2] :

-- initialisation
par
  par i=[0 for 4]
  par
  a0[i] := 0.0
  al[i] := 0.0
  a2[i] := 0.0
  par i=[0 for 2]
  dt[i] := 0.0

-- main operation
seq
  j=[0 for time]

-- i / o
par
  par i=[0 for 4]
  par
  a0[i] := 0.0
  al[i] := 0.0
  a2[i] := 0.0

-- calculation
par i=[0 for 4]
  al[i] := a0[i]
par i=[0 for 4]
  al[i] := a0[i]
  dt[i] := dt[i] ;

-- Processor s13: accepts a (2x2) matrix A and its
determinant d, and produces dA.
-- proc s13 ( chan ain(), dtin, aout1()
value time ) =
var float a0[4], al[4], dt :

-- initialisation
par
  par i=[0 for 4]
  a0[i] := 0.0
  al[i] := 0.0
  dt := 0.0

-- main operation
seq
  j=[0 for time]

-- i / o
par
  par i=[0 for 4]
  a0[i] := 0.0
  al[i] := 0.0
  dt := 0.0

-- Processor s21: accepts two (2x2) matrices A and U,
-- and produces dL = d(U^{-1})A, where d is the determinant
-- of U.
-- proc s21 ( chan ain(), uin(), dlout1(), dlout2()
value time ) =
var float a0[4], a1[4], u[4], dl[4] :

-- initialisation
par i=[0 for 4]
  a0[i] := 0.0
  a1[i] := 0.0
  u[i] := 0.0
  dl[i] := 0.0

-- main operation
seq
  j=[0 for time]

-- i / o
par
  par i=[0 for 4]
  a0[i] := 0.0
  a1[i] := 0.0
  u[i] := 0.0
  dl[i] := 0.0

-- calculation
inv ( u, 1.0, a1 )
par
  par i=[0 for 4]
  dl[i] := 0.0

-- block.i.p ( al, a0, dl ) :

-- Processor s22: accepts a (2x2) matrix, and outputs
-- the matrix and its determinant.
-- proc s22 ( chan ain(), aout1(), aout2()
value time ) =
var float a0[4], a1[4], dt :

-- initialisation
par
  par i=[0 for 4]
  a0[i] := 0.0
  a1[i] := 0.0
  dt := 0.0

-- main operation
seq
  j=[0 for time]

-- i / o
par
  par i=[0 for 4]
  a0[i] := 0.0
  a1[i] := 0.0
  dt := 0.0


-- calculation
par i=[0 for 4]
a0[i], a1[i], dt

det ( a0, dt ) :

-- Processor s23 : accepts a (2x2) matrix A and its
determinant d, and produces A/d.
--
proc s23 ( chan ain[], dtin, aout1[], aout2[], value time ) =
var float a0[4], a1[4], dt :
seq
-- initialization
par i=[0 for 4]
par a0[i] := 0.0
par a1[i] := 0.0
dt := 0.0

-- main operation
seq j=[0 for time]
seq
-- i/o
par i=[0 for 4]
par
ain[i] ? a0[i]
aout1[i] := a1[i]
aout2[i] := a1[i]
dtin ? dt

-- calculation
if dt <> 0.0
true
par i=[0 for 4]
a0[i] := a0[i] / dt
false

-- Processor s31 : accepts three (2x2) matrices, A, L, U
-- and produces A / (A + L * U). It is assumed that the
-- computation requires two cycles.
--
proc s31 ( chan ain[], lin[], uin[], aout[], value time ) =
var float a0[4], a1[4], a2[4], 1[4], u[4] :
seq
-- initialization
par i=[0 for 4]
par
a0[i] := 0.0
a1[i] := 0.0
a2[i] := 0.0
l[i] := 0.0
u[i] := 0.0
-- main operation
seq j=[0 for time]
seq
-- i/o
par i=[0 for 4]
par
ain[i] ? a0[i]
lin[i] := l[i]
uin[i] := u[i]
aout[i] := a2[i]

-- calculation

-- System configuration
--
proc system ( value float ain[], ain2[], ain3[],
var float aout[] ) :
var time
channel

-- sinks
par i=[0 for 4]
var float temp.a[] :
seq
seq j=[0 for time]
temp.a[] := ain[[]*time + j]
fp.so.x ( c31i[], temp.a, time )
par i=[0 for 4]
var float temp.a[] :
seq
seq j=[0 for time]
temp.a[] := ain2[[]*time + j]
fp.so.x ( c31i[], temp.a, time )
par i=[0 for 4]
var float temp.a[] :
seq
seq j=[0 for time]
temp.a[] := ain3[[]*time + j]
fp.so.x ( c31i[], temp.a, time )

-- array
s11 ( c2111, c2112, c211d, c11o, time )
s12 ( c2112, c2122, c212o, c2121d, c212d, time )
s13 ( c2113, c2132, c213o, time )
s21 ( c2121, c2221, c2222, c22212, c222d, time )
s22 ( c2221, c2222, c222o, c222d, c2222d, time )
s23 ( c2222, c2223, c22312, c22313, c2232, time )
s31 ( c3211, c3212, c3213, c32122, time )
s32 ( c3212, c3231, c3232, c32312, time )
s33 ( c3231, c3232, c3233, c32312, time )

-- Main
--
var float ain[4*to], ain2[4*to], ain3[4*to],
aout[4*to], aout2[4*to], aout3[4*to] :
A.2.3

Systolic array for (2x2) block backsubstitution. The input matrix can be produced by block (2x2) R+F LU/LDU decomposition.

- External proc get ( var v, values()
  - External proc fp.get.n ( var float v[], value n, s();
  - External proc fp.put.n ( chan xout, value float x[], value time );
  - Processor s22: accepts a (2x2) matrix, and outputs the matrix and its determinant.
  - Processor s22 ( chan ain[], aout[], dtout, value time ) =

---

```c
var n, time:
seq
get ( n, * problem size * )
time := n + 6
fp.get.n ( ain1, (4*time), "a1 input seq " )
fp.get.n ( ain2, (4*time), "a2 input seq " )
fp.get.n ( ain3, (4*time), "a3 input seq " )
system ( ain1, ain2, ain3, aout1, aout2, aout3, time )
fp.put.n ( aout1, (4*time), "a1 output seq " )
fp.put.n ( aout2, (4*time), "a2 output seq " )
fp.put.n ( aout3, (4*time), "a3 output seq " )
```

---

```
A.2.3 system ainl, ain2, ain3, aout1, aout2, aout3, time )
fp.put.n ( aoutl, (4*time), "a1 output seq " )
fp.put.n ( aout2, (4*time), "a2 output seq " )
fp.put.n ( aout3, (4*time), "a3 output seq " )
```

---

```
-- A.2.3
-- Systolic array for (2x2) block backsubstitution. The input
-- matrix can be produced by block (2x2) R+F LU/LDU decomposition.
--
-- External proc get ( var v, value s[] ) :
-- External proc fp.get.n ( var float v[], value n, s[] ) :
-- External proc fp.put.n ( value float v[], value n, s[] ) :
-- External proc fp.so.x ( chan xout, value float x[], value time ) :
-- External proc fp.si.x ( chan xin, var float x[], value time ) :
def no = 10, to = ( no + 5 ) :
--
-- Inner Product calculation for (2x2) submatrix, and
-- (2x1) subvectors: y = Axy.
--
```

---

```
proc block.ip ( value float a[], x[], var float y[] ) =
  par
  y[0] := (( a[0] * x[0] ) + ( a[1] * x[1] ) + y[0]
-- Calculation of the Determinant of a (2x2) matrix.
proc det ( value float a[], var float dt ) =
  seq
--
-- Inversion of a (2x2) matrix.
proc inv ( value float a[], dt, var float ai[] ) =
  if
    dt <> 0.0
    par
    true
    par i=0 for 4
    ai[i] := 0.0
--
-- Processor s22: accepts a (2x2) matrix, and outputs
-- the matrix and its determinant
--
```

---

```
proc s22 ( chan ain[], aout[], dtout, value time ) =
  var float a0[4], ai[4], dt :
  seq
    -- initialization
    par
      par i=0 for 4
      par
        a0[i] := ai[i] := 0.0
        dt := 0.0
    -- main operation
    seq j=0 for time
    seq
      -- i/o
      par
        i=0 for 4
        ain[i] := a0[i]
        i=0 for 4
        aout[i] := ai[i]
        dtout := dt
      -- calculation
```
Processor s23 accepts a (2x2) matrix and its determinant and it produces its inverse.

```
proc s23 ( chan ain(), dtin, aout[] ),
  value time ) =
  var float a0[4], a1[4], dt :
  seq
  -- initialisation
  par i[0 for 4]
  a0[i] := a0[i]
  det ( a0, dt ) :
  -- Processor s23 : accepts a (2x2) matrix and its determinant
  -- and it produces its inverse.
  -- proc s23 ( chan ain[], dtin, aout[] ),
  -- value time ) =
  -- var float a0[4], a1[4], dt :
  seq
  -- main operation
  seq j[0 for time]
```

```
proc sd ( chan ain[], bin[], yin[], xout[],
  value time ) =
  var float a[4], b[2], y[2], x[2], id[4] :
  seq
  -- initialisation
  par i[0 for 4]
  a[i] := 0.0
  par i[0 for 2]
  b[i] := 0.0
  y[i] := 0.0
  x[i] := 0.0
  id[0] := 1.0
  id[1] := 0.0
  id[2] := 0.0
  id[3] := 1.0
  -- main operation
  seq j[0 for time]
  seq
  -- i / o
  par i[0 for 4]
  ain[i] ? a[i]
  dtin ? dt
  par i[0 for 4]
  aout[i] := a[i]
  -- calculation
  inv ( a0, dt, a1 ) :
  -- Processor s6 : calculates a (2x1) solution subvector x
  -- as x = (A + I)(b - y).
  -- proc s6 ( chan ain[], bin[], yin[], xout[],
  -- value time ) =
  -- var float a[4], b[2], y[2], x[2], id[4] :
  seq
  -- main operation
  seq j[0 for time]
  seq
```

```
proc ma ( chan ain[], xin[], xout[],
  yout[],
  value time ) =
  var float a[4], x0[2], x[2], id[4] :
  seq
  -- initialisation
  par i[0 for 4]
  a[i] := 0.0
  par i[0 for 2]
  x0[i] := 0.0
  x[0] := 0.0
  y[0] := 0.0
  id[0] := 1.0
  id[1] := 0.0
  id[2] := 1.0
  -- main operation
  seq j[0 for time]
  seq
  -- i / o
  par i[0 for 4]
  ain[i] ? a[i]
  par i[0 for 2]
  xin[i] ? x[i]
  yin[i] ? y[i]
  -- calculation
  par i[0 for 2]
  xout[i] := x[i]
  yout[i] := y[i]
  -- calculation
  par i[0 for 2]
  x[i] := x[i]
  y[i] := y[i]
  block.ip ( a, x0, y ) :
```

```
proc system ( value float a1[], a2[], b[],
  value time ) =
  var float x[],
  chan as23[4], asd[4], ama[4], dts23,
  bsd[2], ysd[2], xsd[2], xmal21 :
  seq
  -- sources
  par i[0 for 4]
  var float temp.a1[i] :
  seq
  seq j[0 for time]
  fp.so.x ( as23[i], temp.a1, time
  par i[0 for 4]
  var float temp.a2[i] :
  seq
  seq j[0 for time]
  fp.so.x ( ama[i], temp.a1, time
  par i[0 for 4]
  var float temp.b[i] :
  seq
  seq j[0 for time]
  fp.so.x ( bsd[i], temp.a1, time
```
fp.so.x ( bsd[1], temp.b, time )
-- array
s22 ( as22, as23, dts23, time )
s23 ( as23, dts23, asd, time )
sd ( asd, bsd, ysd, xsd, time )
ma ( ama, xsd, xma, ysd, time )
-- sink
par l=[0 for 2]
var float temp.x[i], temp.y[i]
seq j=[0 for time]
x((i•time)+j) := temp.x[j]

-- Main
--
var float al[4•to], a2[4•to], b[2•to], x[2•to]
var n, time :
seq
get ( n, "size of problem " )
time := (n + 5)
fp.get.n ( al, (4•time), " al input seq " )
fp.get.n ( a2, (4•time), " a2 input seq " )
fp.get.n ( b, (2•time), " b input seq " )
system ( al, a2, b, x, time )
fp.put.n ( x, (2•time), " x output seq " )

-- A 2.4
-- Square array of processors for the updating of the LU
-- factors in Simplex method. Matrix U is shifted one column
-- to the left and a new nth column is added.
--
external proc get ( var v, value s[] ) :
external proc fp.get.n ( var float v[], value n, s[] ) :
external proc fp.put.n ( value float v[], value n, s[] ) :
--
-- Maximum size of problem.
def no = 10 :
--
-- Diagonal cell.
proc diag ( var float u, eo, se, wo, value float nw, n, ei, value start, t ) =
if t = start
  if
    nw = 0.0
      wo := 0.0
      true
    wo := (u / nw)
  seq
  par
    u := ei - (wo * n)
    eo := wo
    se := u:
--
-- Upper Diagonal cell.
proc updi ( var float u, eo, se, wo, value float n, ei, wi, value start, t ) =
if t = start
  wo := u
  t = (start + 2)
  seq
  par
    eo := wi
    u := ei - (wi * n)
    s := u:
--
-- First Lower Diagonal cell.
proc lodl ( var float l, s, value float ei, wo, value start, t ) =
if t = start
  seq
    l := (1 + ei)
    s := ei:
--
-- Lower Diagonal cell.
proc lodl ( var float l, s, value float n, ei, wo, value start, t ) =
if t = start
  seq

1 := 1 + (n * ei)

s := n:

-- Generic cell for main diagonal.

proc gend ( chan nwin, min, eout, ein, sout, wout, win,
var float x,
value start, time ) =
var float nw, n, eo, ei, se, s, wo, wi :
seq t={0 for time}
seq
par
nwin ? nw
min ? n
eout ? eo
ein ? ei
sout ? se
wout ? s
win ? wi
diag(x, eo, se, x, nw, n, ei, start, t)

-- Generic cell for other diagonals.

proc gene ( chan nin, eout, ein, sout, wout, win,
var float x,
value type, start,
time ) =
var float n, eo, ei, s, wo, wi :
seq t={0 for time}
seq
par
nin ? n
out ? eo
ein ? ei
sout ? s
wout ? wo
win ? wi
if type = 0
updi(x, eo, se, x, nw, n, ei, start, t)
type = 1
ldli(x, eo, se, start, t)
true
ldxi(x, eo, se, start, t):

-- Dummy source.

-- proc soud ( chan xout,
value time ) =
seq t={0 for time}
xout := 0.0:

-- Dummy sink.

-- proc sind ( chan xin,
value time ) =
seq t={0 for time}
xin := any:

-- Source for elements of new column a.

-- proc soua ( chan xout,
value float x,
value start, time ) =
seq t={0 for time}
if

-- System configuration.

-- proc syst ( var float lu[]),
value float el[],
value n, time ) =
chan v.c[n*(n+1)],
h1.c[n*(n+1)],
h2.c[n*(n+1)], d.c[n+1] :
-- Main Array.

-- proc sqar ( var float lu[]),
value n, time ) =
par i={0 for n}
sout := {0 for n}
par j={0 for n}
var k :
seq
k := (i + n) + j
if
i = j
-- main diagonal cells
gend(d.c[i], v.c[i], h1.c[i], h2.c[i], lu[k], v.c[i],
(2*i+1), time)

if i < j
-- upper diagonal cells
gene(v.c[i], h1.c[i], h2.c[i], lu[i], v.c[i],
(2*i+1), time)

if i > j
-- first lower diagonal cells
gene(v.c[i], h1.c[i], h2.c[i], lu[i], v.c[i],
(2*i+1), time)

true
-- rest lower diagonal cells
gene(v.c[i], h1.c[i], h2.c[i], lu[i], v.c[i],
(2*i+1), time):

-- Sources - Sinks.

-- proc sosl ( value float a[]),
value n, time ) =
par
par i={0 for n}
pair
par
soud(v.c[i], time)
sind(v.c[(n+1)*i], time)
soud(h1.c[(n+1)*i], time)
sind(h1.c[(n+1)*i], time)
soud(h2.c[(n+1)*i], a(i), (n+i), time)
sind(h2.c[(n+1)*i], time)
soud(d.c[0], time)
sind(d.c[n], time):

-- Main.

-- var float lu[n*(n+1)], alno :
var n, time :
seq
get(n, "problem size ")
fp.get.n(lu, n*n), "LU row-wise ")
fp.get.n(a, n,"new column")
time := (2*n)
syst(lu, a, n, time)
fp.put.n(lu, n*n, "LU updated ")
for the Updating of the LU factors of a full $n \times n$ matrix $A$: the first column of $A$ is removed and a new $n$th column $(A_n)$ is added (Simplex).

For the updating: the new $n$th column in the form $a \cdot \{(L)\}^{n-1} A_n$ is added to $U$ and the main diagonal is removed; $L$ is modified accordingly. It is assumed that no permutations needed.

```
-- Systolic Array for the Updating of the LU factors
-- of a full $(\times n)$ matrix $A$; the first column of $A$ is
-- removed and a new $n$th column $(A_n)$ is added (Simplex).
-- For the updating: the new $n$th column in the form
-- $a \cdot \{(L)\}^{n-1} A_n$ is added to $U$ and the main diagonal is
-- removed; $L$ is modified accordingly. It is assumed that
-- no permutations needed.

external proc get ( var n, value s[]) ;
external proc fp.get.n ( var float v[], value n, s[]) ;
external proc fp.put.n (value float v[], value n, s[]) ;
```

```
-- Divider calculating $r := u[i,1] / u[i-1,1,1] ;$
-- Adder calculating $l[i,1,1] := l[i-1,1,1] + r .
-- Output : $l[i,1,1] ; r .$
```

```
seq
-- i/o
par
ein : u[1]
win : r[0]
sin : u[0]
eout : l[1]
wout : u[1]
nout : u[2]
-- calculation
par
u[2] := u[0] - (u[1] * r[0])
r[1] := r[0] ;
```

```
-- Inner Product calculating : $1[i,1,1] := l[i,1] + r * 1[i,1,1] + l[1,i,1]
-- Propagates $l[i,1,1] ; r$ in opposite directions.
```

```
proc dva ( chan ein, win, sin, eout, wout, nout, value time ) =
var float r, u[1], l[1] ;
seq
-- initialisation
par
i=0 for 2
par
u[1] := 0.0
l[1] := 0.0
r := 0.0
-- main operation
seq
i=0 for time
seq
-- calculations
if
u[1] := 0.0
r := 0.0
true
r := (u[0] / u[1])
l[1] := (l[0] + r) ;
```

```
-- Inner Product calculating : $u'[i,1,1] := u[i,1,1] - r * u'[i-1,1,1]$
-- Propagates $u'[i,1,1]$ and $r$ in opposite directions.
```

```
proc ipu ( chan ein, win, sin, eout, wout, nout, value time ) =
var float l[1], r[2] ;
seq
-- initialisation
par
i=0 for 4
l[1] := 0.0
par
i=0 for 2
r[1] := 0.0
-- main operation
seq
i=0 for time
seq
-- i/o
par
ein : r[0]
win : l[1]
sin : l[0]
eout : l[2]
wout : r[1]
nout : l[3]
-- calculation
par
```

```
-- Delay-branching cell.
```

```
proc dba ( chan ain, ulout, u2out, value time ) =
var float a[2] ;
seq
-- initialisation
par
i=0 for 2
a[1] := 0.0
par
i=0 for 3
u[1] := 0.0
-- main operation
seq
i=0 for time
```
proc srx ( chan xout, 
    value float x[],
    value time ) -
    seq i=0 for time
    xout i x[i];
--
-- Sink for a vector x.
--
proc six ( chan xin, 
    var float x[],
    value time ) -
    seq i=0 for time
    xin ? x[i];
--
-- Dumm sink.
--
proc sid ( chan xin, 
    value time ) -
    seq i=0 for time
    xin ? any;
--
-- Delay cell.
--
proc del ( chan xin, xout, 
    value time ) -
    var float x(2);
    seq
    par i=0 for 2
    x[i] := 0.0
    seq i=0 for time
    seq
    par
    xin ? x[0]
    xout i x[i]
    x[i] := x[0];
--
-- System configuration: n-1 ipu, 1 dva and n-2 ipl linearly
-- interconnected: L, U matrices enter the array diagonally,
-- together with the new column a. Output the updated matrices
-- L1, U1.
--
proc system ( var float l1[], u1[],
    value time ) -
-- data communication.
    chan ru.c(no), rl.c(no-1), u.c(no+1), vu.c(no), l1.c(no-1),
    lo.c(no-1), uo.c(no), l.c(no-1);
par
-- n vector sources / sinks for U-diagonals; the source
-- vectors have last element from new column a.
par i=0 for n
    var float uti[],
    value n, time ) -
-- data communication.
    chan ru.c(no), rl.c(no-1), u.c(no+1), vu.c(no), l1.c(no-1),
    lo.c(no-1), u.c(no), l.c(no-1):
par
-- n-1 vector sources / sinks for L-diagonals.
par i=0 for (n-1)
    var float lti[], lto[],
    seq
    par
    j=0 for time
    lti[j] := l[j+(i*time)+j]
    par
    srx(li.c(i), lti, time)
    six(lo.c(i), lto, time)
    par
    j=0 for time
    l[j+(i*time)+j] := lto[j]
-- 2 dummy vector sinks for r.
    sid(ru.c(n-1), time)
    sid(cl.c(n-2), time)
-- delay-branching cell for the first element of column a
    sdb(li.c(n), u.c(n-1), l0.c(n-1), time)
-- delay for lowest L-diagonal.
    del1(li.c(n-2), l.c(n-2), time)
-- main systolic array.
    par i=0 for (n-1)
    ipl(li.c(i), l.c(i+1), li.c(i), l.c(i), rl.c(i-1), lo.c(i-1),
    time)
    dva(u.c(n), l.c(i), u.c(0), uo.c(0), r1.c(n-2), time)
-- Main
--
var float l((no-1)*to), u((no+1)*to), l((no-1)*to), u((no+1)*to):
var n, time:
seq
get(n, "size of matrix")
time := (2*n) + 1
fp.get.n(u, (n+1)*time), "U data seq")
fp.get.n(l, (n-1)*time), "L data seq")
system(ll, ul, l, u, n, time)
fp.put.n(u, (n+1)*time), "U data seq")
fp.put.n(ll, (n-1)*time), "L data seq")
A.2.6

Systolic array performing Gauss elimination with partial pivoting on a tridiagonal matrix. An upper triangular matrix, with three diagonals is produced; also the multipliers and the pivoting information.

Computation time: $2n+2$.

The array can be modified to accept symmetric tridiagonal matrices; and can be extended to modify the r.h.s vector, at the same time.

---

def to = 20:

Boundary cell calculating multipliers and pivoting control.

proc pmc ( chan uin, bin, pout, mout, cout, value time ):
var float u(l), b(2), p(l), m, x :

-- initialisation
par i•(O for 2)
par u(i) :• 0.0
b(i) :• 0.0
p(i) :• 0.0
m :• 0.0
x :• 0.0
c :• 0.0

-- main operation
seq i•(O for time)

-- calculation
par c(1) :• c(0)
m[l] :• m(0)
par
if c(0) • 1
par
q :• a
v[l] := v[0] - (m[0] * a)
true
par
q := v[0]
v[l] := a - (m[0] * v[0])

-- System configuration

proc system ( var float p[], q[], t[], m[], var c[]), value float a[], b[], t[], value time ):
chan a.c, b.c, c.c, p.c, q.c, r.c, m.c[3], c.c[3], u.c[3]
par

---

IPS cell producing one off-diagonal element (q,r)

proc qr ( chan vin, cin, min, ain, vout, cout, mout, qout, value time ):
var float v[2], m[2], a, q :
var c[2]
seq
-- initialisation
par
i•[0 for 2]
par
v[i] :• 0.0
m[i] :• 0.0
c[i] :• 0
a :• 0.0
q :• 0.0

-- main operation
seq i•(O for time)

-- calculation
par
c[1] := c[0]
m[1] := m[0]
if c[0] • 1
par
q := a
v[1] := v[0] - (m[0] * a)
true
par
q := v[0]
v[1] := a - (m[0] * v[0])

-- input / output
par
vin ? v[0]
cin ? c[0]
min ? m[0]
ain ? a
vout ? v[1]
cout ? c[1]
mout ? m[1]
qout ? q

-- calculation
par
c[1] := c[0]
m[1] := m[0]
if c[0] • 1
par
q := a
v[1] := v[0] - (m[0] * a)
true
par
q := v[0]
v[1] := a - (m[0] * v[0])
pmc ( u.c[0], bl.c, p.c, m.c[0], c.c[0], time )
gr ( u.c[1], c.c[0], m.c[0], a.c, u.c[0], c.c[1], m.c[1], q.c, time )
fp.so.x ( a.c, a, time )
fp.so.x ( bl.c, bl, time )
fp.so.d ( u.c[2], time )
fp.si.x ( p.c, p, time )
fp.si.x ( q.c, q, time )
si.x ( c.e[2], c, time )
fp.so.d ( u.c[2], time )
fp.si.x ( p.c, p, time )
fp.si.x ( q.c, q, time )
si.x ( c.e[2], c, time )

-- Main

var float a(to), bu(to), bl(to), p(to), q(to), r(to), m(to)
var c(to), n, time :
seq get ( n, "size of matrix" )
time := (2*n) + 2
fp.get.n ( a, time, "main diagonal stream" )
fp.get.n ( bu, time, "upper diagonal stream" )
fp.get.n ( bl, time, "lower diagonal stream" )
system ( p, q, r, m, c, a, bu, bl, time )
fp.put.n ( p, time, "main diagonal stream" )
fp.put.n ( q, time, "first upper diagonal stream" )
fp.put.n ( r, time, "second upper diagonal stream" )
fp.put.n ( m, time, "multipliers stream M" )
fp.put.n ( c, time, "pivoting control stream " )

-- Bi-Directional Inner Product Step cell

proc bdips ( chan ain, xin, xout, yin, yout, time ) -
var float a, x[2], y[2] :
seq
-- initialise
par a := 0.0
par i := 0 for 2
par x[0] := 0.0
par y[0] := 0.0
-- main operation
seq i := 0 for time
seq
-- i/o
par ain ? a
par xin ? x[0]
par yin ? y[0]
par xout ! x[1]
par yout ! y[1]
-- calculation
par y[1] := y[0] + (a * x[0])
x[1] := x[0] :

-- Boundary cell

proc bound ( chan ain, bin, yin, xout, time ) -
var float a, x[2], y[2] :
seq
-- initialise
par a := 0.0
par b := 0.0
par y := 0.0
par x := 0.0
-- main operation
seq i := 0 for time
seq
-- i/o
par ain ? a
par bin ? b
```
if a == 0.0
  x := (b - y) / a;

-- System configuration

proc syst (value float a[], b[], var float x[], value time) =
  chan a.c[3], b.c, x.c[3], y.c[3] :
    -- sources
    par i=[0 for 3]
    var float a.temp[to]:
    seq
      j=[0 for time]
      a.temp[j] := a[i*time+j]
      fp.so.x (a.c[i], a.temp, time)
    fp.so.x (b.c, b, time)
    -- array
    bound (a.c[0], b.c, y.c[0], x.c[0], time)
    bdips (a.c[1], x.c[1], x.c[1], x.c[1], y.c[1], y.c[1], y.c[1], time)
    -- sink
    fp.si.x (x.c[1], x, time):
    -- Main
    var float a[3*to], b[to], x[to]:
    var n, time:
    seq
      get (n, "order of matrix")
      time := (2 * n) + 2
      fp.get.n (a, n, "diagonal seq - main first")
      fp.get.n (b, time, "r.h.s vector seq")
      syst (a, b, x, time)
      fp.put.n (x, time, "result")

-- A.2.6
-- Systolic Algorithm for a system of linearly
-- connected systolic processors. It calculates
-- the eigenvector of a symmetric tridiagonal
-- matrix for a given eigenvalue by means of the
-- method of inverse iteration.

external proc str.to.screen(value s[]):
external proc num.to.screen(value nl):
external proc num.from.keyboard(var nl):
external proc fp.num.to.screen(value float nl):
external proc fp.num.from.keyboard(var float nl):
  -- Max size of matrix.
  def n = 10:
    -- the three diagonals of the matrix
    -- bl[0] = br[n-1] = 0,
    -- a[i] = a[i] - eigenvalue.
    var float b[n], a[n], br[n],
      -- multiplier vector
      m[n],
      -- control vector declared as var float
      -- for uniformity
      c[n],
      -- eigenvector
      x[n]:
    -- Actual size of matrix.
    var nl:
      -- Channels for m, c transfer
    chan m.c[n+1], c.c[n+1],
      -- Not dedicated channels
    ll.c[n+1], lr.c[n+1],
    rl.c[n+1], r2.c[n+1]:
    -- Process performing the calculations that
    -- take place during the inverse iteration in
    -- row i of the matrix. Initially loaded with
    -- bl[i], a[i], br[i] in p, q, r it finally
    -- contains x[i] in x. Positional information
    -- and the size of the matrix are given also.
    proc invt(chan min, cout, mout, c, x)
      var float temp[6]:
      var ig, ib, t, tq1, tbl, t2, tb2:
      -- State performing gauss elimination with
      -- partial pivoting. It produces p, an upper
      -- triangular matrix with three diagonals
      -- stored in p, q, r. Also the multiplier
      -- and the row-exchange control is calculated.
      proc gaussl,
        proc gaussl.calc=
          seq
            -- absolute values for b[i], u
            -- temp3=abs(b[1]), temp[4]=abs(u)
            par
              if p < 0.0
```
true
\text{temp}[3] := p
if
\text{temp}[0] < 0.0
\text{temp}[4] := -\text{temp}[0]
true
\text{temp}[4] := \text{temp}[0]
-- if abs(b[i]) > abs(u) then c=1
if
\text{temp}[3] >= \text{temp}[4]
\text{temp}[4] := 1.0
true
\text{temp}[4] := 0.0
-- if c=0 swap p, q, r with u, v, w; w=0
if
\text{temp}[4] = 0.0
seq
par
\text{temp}[3] := \text{temp}[0]
\text{temp}[5] := \text{temp}[1]
\text{temp}[3] := 0.0
par
\text{temp}[0] := p
\text{temp}[1] := q
\text{temp}[2] := r
par
p := \text{temp}[3]
q := \text{temp}[5]
r := \text{temp}[2]
-- m=u'/p' where u' and p' are the values of
-- u and p after the interchange. Check first
-- for zero
par
if
\text{temp}[0] = 0.0
\text{temp}[3] := 0.000001
true
\text{temp}[3] := \text{temp}[0]
if
p = 0.0
\text{temp}[5] := 0.000001
true
\text{temp}[5] := p
\text{temp}[3] := \text{temp}[3] / \text{temp}[5]
-- new u=v'-m*q' and new v=w'-m*r'
par
\text{temp}[1] := \text{temp}[1] - \{\text{temp}[3] \times q\}
\text{temp}[2] := \text{temp}[2] - \{\text{temp}[3] \times r\};
-- gauss1 control and I/O
if
t = \text{lg}
par
-- send a[i], b[i] to i-1 process
-- \text{b}[i-1] := \text{b}[i]
\text{ol1} := q
\text{ol2} := r
p := r
t := (\text{lg} + 1)
seq
par
-- receive x[i+1], x[i+2] from i+1
\text{ill} := \text{temp}[0]
\text{ill} := \text{temp}[1]
\text{ill} := \text{temp}[0]
\text{ill} := \text{temp}[1]
-- State performing back substitution for
-- the system \text{P} \times x = \text{e}, where \text{P} is the upper
-- triangular matrix produced from \text{gauss1} and
-- \text{e} is the unity vector.
--
\text{proc} \text{back1} =
\text{proc} \text{back1}.calc =
seq
par
-- accumulate q*x[i+1]+r*x[i+2]
\text{temp}[2] := 0.0 + \{q \times \text{temp}[0]\}
\text{temp}[3] := \text{temp}[2] + \{r \times \text{temp}[1]\}
-- check for zero
if
p = 0.0
\text{temp}[4] := 0.000001
true
\text{temp}[4] := p
-- calculate x[i]
\text{x} := \{1.0 - \text{temp}[3]\} / \text{temp}[4] ;
-- back1 control and I/O
if
t = \text{lg} + 1
seq
par
-- receive x[i+1], x[i+2] from i+1
\text{ill} := \text{temp}[0]
\text{ill} := \text{temp}[1]
\text{ill} := \text{temp}[0]
\text{ill} := \text{temp}[1]
-- gauss1 control and I/O
if
t = \text{lg}
par
-- send a[i], c[i] and u, v from i-1
-- and a[i+1], b[i+1] from i+1 process
\text{min} := m
\text{cin} := c
\text{ill} := \text{temp}[0]
\text{ill} := \text{temp}[1]
-- State performing a forward substitution on
-- vector x produced by \text{back1}, by means of the
-- multiplier and control vectors produced by
-- \text{gauss1}.
--
\text{proc} \text{gauss2} =
\text{proc} \text{gauss2}.calc =
seq
par
-- receive x[i+1], x[i+2] from i+1
\text{ill} := \text{temp}[0]
\text{ill} := \text{temp}[1]
\text{ill} := \text{temp}[0]
\text{ill} := \text{temp}[1]
-- calculate x
\[
x := x - (m \cdot temp(0))
\]

-- gauss2 control and i/o
if
  t := (ig + tbl)
  seq
  -- receive x[i-1] from i-1 process
  i1 := temp[0]
  gauss2.calc
  t := ((ig + 1) + tbl)
  par
    -- send new x[i-1] to i-1 and
    -- x[i] to i+1
    ol1 := temp[0]
    ol1 := x[i]
  t := ((ig + 2) + tbl)
  -- receive new x[i] from i+1
  i1 := x[i]
-- State performing back substitution for the
-- system \( P \cdot x = y \), where \( y \) is vector \( x \) as
-- transformed after gauss2 and \( x \) is the same
-- vector with the final solution.
--
-- proc back2=
-- proc back2.calc=
-- seq
-- par
-- seq
  -- accumulate \( q \cdot x[i+1] \) to \( x[i+2] \)
  temp[2] := 0.0 + (q \cdot temp[0])
  -- check for zero
  true
  -- calculate \( x[i] \)
  x := (x - temp[3]) / temp[4]
-- back2 control and i/o
if
  t := (ib + tg2)
  seq
    -- receive \( x[i+1], x[i+2] \) from i+1
    i1 := temp[0]
    i1 := temp[1]
    back2.calc
    t := ((ib + 1) + tg2)
    par
      -- send \( x[i], x[i+1] \) to i-1
      ol1 := x
      ol2 := temp[0]
--
-- The process has four states, gauss1, back1, gauss2,
-- back2, each one implementing one part of the inverse
-- iteration procedure. The state switching is controlled
-- by the global clock \( t \), as each state if completed in
-- known time \( t_{gl}, t_{bl}, t_{g2, tb2} \). The position of the
-- processor within the linear array of processors is
-- given by \( ib \) (ib gives the reverse order)
--
-- seq
-- initialisation
par
  par i := [0 for 6]

proc back2=
if
  t := ((inl - 1) + 1) + tg2)
  par
    -- receive \( x[1], x[2] \)
    i1 := any
    i1 := any
--
-- seq
-- initialisation
par
  par i := [0 for 2]
  temp[1] := 0.0
  t := 0
  tgl := (n + 1) + 2
  tbl := (2 + n) + 3
  t := (3 + n) + 5
  tb2 := (4 + n) + 6
-- state switching
while \( t < tb2 \)
  seq
    if
      t < tgl
        gauss1
        t < tgl
        back1
        t < tgl
        gauss2
        true
      back2
      t := t + 1
-- Boundary process for the right end of the array.
-- It supplies process \( n+1 \) with the necessary i/o so
-- that calculation continues smoothly. It has the
-- same structure as the main process but no
-- calculations are required.
--
proc bound.i/o(chan min, cin, ill, 112, oll, ol2, value
  n1) var float temp ;
  var t, tbl, tgl, tbl, tgl, tb2 :
  gauss i/o
proc gauss1
if
  t := (n + 1) + 1)
  par
    -- send \( a[n+1], b[n+1] \)
    oll := 0.0
    ol2 := 0.0
  t := (n + 1) + 2)
  par
    -- receive \( a[n+1], c[n+1], w, v \)
    min := any
    cin := any
    ill := any
    il2 := any
-- back1 i/o
proc back1
if
  t := tgl
  par
    -- send \( x[n+1], x[n+2] \)
    oll := 0.0
    ol2 := 0.0 : 

```plaintext
-- Boundary process for the left end of the array.
-- It supplies process 0 with the necessary I/O so
-- that calculation continues smoothly. It has the
-- same structure as the main process but no
-- calculations are required.

proc bound.l(chan mout, cout, irl, ir2, orl, or2, value nl)
    var float temp[2] :
    var t, tgl, tbl, tg2, tb2 :
    -- gauss1 i/o
    proc gauss1=
        if t = 0
            par
                -- receive and save a[1], b[1]
                tgl ? temp[0]
                ir1 ? temp[1]
        end
        t = 1
        par
            -- send a[1], c[1], b[1]
            mout ! 1.0
            cout ! 1.0
            or1 ! temp[0]
            or2 ! temp[1]
    -- back1 i/o
    proc back1=
        if t = (((nl - 1) + 1) + tgl)
            par
                -- receive new x[1], x[2]
                ir1 ? any
                ir2 ? any :
                -- gauss2 i/o
                proc gauss2=
                    if t = tbl
                        -- send x[0]
                        orl ! 0.0
                    t = (tbl + 1)
                        -- receive new x[0]
                        ir1 ? any :
                        -- back2 i/o
-- The system comprises nl linearly connected
-- processors with two boundary processors.

proc system=
    par
        bound.l(m.c[0], c.c[0], r1.c[0], r2.c[0], nl)
        invt(m.c[0], c.c[0], m.c[1], c.c[1], c1.c[1], c2.c[1], nl)
        par i=[0 for nl]
        for nl
            invt(m.c[i], c.c[i], m.c[i+1], c.c[i+1], c1.c[i], c2.c[i], c1.c[i+1], c2.c[i+1], nl)
        end
    seq
        str.to.screen("* * n Input stream *")
        str.to.screen(" *")
        seq i=[0 for n]
        seq fp.num.from.keyboard(v[i])
        fp.num.to.screen(v[i])
```

The system comprises nl linearly connected processors with two boundary processors.
str.to.screen(" ");

-- proc get(var v1, value n, s[]) =
  seq
  str.to.screen("*c *n Input stream ")
  str.to.screen(s)
  seq 1=[0 for n]
  seq
  num.from.keyboard(v[i])
  num.to.screen(v[i])
  str.to.screen(" ");

-- proc get1(var v, value s[]) =
  seq
  str.to.screen("*c *n Input ")
  str.to.screen(s)
  num.from.keyboard(v)
  num.to.screen(v) :

-- proc getdata =
  seq
  get1(n1, " n ")
  get1(bl, nl, " bl ")
  get1(a, nl, " a ")
  get1(br, nl, " br ") :

-- proc put.f (value float v[], value n, s[]) =
  seq
  str.to.screen("*c *n Output stream ")
  str.to.screen(s)
  seq 1=[0 for n]
  seq
  fp.num.to.screen(v[i])
  str.to.screen(" ");

-- proc put (value v[i], n, s[]) =
  seq
  str.to.screen("*c *n Output stream ")
  str.to.screen(s)
  seq 1=[0 for n]
  seq
  num.to.screen(v[i])
  str.to.screen(" ");

-- proc putdata =
  seq
  put.f(bl, nl, " bl ")
  put.f(a, nl, " a ")
  put.f(br, nl, " br ")
  put.f(m, nl, " m ")
  put.f(c, nl, " c ")
  put.f(x, nl, " x ") :

  seq
  getdata
  system
  putdata
A.3.1

Systolic array for banded mvips, \( y = y + C \cdot x \).

Matrix \( C \) has size \((n \times n)\) and bandwidth \( w = p+q-1 \).

Vectors \( x, y \) move in the same direction.

Computation time = \( n + w + p - 1 \), area = \( w \).

\[
\text{proc system(chan cin[], xin, yin, yout, value w, time) =}
\]

\[
\text{chan c[wo], x.c[(2*wo)+1], y.c[wo+1]:}
\]

\[
\text{par i=0 for w}
\]

\[
\text{ips.i(c[i], x.c[i+2], y.c[i]), x.c[(i+1)*2]+1, y.c[(i+1)*2], time)}
\]

\[
\text{fp.dl(x.xin, xout, val, u, time)}
\]

\[
\text{fp.lk(chan xin, xout, val, u, time)}
\]

\[
\text{fp.so.x(chan xout, val, u, time)}
\]

\[
\text{fp.si.x(chan xin, val, u, time)}
\]

\[
\text{ips.l(chan cin, xin, yin, xout, yout, val, u, time)}
\]

-- Source for matrix \( C \)

-- Initial delay of \( p-1 \) cycles for the uppermost diagonal;

-- additional delay of \( 1 \) cycle for the diagonals up to

-- the main; from then on \( 2 \) additional delays per diagonal.

\[
\text{proc source.c(chan cout[], value float c[], value n, w, p, time)} =
\]

\[
\text{par j=0 for w}
\]

\[
\text{var float c.temp(to)}
\]

\[
\text{var del :}
\]

\[
\text{seq}
\]

\[
\text{seq i=0 for time}
\]

\[
\text{c.temp[i] := 0.0}
\]

\[
\text{if}
\]

\[
\text{if j < p}
\]

\[
\text{del := (p - 1) + j}
\]

\[
\text{true}
\]

\[
\text{del := (2 * j)}
\]

\[
\text{seq i=0 for n}
\]

\[
\text{c.temp[i] := c[i*(j+1)+i-del]}
\]

\[
\text{fp.so.x(cout[j], c.temp, time)}
\]

-- Source for vectors \( x, y \).

-- Initial delay of \( p-1 \) cycles for \( y \).

\[
\text{proc source.xy(chan xycut, value float xy[], value n, del, time)} =
\]

\[
\text{var float xy.temp(to)}
\]

\[
\text{seq}
\]

\[
\text{seq i=0 for time}
\]

\[
\text{xy.temp[i] := 0.0}
\]

\[
\text{seq i=0 for n}
\]

\[
\text{y[i] := y.temp[i+del]}
\]

-- Main

\[
\text{chan c[wo], x.c[2*wo]+2, y.c[wo]+1:}
\]

\[
\text{par i=0 for w}
\]

\[
\text{var float c.temp(to)}
\]

\[
\text{par del :}
\]

\[
\text{seq}
\]

\[
\text{seq i=0 for time}
\]

\[
\text{c.temp[i] := 0.0}
\]

\[
\text{if}
\]

\[
\text{if j < p}
\]

\[
\text{del := (p - 1) + j}
\]

\[
\text{true}
\]

\[
\text{del := (2 * j)}
\]

\[
\text{seq i=0 for n}
\]

\[
\text{c.temp[i] := c[i*(j+1)+i-del]}
\]

\[
\text{fp.so.x(cout[j], c.temp, time)}
\]

-- Sink for vector \( y \).

-- Initial delay of \( w + p - 1 \) cycles.

\[
\text{proc sink.y(chan yin, var float xy[], value n, del, time)} =
\]

\[
\text{var float y.temp(to)}
\]

\[
\text{seq}
\]

\[
\text{seq i=0 for time}
\]

\[
\text{y.temp[i] := 0.0}
\]

\[
\text{fp.si.x(yin, y.temp, time)}
\]

\[
\text{seq i=0 for n}
\]

\[
\text{y[i] := y.temp[i+del]}
\]

-- Array configuration: \( w \) ips cells are required.

-- One delay after each cell for \( x \).

\[
\text{def no = 10, wo = ((2*no)-1), to = (no+(2*wo)) ;}
\]

\[
\text{-- Array configuration: \( w \) ips cells are required.}
\]

-- One delay after each cell for \( x \).

\[
\text{par i=0 for w}
\]

\[
\text{par}
\]

\[
\text{ips.i(c[i], x.c[i+2], y.c[i]), x.c[(i+1)*2]+1, y.c[(i+1)*2], time)}
\]

\[
\text{fp.dl.x.xin, xout, val, u, time)}
\]

\[
\text{fp.lk(chan xin, xout, val, u, time)}
\]

\[
\text{fp.so.x(chan xout, val, u, time)}
\]

\[
\text{fp.si.x(chan xin, val, u, time)}
\]

\[
\text{ips.l(chan cin, xin, yin, xout, yout, val, u, time)}
\]

-- Source configuration: \( w \) ips cells are required,

-- one delay after each cell for \( x \).

\[
\text{var float n, w, p, time :}
\]

\[
\text{seq get(n, " size of matrix C " })
\]

\[
\text{get(w, " bandwidth of matrix C " )}
\]

\[
\text{get(p, " size of upper semiband " )}
\]

\[
\text{fp.get.n(c, (w+1), " offset of matrix diagonals, upper diag. first " )}
\]

\[
\text{fp.get.n(x, n, " vector x " )}
\]

\[
\text{fp.get.n(y, n, " vector y " )}
\]

\[
\text{time := (n + w) + (p - 1)}
\]

\[
\text{par}
\]

\[
\text{source.c(c.c, c, n, w, p, time)}
\]

\[
\text{source.xy(x.c, y.c[0], y, n, (p-1), time)}
\]

\[
\text{source.xy(x.c, x, n, 0, time)}
\]

\[
\text{system(c.c, c, c, y.c[0], y.c[1], w, time)}
\]

\[
\text{sink.y.yin, yo, n, (w+(p-1)), time)}
\]

\[
\text{fp.put.n(yo, n, " vector y " )}
\]
A.3.2 Systolic pipeline for Jacobi, JOR iterative methods for the solution of a linear system $A\times x = b$. The methods have the form $x := C \times x + y$, where $C, y$ are derived from $A, b$ for a given overrelaxation factor. Matrix $C$ has size $(n \times n)$ and bandwidth $w • p + q - 1$. Computation time $= n \times k \times (w + p - 1)$, where $k$ is the number of iterations; area $= k \times w$.

---

--- Block configuration
A mvm array performs the $m \times v \times m \times v$ operation $x' \times y = C \times x \times y$, $(w + 1)$ branching elements for the lines of $C$ and $Y$, $(w + p - 1)$ delays for each line of $C$ and $Y$ to next block.

---

--- Source for matrix $C$
Initial delay of $p - 1$ cycles for the uppermost diagonal; additional delay of $2$ cycles per diagonal after the main.

---

--- Source for vectors $x$, $y$.
Initial delay of $p - 1$ cycles for $y$.

---

--- Sink for vector $x$
Initial delay of $k \times (w + p - 1)$ cycles.

---

--- Sink for matrix $C$
Main
---
time := n * (k * delay)
-- process
par
source.c(c.c, c.n, n, w, p, time)
source.xy(y.c[0], y.n, (p-1), time)
source.xy(x.c[0], x, n, 0, time)
par i=[0 for k]
system(c.c, x.c, y.c, c.c, x.c, y.c, i, w, delay, time)
sink.c(c.c, k, w, time)
fp.si.d(y.c[k], time)
sink.x(x.c[k], xo, n, (k * delay), time)
-- output
fp.put.n(xo, n, "of solution vector x")

-- A.3.3
-- Systolic Preprocessor for the formulation of matrix C and vector y in the J, JQR iterative methods: for a
-- (n*n) system Ax=b with a[i,j] <> 0 i=1,2,...,n and
-- an overrelaxation factor 0 < w < 2, the
-- preprocessor forms matrix C and vector y with:
-- c(i,j) = - (w * a[i,j]) / a[i,i] i <> j
-- y[i] = (1 - w) / a[i,i], i=1,2,...,n,
-- an array of (wa + 1) cells, where wa = p + q - 1
-- the bandwidth of A. Input and output reformatting delays so
-- that the data sequence conforms to the requirements of the
-- pipeline following.
--
-- external proc get(var v, value s[]);
-- external proc fp.get(var float v, value s[]);
-- external proc fp.put.n(var float v(), value n, s());
-- external proc fp.put.n(value float v(), value n, s());
-- external proc fp.si.x(chan xin, var float x(), value time);
-- external proc fp.si.x(chan xin, var float x[], value time);
-- external proc fp.sl.d(chan xin, value time);
-- external proc fp.sl.d(chan xin, value float x[], value time);
--
-- def wa = 10, to = 20 ;
--
-- Main diagonal cell: it calculates w/a[i,i] and
-- propagates it to the other cells; it outputs (1-w).
--
-- proc madi ( chan ain, cout, wout, eout, value float w, value time )
-- var float r[3] :
-- seq
-- par
-- i=[0 for 2] ;
-- r[1] := 0.0
-- r[2] := (1.0 - w)
-- seq
-- t=[0 for time] ;
-- seq
-- par
-- ain ? r[0]
-- cout ? r[2]
-- wout ? r[1]
-- eout ? r[1]
-- if
-- r[0] = 0.0
-- r[1] := 1.0
-- true
-- r[1] := (w/r[0]) ;
--
-- Diagonal cell: it receives w/a[i,i] and calculates
-- -(w * a[i,j]) / a[i,i].
--
-- proc diag ( chan ain, cout, in, out, value float w, value time )
-- var float r[4] :
-- seq
-- par i=[0 for 4] ;
-- r[i] := 0.0
-- seq
-- t=[0 for time] ;
-- seq
-- par
-- ain ? r[0] ;
--
cout 1 [i[1]
in ? r[2]
out 1 r[3]
c[3] := r[2] : -- Vector cell: it receives w/a[i,i] and calculates (w" b[i]) I a{i,i). -- proc vect ( chan bin, yout, in, value time ) = var float r[3] : seq par i=0 for 3) r[i] := 0.0 seq t=0 for time) seq par bin ? r[0]
par r[1] := (r[0] * r[2]) :

-- Array configuration.
-- in delays: vector and upper-main diag : p-1,p-2,...,0
-- in delays: lower diag: 2,4,...,2(q-l)
-- out delays: vector and upper-main diag: 0,1,3,...,2p-1
-- out delays: lower diag: 2p-1

-- proc system ( chan a[1], bin, cout[], yout,
value float w,
value wa, p, time ) =
chan m.c[wo], a.c[wo], c.c[wo], b.c, y.c :
par -- array, delays for A
par i=0 for wa)
if i < (p - 1)
par fp.dla(a[i], a.c[i], j-p-1-i), time) diag(a[i], c.c[i], m.c[i]+1, m.c[i], time)
fp.d(a.c[i], cout[i], ((2*i+1)+1), time)
i = (p - 1)
par fp.dla(a[i], a.c[i], 0, time)
ma(a.c[i], c.c[i], m.c[i], m.c[i], w, time)
fp.dla(a.c[i], cout[i], ((2p-1)+1), time)
true
par fp.dla(a[i], a.c[i], (2* -i-p-1)), time)
diag(a[i], c.c[i], m.c[i], m.c[i], m.c[i], time)
fp.dla(a.c[i], cout[i], ((2p-1)+1), time)
-- cell, delays for b
par fp.dla(bin, b.c, p, time)
ve(b.c, y.c, m.c[0], time)
fp.d(y.c, yout, 0, time)
-- dummy sink for last lower diagonal cell
fp.si.c(m.c[wo], time) :

-- Main
-- chan a.c[wo], c.c[wo], b.c, y.c :
var float a[w+to], b[to], c[wo+to], y[to], w :

var n, wa, p, time :
seq
-- getdata
get(n, " size of matrix A ")
get(wa, " bandwidth of matrix A ")
get(p, " upper semiband of matrix A ")
time := n + (2 * wa)
fp.get(n, (wa,n), " matrix A upper diagonal first ")
fp.get(b, n, " vector b")
fp.get(w, " overrelaxation factor ")
-- driver
par
system (a.c, b.c, c.c, y.c, w, wa, p, time)
par i=0 for wa)
var float temp[to] :
seq
seq j=0 for time)
temp[j] := 0.0
seq j=0 for n)
temp[j] := a[i*n+j])
fp.so.x(a.c[i], temp, time)
-- sink for matrix C
par i=0 for wa)
var float temp[to] :
seq
seq j=0 for time)
temp[j] := 0.0
seq j=0 for n)
temp[j] := b[j])
fp.so.x(b.c, temp, time)
-- sink for vector y
fp.si.x(y.c, y, time)
-- putdata
fp.put.n(a[wa], (wa*time), " matrix C ")
fp.put.n(y, time, " vector y ")
-- A.3.4

-- Systolic pipeline for Jacobi iterative method for the
-- solution of a linear system $A\mathbf{x} = \mathbf{b}$, where $A$ is a 2-cyclic
-- matrix and the Cyclic Reduction technique is used.
-- Two parallel and coupled pipelines solve the systems
-- Matrix $C[i]$ has size $n*n$, bandwidth $v[i] = p[i] - q[i] - i$.
-- Computation time $= n + k * m$, where $k$ is the number of
-- iterations, and $m = \max \{(w[1] + 1) - l(2), (w[2] + 2)\}$
-- area $= k \cdot (w[1] + w[2])$

external proc get(var v, values(chan xin, var float v(), value time)
  external proc fp.si.x(chan xin, var float v(), value n, var time)
  external proc fp.put.n(value float v(), value n, var time)
  external proc fp.lk(chan xin, xout, value time)
  external proc fp.dl(chan xin, xout, value time)
  external proc fp.si.d(chan xin, var float v(), value time)
  external proc ips.l(chan cin, xin, yin, xout, yout, value time)
  external proc system(chan cio(), yio(), xin(), xout(), value time)
  external proc source.c(chan cout(), value float c(), var time)
  external proc source.xy(chan xyout, value float xy(), var time)
  external proc sink.x(chan cin(), value float x(), var time)
  external proc sink.c(chan cin(), value float c(), var time)

-- Block configuration
-- A mmv array performs the mips operation $x'(y) = C*x+y$.
-- ($w-1$) branching elements for the lines of $C$ and $y$;
-- $m$ delays for each line of $C$ and $y$ to next block, and
-- $m-(w-1)$ delays for $x'$.
-- Block configuration

proc system(chan cin(), yin(), xin(), xout(), value time)
  chan c.c(w), x.c(2*w+1), y.c(w+1), c1[w], y1[w]
par
  -- mmv array
  par i=0 for w
  par
  ips.l(c1[i], x.c(i+1), y.c(i), x.c(i+2), y.c(i+1), time)
  fp.dl(x.c(i+2), x.c(i+2), i, time)
  // i/o links, branching, delays
  par i=0 for w
  par
  fp.br(c1o(stage*w+1), c1[i], c1[i], time)
  fp.dl(c1[i], c1o((stage+1)*w), m, time)
  fp.br(y1(stage), y1, y.c(0), time)
  fp.dl(y1, y1o(stage+1), m, time)
  fp.dl(kin(stage), x2, x2, time)
  fp.dl(y2, x2o(out), (m-(w-1)), time)
  fp.si.d(x.c(2*w), time)

-- Source for matrix C
-- Initial delay of (k+m) cycles.
-- Initial delay of p-1 cycles for the uppermost diagonal;
-- Additional delay of 1 cycle for the diagonals up to
-- the main; from then on 2 additional delays per diagonal.
-- Source for matrix C
-- Initial delay of p-1 cycles for the uppermost diagonal;
-- Additional delay of 1 cycle for the diagonals up to
-- the main; from then on 2 additional delays per diagonal.
-- Source for matrix C

proc source.c(chan cout(), value float c1(),
  value n, w, p, time)
par j=0 for w
par
var float c.temp(to)
var del:

-- Source for vectors x, y.
-- Initial delay of p-1 cycles for y.
-- Source for vectors x, y.
-- Initial delay of p-1 cycles for y.

proc source.xy(chan xyout, value float xy1(), value n, del, time) =
  var float xy.temp(i)
  seq
  i=0 for time
  xy.temp(i) = xy1
  seq
  i=del for n
  xy.temp(i) = xy1(del)
  proc source(xyout, xy.temp, time) :

-- Sink for vector x.
-- Initial delay of (k+m) cycles.
-- Sink for vector x.
-- Initial delay of (k+m) cycles.

proc sink.x(chan cin(),
  value float x1(), value n, del, time) =
  var float x.temp(j)
  seq
  j=0 for time
  x.temp(j) = x1
  seq
  j=del for n
  x.temp(j) = x1(del)
  proc sink.out(x.temp, time) :

-- Sink for matrix C
-- Sink for matrix C
-- Sink for matrix C
-- Sink for matrix C

proc sink.c(chan cin(),
  value k, w, time) =
par j=0 for w
par
fp.sil.cin(k*h+w+j, time) :
par
-- Main
-- Main

chan c1.c(k*wo), x1.c(wo), y1.c(wo), c2.c(wo), x2.c(wo),
y2.c(wo):
var float c1[no*wo], y1[no], x1[no], x2[no], y2[no], x2[no], y2[no],
var w, n, pl, w1, p2, k, m, time:
var
-- Input
-- Input

getin, "size of matrices C1, C2"
get(w1, "bandwidth of matrix C1")
get(pl, "size of upper semiband")
fp.get(c1l, (w1*n), "of matrix diagonals, upper diag. first")
fp.get(y1l, n, "of c.h.s vector y1")
fp.get(x1l, n, "of initial vector x1")
get(w2, "bandwidth of matrix C2")
get(p2, "size of upper semiband")
fp.get(c2l, (w2*n), "of matrix diagonals, upper diag. first")
fp.get(y2l, n, "of c.h.s vector y2")
A.3.5

--- Systolic pipeline for JON iterative method for the
--- solution of a linear system \( Ax = b \), where \( A \) is a 2-cyclic
--- matrix and the Cyclic reduction technique is used. Two
--- matrix and coupled pipelines solve the systems
--- parallel and coupled pipelines solve the systems
--- \( x(1) = c(1) x(2) + y(1) + \text{orf} x(1) \) and
--- \( x(2) = c(2) x(1) + y(2) + \text{orf} x(2) \), where \( C(1), y(1), i = 1, 2 \)
--- are derived from \( A, b \), using the overrelaxation factor orf-1.
--- Matrix \( C(1) \) has size \((m, n)\), bandwidth \( w(1) = p(1) \).
--- Computation time \( = n + k * (m + 1) \), where \( k \) is the number of
--- iterations, and \( m = \max ((w(1)+p(1)-1),(w(2)+p(2)-1)) \);
--- area \( = k * \max (w(1) + w(2) + 2) \).
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--- iterations, and \( m = \max ((w(1)+p(1)-1),(w(2)+p(2)-1)) \);
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--- Systolic pipeline for JON iterative method for the
--- solution of a linear system \( Ax = b \), where \( A \) is a 2-cyclic
--- matrix and the Cyclic reduction technique is used. Two
--- matrix and coupled pipelines solve the systems
--- parallel and coupled pipelines solve the systems
--- \( x(1) = c(1) x(2) + y(1) + \text{orf} x(1) \) and
--- \( x(2) = c(2) x(1) + y(2) + \text{orf} x(2) \), where \( C(1), y(1), i = 1, 2 \)
--- are derived from \( A, b \), using the overrelaxation factor orf-1.
--- Matrix \( C(1) \) has size \((m, n)\), bandwidth \( w(1) = p(1) \).
--- Computation time \( = n + k * (m + 1) \), where \( k \) is the number of
--- iterations, and \( m = \max ((w(1)+p(1)-1),(w(2)+p(2)-1)) \);
--- area \( = k * \max (w(1) + w(2) + 2) \).

--- Systolic pipeline for JON iterative method for the
--- solution of a linear system \( Ax = b \), where \( A \) is a 2-cyclic
--- matrix and the Cyclic reduction technique is used. Two
--- matrix and coupled pipelines solve the systems
--- parallel and coupled pipelines solve the systems
--- \( x(1) = c(1) x(2) + y(1) + \text{orf} x(1) \) and
--- \( x(2) = c(2) x(1) + y(2) + \text{orf} x(2) \), where \( C(1), y(1), i = 1, 2 \)
--- are derived from \( A, b \), using the overrelaxation factor orf-1.
--- Matrix \( C(1) \) has size \((m, n)\), bandwidth \( w(1) = p(1) \).
--- Computation time \( = n + k * (m + 1) \), where \( k \) is the number of
--- iterations, and \( m = \max ((w(1)+p(1)-1),(w(2)+p(2)-1)) \);
--- area \( = k * \max (w(1) + w(2) + 2) \).

--- Systolic pipeline for JON iterative method for the
--- solution of a linear system \( Ax = b \), where \( A \) is a 2-cyclic
--- matrix and the Cyclic reduction technique is used. Two
--- matrix and coupled pipelines solve the systems
--- parallel and coupled pipelines solve the systems
--- \( x(1) = c(1) x(2) + y(1) + \text{orf} x(1) \) and
--- \( x(2) = c(2) x(1) + y(2) + \text{orf} x(2) \), where \( C(1), y(1), i = 1, 2 \)
--- are derived from \( A, b \), using the overrelaxation factor orf-1.
--- Matrix \( C(1) \) has size \((m, n)\), bandwidth \( w(1) = p(1) \).
--- Computation time \( = n + k * (m + 1) \), where \( k \) is the number of
--- iterations, and \( m = \max ((w(1)+p(1)-1),(w(2)+p(2)-1)) \);
--- area \( = k * \max (w(1) + w(2) + 2) \).
fp.dl(xio[stage], x.l[0], (p-1), time)
fp.dl(xin[stage], x.c[0], 1, time)
fp.dl(y.c[w], x.l[2], (m-(w*p)-1), time)
fp.br(x.l[2], xio[stage+1], sout[stage+1], time)

-- Source for matrix C
-- Initial delay of p-1 cycles for the uppermost diagonal;
-- additional delay of 1 cycle for the diagonals up to
-- the main; from then on 2 additional delays per diagonal.

proc source.c (chan cin[],
              value float c[],
              value n, w, p, time) =
  par j=0 for w
  var float c.temp[to]:
  var del:
    seq
    seq i=0 for time
    c.temp[i] := 0.0
    if j > p
      del := (p-1) + j
    true
    del := [2 * j]
    seq i=0 for n:
    c.temp[i] := c((j*n)+(1-del))
    fp.so.x(cout[j], c.temp, time)

proc source.xy (chan xyout,
                value float xy[],
                value n, w, p, time) =
  par j=0 for w
  var float xy.temp[to]:
  var del:
    seq
    seq i=0 for time
    xy.temp[i] := 0.0
    seq i=0 for n:
    xy.temp[i] := xy(i-del)
    fp.so.x(xyout, xy.temp, time)

proc source.otf (chan orfout,
                 value float orf,
                 value w, time) =
  var float orf.temp[to]:
  seq
  seq i=0 for time
  orf.temp[i] := orf
  fp.so.x(orfout, orf.temp, time)

-- Sink for vectors x, y.
-- Initial delay of p-1 cycles for y.
proc sink.x (chan xin,
             value float x[],
             value n, w, p, time) =
  var float x.temp[to]:
  seq
    seq i=0 for time
    x.temp[i] := 0.0
    fp.si.x(xin, x.temp, time)
    seq i=0 for n:
    x(i) := x.temp[i+del]:
-- sinks for pipeline 2
sink.c(c2.c, k, w2, time)
fpsl.d(y2.c(k), time)
sink.x(x1.c[k], xo2, n, (k * (m + 1)), time)
fpsl.d(x2.c[k], time)
-- output
fps.put.n(xo1, n, " of solution vector x1 ")
fps.put.n(xo2, n, " of solution vector x2 ")

-- A.3.6

Systolic array for the multiplication of a banded
-- matrix C of size (n×n), bandwidth w = p-q-1, with a
-- vector x, y. Vectors x, y move in the same direction
-- and the computation time is n + w + p - 1. The diagonals
-- of matrix C are stored one in each cell and accessed
-- through an "address" moving systolically with x, y.

external proc get(var v, value size[]);
external proc get.n(var v[1], value n, value size[]);
external proc fp.get.n(var float v[], value n, size[]);
external proc fp.put.n(value float v[], value n, size[]);

-- Max size of matrix C; max bandwidth; max size of upper
-- semiband; max size of address vector.
def no = 10, wo = ((2*no)-1), po = no, ado = (no + wo);
-- Vectors of matrix C diagonals; Vector x, y.
var float c[ado•wo], x[no], y[no];
-- Actual size of matrix C; bandwidth w; semiband p.
var n, v, p;
-- Overall operation time; address vector and it size.
time, ad, a[ado];
-- Channels for x's, y's and ad's.
chan x.c{(2•wo)+1}, y.c{wo+1}, a.c{wo+1};
-- Inner Product Step Cell: accumulates the inner products
-- x*(address) in y and propagates x, y, address.
proc ips(chan x.in, y.in, a.in, x.out, y.out, a.out,
value float c[],
value time);
var float x[2], y[2];
var a[2];
seq
-- initialisation
par
par i=0 for 2
par
x[i] := 0.0
y[i] := 0.0
a[i] := 0
-- main operation
seq i=0 for time
seq
-- 1/o
par
xin := x[0]
yin := y[0]
ain := a[0]
xout := x[1]
yout := y[1]
aout := a[1]
-- calculation
par
x[1] := x[0]

a[1] := a[0]
y[1] := y[0] + (x[0] • c[ad[0]]);

-- Delay Cell: propagates its input with one cycle delay.
proc delay(chan x.in, x.out,
value time)
var float x[2];
seq
-- initialisation
par i=0 for 2
x[1] := 0.0
-- main operation
seq i=0 for time
seq
-- i/o
par
xin ? x[0]
out = x[1]
-- calculation
x[1] := x[0] ;
-- Source of the array : vectors x, y and a.
-- No delay for x,a ; a has nw|valid elements.
--proc source (chan xout, yout, aout,
value float x[1],
value a[], n, ad, time)
par
seq i=0 for time
seq
if
i >= n
xout = x[i]
true
xout = x[1]
if
i >= ad
aout = a[i]
true
aout = a[1] ;
-- Sink of the array : vectors x, y and a.
-- Initial delay of w + p - 1 cycles for y.
--proc sink (chan xin, yin, ain,
var float y[]),
value w[], p, time) =
-- initial delay
seq
del := w + (p - 1)
seq i=0 for time
par
xin? any
if
i < del
yout ? any
true
yout = y[i-del]
true
ay? any
-- Array configuration : w ips cells are required.
-- One delay after each cell for x. Each cell has
-- nw| memory locations for a diagonal of matrix C.
--proc system
par
ips(x.c[i+2], y.c[i], a.c[i],
x.c((i+2)+1], y.c[i+1], a.c[i+1],
c.temp, time)
delay(x.c[i+2]+1], x.c(i+2)+2], time)
sink(x.c[2*w], y.c[w], a.c[w], y, v, p, time) ;

par
ips(x.c[i+2], y.c[i], a.c[i],
x.c((i+2)+1], y.c[i+1], a.c[i+1],
c.temp, time)
delay(x.c[i+2]+1], x.c(i+2)+2], time)
sink(x.c[2*w], y.c[w], a.c[w], y, v, p, time) ;

-- proc getdata
seq
get(n, " size of matrix C ")
get(w, " bandwidth of matrix C ")
get(p, " size of upper semiband ")
time := (n + w) + (p - 1)
ad := n + (w - 1)
fp.get.n(c, (w*ad), " of matrix diagonals ")
fp.get.n(x, n, " vector x ")
get.n(a, ad, " address vector ") ;

-- proc putdata
seq
fp.put.n(y, n, " vector y ") ;

seq
getdata
system
putdata
A.3.7

Iterative systolic array for matrix-vector multiplication.

The array performs \( k \) successive mvms, producing \( A^{i}x \),

where \( A \) is a \( (m \times m) \) matrix, and \( x \) is a vector of \( m \) elements.

Area \( = (m+1) \) IPS cells and \( (m \times m) \) memory.

Time \( = (2m)(k+1) \) cycles.

-- external proc get ( var v, value s[]) ;
-- external proc fp.put ( value float v, value s[]) ;
-- external proc fp.get.n ( var float v[], value n, s[]) ;
-- external proc fp.put.n ( value float v[], value n, s[]) ;
-- external proc fp.so.x ( chan xout, value float x[], value time ) ;
-- external proc fp.so.d ( chan xout, value time ) ;
-- external proc fp.si.x ( chan xin, var float x[], value time ) ;
-- external proc fp.si.d ( chan xin, value time ) ;

\[
\text{def mo=10, ko=10, to=((2m)(ko+1)+1) ;}
\]

Inner Product Step Cell:

Multiply - Accumulate

When the last accumulation occurs the result is sent as feedback

and the accumulator is reset for next cycle of calculations.

\[
\text{proc ips ( chan win, nin, nout, sin, sout, value cycle, reset, time ) ;}
\]

-- initialise
    par acc := 0.0
    par i=0 for 2
    par
    w[i] := 0.0
    n[i] := 0.0
    s[i] := 0.0

-- main operation
seq i=0 for time
seq
    -- i/o
    par
        win ? w[0]
        nin ? n[0]
        sin ? s[0]
        sout ! n[1]
        sot ! s[1]

    -- calculation
    acc := acc + ( w[i] * n[0] )
    par
        w[i] := w[0]
        n[i] := n[0]
        s[i] := s[0]

    -- control
    if ( i \& cycle ) : reset
    seq
        n[1] := acc
        acc := 0.0

-- Multiplexer

The initial vector enters the array through \( s \).

\[
\text{proc mnx ( chan sin, sout, fin, fout, value cycle, reset, time ) ;}
\]

-- initialise
    par
        par i=0 for 2
        i[1] := 0.0
        s := 0.0

-- main operation
seq i=0 for time
seq
-- i/o
    par
        sin ? s
        fin ? f[0]
        sout ! s[0]
        fout ! f[1]
    seq
    if i[l]
        f[1] := f[0] + s
    \]

-- Source for initial vector: operates every two steps.
-- For the first mpy cycle it sends the initial vector, and
-- then it sends dummy elements.

\[
\text{-- Source for a row of matrix } A.
-- Operates after an initial delay of \( i \) and every two steps,
-- for } k \text{ mpy cycles; then it sends dummy elements.}
\]

\[
\text{-- Sink for results on the west side}
-- Collects the result in the last mpy cycle; it works
-- every two steps.}
\]

\[
\text{-- initialise}
\]

\[
par
    par i=0 for 2
    i[1] := 0.0
    s := 0.0

-- main operation
seq i=0 for time
seq
-- i/o
    par
        sin ? s
        fin ? f[0]
        sout ! s[0]
        fout ! f[1]
    seq
        if i[l]
            f[1] := f[0] + s
\]

-- inner product step cell: multiply - accumulate

When the last accumulation occurs the result is sent as feedback

and the accumulator is reset for next cycle of calculations.

\[
\text{-- initialise}
\]

\[
\text{par
    par i=0 for 2
    par
        w[i] := 0.0
        n[i] := 0.0
        s[i] := 0.0

-- main operation
seq i=0 for time
seq
-- calculation
    acc := acc + ( w[i] * n[0] )
    par
        w[i] := w[0]
        n[i] := n[0]
        s[i] := s[0]

-- control
    if ( i \& cycle ) : reset
    seq
        n[1] := acc
        acc := 0.0
\]

-- multiplexer

The initial vector enters the array through \( s \).

\[
\text{-- initialise}
\]

\[
\par
    \par i=0 for 2
    \par i[1] := 0.0
    \par s := 0.0

-- main operation
seq i=0 for time
seq
-- i/o
    \par
        \par sin ? s
        \par fin ? f[0]
        \par sout ! s[0]
        \par fout ! f[1]
    \seq
        \if i[l]
            \f[1] := f[0] + s
        \end\]

-- source for initial vector: operates every two steps.
-- For the first mpy cycle it sends the initial vector, and
-- then it sends dummy elements.

\[
\-- source for a row of matrix } A.
-- operates after an initial delay of \( i \) and every two steps,
-- for \( k \) mpy cycles; then it sends dummy elements.
\]

-- sink for results on the west side
-- collects the result in the last mpy cycle; it works
-- every two steps.

\[
\-- initialise
\]

\[
\par
    \par i=0 for 2
    \par i[1] := 0.0
    \par s := 0.0

-- main operation
seq i=0 for time
seq
-- i/o
    \par
        \par sin ? s
        \par fin ? f[0]
        \par sout ! s[0]
        \par fout ! f[1]
    \seq
        \if i[l]
            \f[1] := f[0] + s
        \end\]
seq j=[0 for cycle]
if
   
   \( j \setminus 2 = 0 \)
   
   \( x[j/2] := x_{\text{temp}}[j] \): 
-- Array Configuration
-- Linear array of m IPS cells; north side has a Mux cell.
-- m west sources for matrix A; north source-sink for
-- initial and final vector; dummy source-sink in south.
-- Cycle is the time for one matrix-vector multiplication.
--
**proc system ( value float a[], x[]),
   value m, k,
   var float y[] ) =
  chan h.c[mo], u.c[mo+2], d.c[mo+2] : 
  var time, cycle : 
  seq 
  cycle := (2 + m)
  time := (cycle * (k + 1)) + 1
  par
  -- ips cells
  par i=[0 for m]
  var reset : 
  seq 
  reset := [(cycle + (1 - 1)) \ cycle]
  ips ( h.c[i], d.c[i+1], u.c[i+1], u.c[i+2], d.c[i+2],
       cycle, reset, time )
  -- mux
  mux ( d.c[0], u.c[0], u.c[1], d.c[1], cycle, 0, time )
  -- sources, sinks
  so.w ( h.c, a, k, m, cycle, time )
  so.n ( d.c[0], x, cycle, time )
  si.n ( u.c[0], y, m, (time-cycle), cycle, time )
  fp.so.d( u.c[m+1], time )
  fp.si.d( d.c[m+1], time ) :
--
-- Main
--
  var float a[mo*mo], x[mo], y[mo] :
  var m, k :
  seq
  get ( m, "size of matrix A")
  fp.get.n ( a, [m * m], "matrix A row-wise ")
  fp.get.n ( x, m, "vector x ")
  get ( k, "number of iterations ")
  system ( a, x, m, k, y )
  fp.put.n( y, m, "result ")
A.4.1

Systolic Array for matrix-matrix inner product step

X•A*B+C

**get** ( var v, value sl ) :

**external proc get ( var v, values() )**: external

**proc fp.get.n ( var float v(), value n, s{} )**: external proc fp.put.n ( value float v(), value n, s{}) :

**external proc fp.so.x ( chan xout, value float x[], value time )**: external proc fp.so.d ( chan xout, value time ) :

**external proc fp.si.x ( chanxin, var float x[], value tim e** ) :

**external proc fp.si.d ( chanxin, value time )** :

**external proc fp.lk ( chanxin, xout, value time )** :

**def no = 10, wo = 10, to = (no + wo)** :

Array configuration

This is the hexagonally-connected matrix multiplication array.

Two dummy diagonals for C, one on each side, for uniformity.

w is the bandwidth of A, B.

**proc system ( chan ain(J), bin(), cin(J, xout(), value W 1 time ) • chan a.c(wo•(wo•1)], b.c(wo•(wo•1)], c.c{(wo+l)•(wo+l))** :

**par i=10 for w**

**par j=10 for w**

**ips.h ( a.c[(i•(w+l))•j], b.c[(i•w)+j], c.c((i•w+l))+j], a.c[(i•w+l)]+(j+l)], b.c[(i•w+l)]+(j+l)], c.c[(i•w+l)]+(j+(w•2)], time )** :

**-- i/o links for A, B**

**par i=10 for w**

**fp.lk ( ain[i], a.c[(i•w)+j], time )**

**fp.lk ( bin[i], b.c[i], time )**

**fp.si.d ( a.c[(i•(w+l))]+j], time )**

**fp.si.d ( b.c[(w•w)+i], time )**

**-- i/o links for C, X**

**par i=10 for ((2*w)+1)**

if i = 0

**par fp.so.d ( c.c[w], time )**

**fp.si.d ( c.c[w], time )**

i <= w

**par fp.lk ( cin[i-1], c.c[w-i], time )**

**fp.lk ( c.c[w+i](w+1)], xout[i-1], time )**

i <= (2*w)

**par fp.lk ( cin[i-1], c.c[(w+1)•(i-w)], time )**

**fp.lk ( c.c[(w+1)•(w+1)]-1-i-w), xout[i-1], time )**

true

**par fp.so.d ( c.c[(w+1)+v], time )**

**fp.si.d ( c.c[(w+1)+v], time )** :

**-- Main**

**var float a[w•to], b[w•to], c[((2*w)-1)•to], x[((2*w)-1)+to]** :

**chan a.c[2•wo], b.c[2•wo], c[2*)((2•wo)+1], x.c[2*((2•wo)-1)]** :

var n, w, time :
A.4.2

Systolic Pipeline for a successive squarings for A

(n*n) banded matrix of bandwidth \( w = p + q - 1, p - q \)

Area = \( SUM ( (2^s)*w - (2^{(s+1)}-1))*s \)

Time = \( n + SUM ( (2^s)*w - (2^{(s+1)}-1)) \)

Channel count = \( SUM ( (2^s)*w - (2^{(s+1)}-1)) \)

Delays for \( A(B) \)

Two \( n \times m \) matrix of bandwidth for \( A \):

\[ C \times A \times \text{upper diagonal} \]

\[ A \times B \]

Two dummy diagonals for \( C \), one on each side, for uniformity.

\( s \) is the stage number; base is used for the mapping function

---

Matrix squaring Block configuration.

---

Two copies of \( A \) are produced, \( A \times A \) and \( B \times A \) transposed

---

Delays for \( A(B) \)

\( q(p-1), q(p-2), \ldots, 1 \) for the \( q(p-1) \) lower

---

Upper diagonal) here \( p = (p_2-1)/2 \).

A hex-connected array produces \( C \times (A+2) = A \times B \).

---

Two dummy diagonals for \( C \), one on each side, for uniformity.

---

of the channels.

---

proc system ( \( \text{chan a.in()}, \text{a.out}() \), value s, w, base, time )

\( \text{ch} \in [\text{a.in()}], \text{a.out}() \)

---

-- branch

par i=0 for w

\( \text{fp.br ( a.in()base+i), a.c(), a.c()\{w-1\}, time } \)

-- Delays

var p :

seq

\( p = (w+1)/2 \)

par i=0 for w

if \( i < p \)

par

\( \text{fp.dl ( a.c(), a.c()\{w\}, 0, time )} \)

true

par

\( \text{fp.dl ( a.c()\{(w-1)\}, (i-1)+1, time )} \)

\( \text{fp.dl ( a.c()\{1\}, a.c()\{(w+1)\}, (i+1)+1, time )} \)

-- hex-array

par i=0 for w

\( \text{ips.h ( a.c()\{(w+1)\}, a.c()\{w\}, a.c()\{1\}, a.c()\{w+1\}, a.c()\{(w+1)\}, (i-1)+1, a.c()\{(w+1)\}, (i+1)+1, (i+2)+1, time )} \)

-- I/O links for \( A(B) \)

par i=0 for w

par

\( \text{fp.s.i.d ( a.c()\{(i+1)\}, w+1, time )} \)

---

I/O links for \( C = A+2 \)

par i=0 for \( \{w+1\} \)

if

\( i = 0 \)

par

\( \text{fp.s.o.d ( a.c(), time )} \)

\( \text{fp.s.i.d ( a.c(), time )} \)

\( i = 0 \)

par

\( \text{fp.s.o.d ( a.c()\{-1\}, time )} \)

\( \text{fp.s.i.d ( a.c()\{w\}, time )} \)

\( \text{true} \)

par

\( \text{fp.s.o.d ( a.c()\{w+1\}, time )} \)

\( \text{fp.s.i.d ( a.c()\{w+1\}, time )} \)

var w, p2, base :

seq

\( p2 = 1 \)

base := wa
seq j=0 for i1
seq p2 := (p2 * 2)
basis := basis + ((p2 * wa) - (p2 - 1))
w := (p2 * wa) - (p2 - 1)
basis := basis - w
system (a, c, i, w, basis, time)
-- putdata
fp.put.n (c, (w-m); "C sequence, upper diagonal first")

---

--- A.4.3
--- Systolic Array Jacobi-Hotelling method.
--- Time Expansion
--- A full mm reusable array is used, with source-sink drivers
--- configured for the calculation of Successive Matrix Squares
--- after an initial Matrix Multiplication.
--- Matrix A is the Jacobi matrix obtained by the homogeneous
--- transformation of the original linear system of equations.
--- area = (m+1)*2, where m is the order of the matrix A:
--- time = (2*m+1)*s, where s, are the number of stages for
--- the matrix squaring.
---
--- external proc get (var v, value s[]);
--- external proc fp.put.m (value float v[], value n, s[]);
--- external proc fp.put.m (value float v[], value n, s[]);
--- external proc fp.put.m (value float v[], value n, s[]);
--- external proc fp.put.m (value float v[], value n, s[]);
--- external proc fp.put.m (value float v[], value n, s[]);
--- external proc fp.put.m (value float v[], value n, s[]);
--- external proc fp.put.m (value float v[], value n, s[]);
--- external proc fp.put.m (value float v[], value n, s[]);
---
--- def mo=10, so=10, to=((2*mo)*(so+2)), co=(mo+2):
---
--- -- Source for row i of input matrices, west side.
--- -- Operates after an initial delay equal to i and every two steps.
--- -- For the first mpy cycle it sends the ith row of matrix A.
--- -- Then it sends dummy elements; fb is on.
---
--- proc so.w (chan wout, value float a[],
--- value l, m, cycle, time) =
--- var float temp[to], a.temp[to]:
--- var fb[to] :
--- seq
--- -- input vectors
--- par
--- seq
--- seq j=0 for time
--- temp[j] := 0.0
--- seq j=0 for cycle
--- if (j \ 2) = 0
--- a.temp[j] := a((1+m)+(j/2))
--- true
--- a.temp[j] := 0.0
--- seq j=0 for cycle
--- temp[j+1] := a.temp[j]
--- seq j=0 for time
--- fb[j] := 1
--- -- source
--- fp.so.x.t(wout, temp, fb, time):
---
--- -- Source for a row i of input matrices, north side.
--- -- Operates after an initial delay of i and every two steps
--- -- For the first mpy cycle it sends a column of matrix I
--- -- into the array, then on dummy elements; fb is on.
---
--- proc so.n (chan nout,
--- value l, time) =
var float temp[to] ;
var fb[to] ;
seq
-- input vectors
par
seq
seq j=[0 for time]

temp[j] := 0.0
seq j=[0 for time]

fb[j] := 1

-- source
fp.so.x(t, nout, temp, fb, time ) :

-- Sink for results on the west side
-- Collects the first column in the last 2x2 cycle.

proc si.w ( chan rin, 
var float x[],
value i, cycle, time ) =
var float x.temp[to] :
var delay
seq
delay := (time + i - cycle)
x[i] := x.temp[delay] :

-- Array Configuration
-- Square array of (m*m) IPS cells; west and north side have an
-- additional row of m Mux's; the array is surrounded with
-- 4m sources - dummy in east and south sides, and
-- 4m sinks - dummy in east, north and south sides.
-- Cycle is the time for one matrix-matrix multiplication.

proc system ( value float a[],
value m, s,
var float xtl ) :
chan r.c(m*c+co], l.c[m*c], u.c[m*c], d.c(m*c) :
var time, cycle :
seq
cycle := (2 * m)
time := (cycle * (s + 2)) + 1
par
-- ips cells
par j=[0 for m]
var di, dj, reset :
seq
di := (i * (m + 2)) + (j + 1)
dj := (j * (m + 2)) + (i + 1)
reset := ((cycle + ((i + j) - 1)) % cycle)
ips.r ( l.c[di+1], r.c[di+1], r.c[j+1], l.c[j+1],
      d.c[di], u.c[dj], u.c[dj+1], d.c[dj+1],
      cycle, reset, time )

-- mux's
par i=[0 for m]
var wn :
seq
wn := (1 * (m + 2))
par
mux.r ( r.c[wn], l.c[wn], l.c[wn+1], r.c[wn+1], time )
mux.r ( d.c[wn], u.c[wn], u.c[wn+1], d.c[wn+1], time )

-- sources, sinks
par i=[0 for m]
var wn, es :
seq

Systolic Array Gauss-Seidel-Hotelling method.

Time Expansion.
A full m x m reusable array is used, with source-sink drivers
configured for the calculation of a series of Matrix-Matrix
Multiplications followed by Successive Matrix Squarings.

Matrix A is the Jacobi matrix obtained by the homogeneous
transformation of the original linear system of equations.

area <= (m+1)^2 * s, where m is the order of the matrix A;
time = (2m+1)^2 * s, where s, are the number of stages
for the matrix squaring.

A full Systolie Array
Time Expansion, configured for the calculation of Matmix
Multiplications followed by area < (m+l)^2, where
for the matrix squaring.

A is the Jacobi matrix obtained by the homogeneous
Gauss-seidel-Hotelling method.

Operates after an initial delay of 1 and every two steps
For the first mpy cycle it sends a column of matrix I
into the array. Then on dummy elements; fb is on.

Source for a row i of input matrices, north side.
Operates after an initial delay of 1 and every two steps
Collects the first column in the last mpy cycle.

Sink for results on the west side

-- Source for row i of input matrices, west side.
-- Operates after an initial delay of 1 and every two steps.
-- For j=0,1,...,m-1 mpy cycles it sends the i-th row of matrix A;
-- If [i]A[j], where A[j] has non-zero elements only in row j, while
-- [j] is matrix 1 with row j equal to zero. Then it sends dummy
-- elements. fb is on for j=m+1,..., mpy cycles.

-- Source

-- Sink for results on the west side
Collects the first column in the last mpy cycle.

-- Array Configuration
-- Square array of (m*m) IPS cells; west and north side have an
-- additional row of Mux's; the array is surrounded with
-- 4m sources - dummy in east and south sides, and
-- 4m sinks - dummy in east, north and south sides.
-- Cycle is the time for one matrix-matrix multiplication.

-- System

-- System

--- Array

--- System

true
seq
loc := (loc + pre)
temp[loc] := 1.0
loc := (loc + post)

seq
j := 0 for time
fb[j] := 1
seq
j := 0 for ((m+cycle)+l+1)
fb[j] := 0

-- Source
fp.so.w ( out, temp, fb, time ) :

-- Source
proc so.n ( chan nout, value i, time ) :
var float temp[to] :
var fb[to] :
seq
-- Input vectors
par
seq
j := 0 for time

-- Sink for results on the west side
Collects the first column in the last mpy cycle.

-- Array Configuration
-- Square array of (m*m) IPS cells; west and north side have an
-- additional row of Mux's; the array is surrounded with
-- 4m sources - dummy in east and south sides, and
-- 4m sinks - dummy in east, north and south sides.
-- Cycle is the time for one matrix-matrix multiplication.

-- System

-- System
var dl, dj, reset :
seq
dl := (i * (m + 2)) + (j + 1)
dj := (i * (m + 2)) + (j + 1)
reset = (cycle + ((i + j) - 1)) \ cycle
ipsr ( l.c[dl+1], r.c[dl+1], r.c[dl], l.c[dl],
d.c[dj], u.c[dj], u.c[dj+1], d.c[dj+1],
cycle, reset, time )

-- mux's
par i=0 for m
var wn, es :
seq
wn := (i * (m + 2))
par
mx(r. c[wn], l. c[wn], l. c[wn+1], r. c[wn+1], time )
mx(r. c[wn], u. c[wn], u. c[wn+1], time )
-- sources, sinks
par i=0 for m
var wn, es :
seq
wn := (i * (m + 2))
es := wn + (m + 1)
par
so.w ( r.c[wn], s, i, m, cycle, time )
so.n ( d.c[wn], i, cycle, time )
sl.w ( l.c[wn], x, i, cycle, time )
fp.sl.d ( u.c[wn], time )
fpx.d ( r.c.es, time )
fpx.d ( r.c.es, time )
fpx.d ( r.c.es, time )

-- Main
var float smo*smo, x[smo] :
var m, s :
seq
get ( m, "size of matrix A")
get ( s, "iterations ")
system ( a, m, s, x )
fp.put.n( x, m, "result ")

-- A
-- A.4.5
-- Systolic Pipeline for s iterations of the Jacobi-
-- Hotteling method for the solution of a linear system.
-- A is the Jacobi (n*n) banded matrix of bandwidth
-- w = p + q - 1, p = q; y is the corresponding rhs vector,
-- which is finally transformed to the solution vector.
-- areal = sum ( w[i]*x + w[i] ), i=0,1,2,...,s-1, and
-- w[j] = (2**j)*w - (2**j-1) the bandwidth of stage j+1.
-- time = n + sum ( w[j] + p[j] - 1), j = 0,1,2,...,s-1, and
-- p[j] = (w[j+1] + 2) the semifield of stage j+1.
-- Final bandwidth for matrix squaring = (2**s)*w - (2**s-1),
-- channel count = sum ( w[j] + 1 ), j=0,1,2,...,s.

-- external proc get ( var v, value s() ) :
-- external proc fp.get.n ( var float v[], value n, s[] ) :
-- external proc fp.put.n ( value float v[], value n, s[] ) :
-- external proc fp.so.x ( chan xout, value time ) :
-- external proc fp.so.d ( chan xout, value time ) :
-- external proc fp.br ( Chan a1.c(wo), bl.c(wo),
-- par
-- def no=10, vi=3, so=3, wo=17, co=34, to= (no+26) :

-- -- Matrix Squaring Block configuration.
-- -- Two copies of A are produced, A-A and B-A transposed
-- -- Delays for A(n) : q(p)-1, q(p)-2, ... , 1 for the q(p)-1 lower
-- -- (upper) diagonals; here p=q=\(2\)^{s}/2.
-- -- A hex-connected array produces C = (A*A)^2 = A+B.
-- -- Two dummy diagonals for C, one on each side, for uniformity.
-- proc hex ( chan ain[], xout[];,
-- chan al.c[wo], bl.c[wo],
-- a.c[wo*(wo+1)], b.c[wo*(wo+1)], c.c[(wo+1)*(wo+1)] ;
-- par
-- i/o links, branch delays for A,B
-- par i=0 for w)
-- par
-- fp.br ( ain[i], al.c[i], bl.c[w-1]-1, time )
-- if
-- i < p
-- fp[]( al.c[i], a.c[i]*(w+1), 0, time )
-- fp[]( bl.c[i], b.c[i], 0, time )
-- true
-- fp[]( al.c[i], a.c[i]*(w+1), (i-p)+1, time )
-- fp[]( bl.c[i], b.c[i], (i-p)+1, time )
-- fp[]( a.c[i]*(w+1)+w, time )
-- fp[]( b.c[w+1], time )
-- hex-arrays
-- par i=0 for w)
-- par j=0 for w)
-- fps.h ( a.c[i]*(w+1)+j, b.c[i]*(w+1), c.c((w+1)+j),
-- a.c[(w+2)*(w+1)], b.c[(w+2)*(w+1)],
-- c.c[(w+1)+j*(w+2)], time )
-- i/o links, delays for C
-- par i=0 for ((2*w+1))
if
i = 0
par
fp.so.d ( c.c[w], time )
fp.si.d ( c.c[w], time )

i <= w
par
fp.so.d ( c.c[w-l], time )
fp.dl ( c.c[w*(1*s[w])], aout[l-1], (p-1), time )
i < (2*w)
par
fp.so.d ( c.c[w*(1-l)], time )
fp.dl ( c.c[(w*(1-l))+(w-1)], (p-1), time )
true
par
fp.so.d ( c.c[(w*l)+(w-1)], time )
fp.dl ( c.c[((w+l)+(w-1))], aout[l-1], (p-1), time )

-- Hvips Block configuration
-- A mvm array performs the operation y = A*x + y, ( x*y ).
-- Delay of (p-1) cycles for the uppermost diagonal; additional
-- delay of 1 cycle for the diagonals up to the main; from then
-- on 2 additional delays per diagonal. (p-1) delays for the copy
-- of y that is added.

proc lin ( chan ain[ ], yin, yout, value w, p, time )
chan a.c(2*w), x.c(2*w)+1, y.c(2*w)+2 :
par
-- linear array
par i=0 for w
par
ips.h ( a.c[1], x.c[1]+2, y.c[1]+1, a.c[1]+w, x.c[(1+l)+2], y.c[1]+2, time )
fp.dl ( x.c[1+l+2]+1, x.c[1+l+2], 1, time )
-- i/o, delays for A
par i=0 for w
par
var del :
seq
if
i < p
del := (p-1) + i
true
del := ( 2 * 1 )
fp.dl ( ain[i], x.c[i], del, time )
fp.si.d ( a.c[i]+w, del, time )
-- i/o, branch, delays for x, y
fp.br ( yin, y.c[0], x.c[0], time )
fp.dl ( y.c[i], y.c[i], (p-1), time )
fp.lk ( y.c[1], yout, time )
fp.si.d ( x.c[2*w], time )
--
-- Pipeline Block configuration
-- It consists of one hex array producig A+2, and one linear
-- array produing y*A*y. The output of the hex-array is delayed
-- for (p-1)=(p-1) for synchronisation.

seq
proc system ( chan a.c[1], y.c[1],
value w, base, time ) =
chan a1.c[wol], a2.c[wol], a3.c[wol], y1.c, y2.c :
var p :
seq
p := (w + 1)/2
par
-- input links, branch
par i=0 for w
fp.br ( a.c[base+1], a1.c[1], a2.c[1], time )
fp.lk ( y.c[1], y1.c, time )
-- hex, linear arrays
hex ( a1.c, a2.c, w, p, time )
lin ( a2.c, y1.c, y2.c, w, p, time )
-- output links
par i=0 for ((2*w)-1)
fp.lk ( a3.c[1], a.c[base+w+1], time )
fp.lk ( y2.c, y.c[s-1], time )
--
-- Main
var float a[w*n], y[n], y0[n] :
chan a.c[co], y.c[s+1] :
var n, w, s, p, base[co], delay, time :
seq
-- getdata
get ( n, " matrix order " )
get ( w, " bandwidth for A : w = 2p - 1 " )
fp.get.n ( a, ( " matrix A upper diagonal first " )
fp.get.n ( y, n, " vector y " )
get ( s, " squarings " )
-- setup
p2 := 1
w0 := wa
base[0] := 0
delay := (w0 + (w0+1) / 2) - 1
seq i=1 for (s-1)
seq
p2 := ((p2 * 2) - (p2 - 1))
delay := delay + w1[l] + (w1[l] / 2) - 1
time := n + delay
wc := ((2*w+1)-1)
-- driver
par
-- i/o of matrix A
par i=0 for w
var float atemp[to] :
seq
seq j=0 for time
atemp[j] := 0.0
delay := (base[1] + delay)
delay := delay + (w1[l] + n) - 1
atemp[j] := (time + delay) - 1
y0[i] := ytemp[j+delay]
-- pipeline of s blocks

\[ \text{for } s \in \text{system} \{ \text{a.c, y.c, i, w[i], base[i], time} \} \]

\[ \text{putdata} \]

\[ \text{fp.put.n} \{ \text{yo, n, solution vector } \} \]

---

**A.4.6**

**Systolic pipeline for Power Method**

**Area Expansion.**

- Calculation of the dominant eigenvalue \( \lambda \) and the corresponding eigenvector \( u \) of a \( n \times n \) matrix \( C \).

The method has the form:

\[ y[i+1] = Cx[i]; \quad x[i+1] = y[i+1]/m(y[i+1]), \]

where \( m(x) \) is the first non-zero element of \( x \); \( x[0]=1 \ldots 1 \)

\( 1 = m(y[k]), u/m(u) = x(k) \), where \( k \) is the number of iterations.

- Area = \( k^2(\text{w}+1) \), where \( w = p+q-1 \) is the bandwidth of \( C \).

- Computation time = \( n+k*(w+p) \).

---

**external proc get(var v, value s[]):**

**external proc fp.put(value float v, value s[]):**

**external proc fp.get.n(var float v[], value n, s[]):**

**external proc fp.put.n(value float v[], value n, s[]):**

**external proc fp.so.x(chan xout, value float v[], value time):**

**external proc fp.si.x(chan xin, var float v[], value time):**

**external proc fp.so.d(chan xout, value time):**

**external proc fp.si.d(chan xin, value time):**

**external proc fp.dl(chan xin, xout, valued, time):**

**external proc fp.lk(chan xin, xout, value time):**

**external proc fp.br(chan xin, xout, x2out, value time):**

**external proc ips.l(chan cin, xin, yin, xout, yout, value time):**

---

**def no = 10, wo = ((2*no)-1), ko = 10, to = (no+(ko*(2*wo))):**

---

**Normaliser**

- It waits for the first non-zero element of the vector and normalises the vector in respect to it. The eigenvalue is equal to the first non-zero element.

---

**proc nor (chan yin, yout, eout, value time):**

var first.found : true
var float y[2], first:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{seq} & \quad \text{-- initialisation} \\
\text{par} & \quad \text{first} := 1.0 \\
& \quad \text{par} := \{0 \text{ for } 2\} \\
& \quad y[1] := \text{0.0} \\
& \quad \text{first.found} := \text{false} \\
\text{-- main operation} \\
\text{seq} & \quad \text{i=0 for } \text{time} \\
\text{seq} & \quad \text{i/o} \\
\text{par} & \quad \text{yin ? y[0]} \\
\text{yout ? y[1]} \\
\text{eout} & \quad \text{i first} \\
\text{-- calculation} \\
& \quad \text{if (not first.found) and (y[0] <> 0.0)} \\
\text{par} & \quad \text{first := y[0]} \\
& \quad \text{first.found := true} \\
& \quad y[1] := y[0] / \text{first} \\
\end{align*}
\]

---

**Block configuration**

- A \( m \times m \) array performs the operation \( x' = Cy \);
- \( w \) branching elements for \( C \); \( w+p \) delays for \( C \) to next block.
- A normaliser cell is connected to the output of \( m \times m \) array.
proc system (chan c.io[], x.io[], e.io[], value stage, w, delay, time) =
chan c[wo], x[c[2wo]+1], y[c[wo]+2], c[1][wo], e.c, value stage, w, delay, time

-- mvm array
par i=0 for w
par
fps.l(c.c[i], x.c[i+1], c[1][i], y.c[i+1], time)
fp.d(x.c[i+1], y.c[i+2], c[1][i+1], i, time)
-- brancing and delays
par
par i=0 for w
par
fp.br(c.c[i], c[1][i], c[1][i-1], c[1][i+1], c[1][i+2], delay, time)
-- normaliser
nor(y.c[i], y.c[i+1], e.c, time)
-- i/o links
par
par i=0 for w
par
fp.br(c.c[i], c[1][i], c[1][i-1], c[1][i+1], c[1][i+2], delay, time)
-- Source for matrix C
-- Initial delay of p-1 cycles for the uppermost diagonal;
-- Additional delay of 1 cycle for the diagonals up to
-- The main from then on 2 additional delays per diagonal.
proc source.c (chan cout[],
value float c[],
value n, w, p, time) =
par j=0 for w
var float c.temp[n]:
var del:
seq
if
j < p
del := (p - 1) + j
true
del := (p + j)
fp.so.d(cout[j], del)
seq
i=0 for n
c.temp[i] := c[i+j+1]
fp.so.x(cout[j], c.temp, n)
fp.so.d(cout[j], (time-(del+n)))
-- Source for vector x.
--
proc source.x (chan xout,
value float x[],
value n,) =
seq
fp.so.x(xout, x, n)
fp.so.d(xout, (time-n))
-- Sink for vector x.
-- Initial delay of k * (w + p) cycles.
--
proc sink.x (chan xin,
var float x[],
value n, del, time) =
var float x.temp[n]:
seq
fp.si.d(xin, del)
fp.si.x(xin, x, n),
-- Sink for eigenvalue e: one for each pipeline stage.
-- It collects e from the last pipeline stage for one cycle
-- after an initial delay of k * (w + p) cycles.
proc sink.e (chan ein[],
var float e,
value stage, k, delay, time) =
var float e.temp[l]:
seq
if
stage <> (k-1)
fp.si.d(ein[stage], time)
true
seq
fp.si.d(ein[stage], delay)
fp.si.x(ein[stage], time)
fp.si.d(ein[stage], (time-(delay+l)))
e := e.temp[0]
-- Sink for matrix C
--
proc sink.c (chan cin[]),
value k, w, time) =
par j=0 for w
fp.si.d(cin[(k•w)+j], (time-n))
-- Main
--
chan c[ko+wo], x[c[ko+1], e[ko]:
var float c[no+wo], x[no], xo[no], e:
var n, w, p, k, delay, time:
seq
-- input
get(n, "size of matrix C")
get(w, "bandwidth of matrix C")
get(p, "size of upper semiband")
fp.get.n(c, (w*n), "of matrix diagonals, upper diag. first")
fp.get.n(xi, n, "of initial vector x")
get(k, "no of iterations")
delay := (w + p)
time := n + (k • delay)
-- pipeline
par
source.c.c(c.c, c, n, w, p, time)
source.x.x(x[0], xi, n, time)
par i=0 for k
par
system(c.c, x.c, e.c, i, w, delay, time)
sink.e.e(c.e, e, i, k, (k•delay), time)
sink.c.c.c, k, w, time)
sink.x(x.c[k], xo, n, (k • delay), time)
-- output
fp.put(e, "dominant eigenvalue")
fp.put.n(xo, n, "of corresponding eigenvector")
def no = 10, wi = 3, wo = 17, co = 34, to = (no + 17):

Scaling Cell: It scales its input over a given power of two.

proc sca (chan cin, cout, value float scale, value float time) =
  var float c[2];
  seq
    -- initialise
    par i = 0 for 2
    c[i] := 0.0
    -- main operation
    seq i = 0 for time
    seq
      -- i/o
      par
        cin ? c[0]
        cout ! c[1]
      -- calculation
      c[i] := (c[0] / scale);
    --
    -- Matrix Squaring Block configuration.
    -- Two copies of A are produced, A•A and B•A transposed
    -- Delays for A•A: q(p)-1, q(p)-2, ... 1 for the q(p)-1 lower
    -- (upper) diagonals; here p-q=(w+1)/2.
    -- A hex-connected memory array produces C (A•A)*2 = A • B.
    -- C is scaled over a power of 2.
    -- Two dummy diagonals for C, one on each side, for uniformity.
    -- s is the stage number; base is used for the mapping function
    -- of the channels.
    --
    proc system (chan a.io[], value float scale, value float time) =
      chan al[wo], bl[wo],
      a.c[wo+wo+1], c.c[wo+1]*wo+1]),
      par
        -- branch
        par i = 0 for wo
        fp.br (a.i0[base+i], a.c[i], bl.c[(i+1)-i], time)
    -- delays

var p:
  seg
    p := (w + 1) / 2
    par i = 0 for wo
    if i < p
      par
        fp.br (al.c[i], a.c[i+(w+1)], time)
        fp.br (bl.c[i], b.c[i], 0, time)
      true
        par
          fp.br (al.c[i], a.c[i+(w+1)], b.c[i], 0, time)
          fp.br (bl.c[i], b.c[i], 0, time)
      -- hex-array
      par i = 0 for w
      par j = 0 for w
      ips.h (a.c[(i+w)]+(i+w), b.c[(i+w)], c.c[(i+w)],
        a.c[(i+w)]+(i+w), b.c[(i+w)],
        c.c[(i+w)]+(i+w)), time)
      -- 1/O links for A, B
      par i = 0 for w
      par
        fp.si.d (a.c[i+(w+1)•w], time)
        fp.si.d (b.c[i+(w+w)], time)
      -- 1/O links, scaling for C = A•A
      par i = 0 for ((2•w)•w))
      if i = 0
        par
          fp.so.d (c.c[w], time)
          fp.si.d (c.c[w], time)
        i = w
        par
          fp.so.d (c.c[w], time)
          c.sca (c.c[(w+w)+(w)], scale, time)
      i = (2•w)
      par
        fp.so.d (c.c[(w+w)+(w+w)], time)
        c.sca (c.c[(w+w)+(w+w)], scale, time)
      true
        par
          fp.so.d (c.c[(w+w)+(w)], time)
          fp.si.d (c.c[(w+w)+(w)], time)
    --
    -- Main
    --
    var float a[wo+wo], c[wo+wo]
    chan a[co[]],
    var float scale[wo+1],
    var n, s, [wo+1], base[wo+1], time
    seq
      -- getdata
      get (n, "matrix order")
      get (w, "bandwidth for A: w = 2p - 1")
      fp.get.n (a, w, "matrix A upper diagonal first")
      get (s, "squarings")
      fp.get.n (scale, s[1], "scaling factors")
      base[0] := 0
      seq i = 1 for s
      seq
        w[i] := ((2•w[w-1]): w-1 - 1)
        base[i] := base[i-1] + w[i]
      time
      n := base[s] + s
      -- driver
par
input of matrix A
par i=0 for w[0])
var float atemp[n]
seq
seq j=0 for n)
atemp[j] = a[i*n]+j
fp.so.x ( a.c[i], atemp, n )
fp.so.d ( a.c[i], (time-n) )
-- output of matrix C = A^2 = e scaled
par i=0 for s)
var float ctemp[n]
seq
fp.si.d ( a.c[base+s+1], (time-n) )
fp.si.x ( a.c[base+s+1], ctemp, n )
seq
j=0 for n)
c((i*n)+j) = ctemp[j]
-- pipeline of s blocks
par i=0 for s)
system ( a.c, scale[1], w[1], base[1], time )
-- putdata
fp.put.n ( c, (w[s]*n), " C sequence, upper diagonal first ")

---
A.4.8
---
Systolic Array for Power Method.
---
Time Expansion.
---
Calculation of the dominant eigenvalue e and corresponding
eigenvector u of a (m*m) matrix A.Form of the method :
y[i] = A*x[i], x[i+1] = y[i+1] = y[i]/m(y[i+1]),
where n(x) is the first non-zero element of x; x[0]=1 1 .. 1
--- e = s(y[k]), u/m(u) = n(k), where k is the no of iterations.
--- Area = (m+1) IPS cells and (m*m) memory.
--- Time = (2*m)*(k+1)+1 cycles.

external proc get ( var v, value s[] )
external proc fp.put ( value float v, value s[] )
external proc fp.get.n ( var float v[], value n, s[] )
external proc fp.put.n ( value float v[], value n, s[] )
 external proc fp.so.x ( chan xout, value float x[], value time )
external proc fp.so.d ( chan xout, value time )
external proc fp.si.x ( chan xin, var float x[], value time )
external proc fp.si.d ( chan xin, value time )
---
def mo=10, ko=10, to=((2*mo)+(ko+1))+1 ;
---
-- Inner Product Step Cell : Multiply - Accumulate
-- When the last accumulation occurs the result is sent as feedback
-- and the accumulator is reset for next cycle of calculations.
---
proc ips ( chan win, nin, nout, sin, sout, value cycle, reset, time ) =
var float w[2], n[2], s[2], acc :
seq
-- initialise
par acc := 0.0
par i=0 for 2)
par
w[1] := 0.0
n[1] := 0.0
s[1] := 0.0
-- main operation
seq i=0 for time )
seq
-- i/o
par
win ? w[0]
nin ? n[0]
sin ? s[0]
out : n[1]
sout : s[1]
-- calculation
acc := acc + ( w[1] * n[0] )
par
w[1] := w[0]
n[1] := s[0]
s[1] := s[0]
-- control
if ( i \ cycle ) = reset
seq
n[1] := acc
acc := 0.0 :
---
Multiplexer
-- For each mpy cycle it normalises the feedback vector.
-- The initial vector enters the array through s.
-- Output: the normalised vector and the eigenvalue.
--
proc \ux ( chan \sin, sout, fin, fout, eout, 
  value cycle, reset, time ) =
  var float \s, f[3], first :
  var first.found :

  -- initialise
  par
    \i \in [0 \text{ for } 2]
    \{ \f[1] := 0.0
    \s := 0.0
    first := 1.0
    first.found := false
  --
  -- main operation
  seq \i \in [0 \text{ for } \text{time}]

    -- 1/0
    par
      \sin ? \s
      \fin ? \f[0]
      sout \f[1]
      fout \f[1]
      eout \first
    -- control
    if
      (i \text{ \&} cycle) = \text{ reset}
      first.found := false
      first := 1.0
    if
      (not first.found) and (\f[0] <> 0.0)
      first.found := true
      first := \f[0]
      \f[1] := \{ \f[0] + \s \} / first :

  -- Source for initial vector; operates every two steps.
  -- For the first \text{mpy} cycle it sends the initial vector, and
  -- then it sends dummy elements.
  proc so.n ( chan \nout, 
  value float x[],
  value cycle, time ) =
  var float temp[2*\text{no}] :

    seq j=\{ 0 for \text{cycle} \}
      if
        (j \text{ \&} 2) = 0
        temp[j] := x[j/2]
      true
      temp[j] := 0.0
      fp.so.d( \nout, temp, cycle )
      fp.so.d( \nout, (cycle - \text{\text{cycle}} + 1) ) :

  -- Source for a row \i of matrix \text{A}.
  -- Operates after an initial delay of 1 and every two steps,
  -- for \text{mpy} cycles; then it sends dummy elements.
  proc so.w ( chan \wout[], 
  value float \a[],
  value k, m, cycle, time ) =
    par \i \in [0 \text{ for } m]
    var float temp[2*\text{no}] :

    seq j=\{ 0 for \text{cycle} \}
      if
        (j \text{ \&} 2) = 0
        temp[j] := a[(i*m)+(j/2)]
      true
      temp[j] := 0.0
      fp.so.d( \wout[], \i)
      seq j=\{ 0 for k \}
      fp.so.x( \wout[], temp, cycle )
      fp.so.d( \wout[], (time - \text{\text{cycle}} + 1) ) :

  -- Sink for results on the west side
  -- Collects the eigenvalue in the first step of the last
  -- \text{mpy} cycle, and the eigenvector in the last \text{mpy} cycle
  -- every two steps.
  proc si.n ( chan \nin, 
  ein, 
  var float x[],
  e,
  value m, delay, cycle, time ) =
    par
      var float \x.temp[2*\text{no}] :
      var float e.temp[\text{l}]

    seq
      fp.si.d( \nin, delay )
      fp.si.x( \nin, \x.temp, cycle )
      seq j=\{ 0 for \text{cycle} \}
        if
          (j \text{ \&} 2) = 0
          x[j/2] := \x.temp[j]
        var float e.temp[1]

      seq
        fp.si.d( \ein, delay )
        fp.si.x( \ein, e.temp, 1 )
        fp.si.d( \ein, (cycle-1) )
        e := e.temp[0] :

  -- Array Configuration
  -- Linear array of \text{m} IPS cells; north side has a Mux cell.
  -- \text{m} west sources for matrix \text{A}; north source-sink for
  -- initial and final vector; dummy source-sink in south.
  -- Cycle is the time for one matrix-matrix multiplication.
  --
  proc system ( value float \a[], \x[],
  value m, k,
  var float xo[], e ) ..
      chan h.c(mo, u.c(mo+2, d.c(mo+2), e.c)
  vac time, cycle :

    seq
      cycle := (2 * m)
      time := (cycle * (k + 1)) + 1
    par
      -- ips cells
    par \i \in [0 \text{ for } m]
      var reset :

        seq
          reset := ((cycle + (i - 1)) \text{ \&} cycle)
          ips ( h.c[i], d.c[i+1], u.c[i+1], u.c[i+2], d.c[i+2],
            cycle, reset, time )
    -- mux
      mux ( d.c[0], u.c[0], u.c[1], d.c[1], e.c, cycle, 0, time )
      -- sources
    seq
      so.w ( h.c, a, k, m, cycle, time )
      so.n ( d.c[0], xi, cycle, time )
      si.n ( u.c[0], e.c, xo, e, m, (time-cycle), cycle, time )

    fp.so.d( u.c[2*m] )
    fp.so.d( u.c[2*m+1] )
    fp.si.d( d.c[2*m+1] )
Main

var float a[m]*m], x[i], xo[m], e :  // A.4.9
var v, k :

seq
  get (m, "size of matrix A")
  fp.get.n (a, (m* m), "matrix A; row-wise")
  fp.get.n (xi, m, "initial vector")
  get (k, "number of iterations")
  system (a, x[i], m, k, xo, e)
  fp.put (e, "eigenvalue")
  fp.put.n (xo, m, "eigenvector")

A.4.9

Systolic Array for the Matrix Squaring Method.

Time Expansion.

A full m* m reusable array is used, with source-sink drivers
configured for the calculation of a series of Successive
Matrix Squarings followed by a series of m* m's (usually 1).

The result of a matrix squaring is scaled over a power of 2.

area = n**2, where m is the order of the matrix;

time = (2*m)*(a+n+m)+1, where a, n is the number of squarings
and m* m's respectively.

-- Multiplexer - Scaling Cell.
-- It adds the source input to the array feedback if fb
-- is true; otherwise it accepts the source input.
-- The final array input is scaled over a given factor.

proc mux.s (chan sin, sout, fin, fout, value float scale, value cycle, reset, time)
  var float s[2], f[2]
  var j, fb
  seq
    -- initialise
    par
      par i=[0 for 2]
      par
        s[i] := 0.0
        f[i] := 0.0
        j := 0
        fb := 0
    -- main operation
    seq
      i=0
      par
        sin ? s[0]; fb
        fin ? f[0]
        sout i s[1]
        fout i f[1]
      -- control
      if (i \ cycle) = reset
        j := (j + 1)
      if (fb = 1)
        seq
          s[i] := ((f[i] + s[0])/scale[j])
          true
      seq
--- Source for row \( i \) of input matrices, north side.
-- Operates after an initial delay equal to \( i \) and every two steps.
-- For \( j = 0 \) mpy cycle it sends the \( i \)th column of \( I \). Then it sends
-- dummy elements; \( fb \) is on.
---
```
proc so.n ( chan nout, value i, cycle, time )
  var float temp[to], fb[to] :
  seq
  -- input vectors
  par
  seq
  seq j=[0 for time]
  temp[j] := 0.0
  seq j=[0 for time]
  fb[j] := 1
  -- source
  fp.so.x.t( nout, temp, fb, time ) :
```
---
-- Source for a row \( i \) of input matrices, west side.
-- Operates after an initial delay of \( i \) and every two steps
-- For \( j = 0 \) and \( a.s.a+2 \ldots +p \) mpy cycles it pumps a row of \( B \).
-- Otherwise it sends dummy elements; \( fb \) is on until \( a.s+1 \) mpy.
---
```
proc so.w ( chan wout, value float a(), value i, s, p, m, cycle, time )
  var float a.temp[to], temp[to] :
  var fb[to] :
  seq
  -- input vectors
  par
  seq
  seq j=[0 for time]
  temp[j] := 0.0
  seq j=[0 for cycle]
  if (j,2)=0
    a.temp[j] := a((i*m)+(j/2))
    true
  a.temp[j] := 0.0
  seq j=[0 for cycle]
  temp[j] := a.temp[j]
  seq i=[(i+1) for p]
  seq j=[0 for cycle]
  temp[i+(1*cycle)+j] := a.temp[j]
  seq
  seq j=[0 for time]
  fb[j] := 0
  seq j=[0 for (i+(s+1)*cycle)]
  fb[j] := 1
  -- source
  fp.so.x.t( wout, temp, fb, time ) :
```
---
-- Sink for results on the west side
-- Collects the first column of the result in the last two
-- mpy cycles.
---
```
proc si.w ( chan rin, value float x[], x2[],
  value i, m, cycle, time ) =
```
---
```
var float x.temp[to] :
var delay :
  seq
  fp.si.x( rin, x.temp, time )
  delay := ((time + 1) - (2 * cycle))
  x1[i] := x.temp[delay]
  x2[i] := x.temp[delay+cycle] :
```
---
-- Array Configuration
-- Square array of \((m^2)\) IPS cells; west and north side have an
-- additional row of \( m \) Mux's; the array is surrounded with
-- 4\( m \) sources - dummy in east and south sides, and
-- 4\( m \) sinks - dummy in east, north and south sides.
-- Cycle is the time for one matrix-matrix multiplication.
---
```
proc system ( value float a[], scale[],
  value m, s, p, a.s.a ) :
  chan r.c(mo•co), l.c(mo•co), u.c(mo•co), d.c(mo•co) :
  var time, cycle :
  seq
  cycle := (2 * m)
  time := (cycle * (s + (p + 2))) + 1
  par
  -- ips cells
  par i=[0 for m]
  par j=[0 for m]
  var di, dj, reset :
  seq
  di := ((i * (m + 2)) + (j + 1))
  dj := ((j * (m + 2)) + (i + 1))
  reset := ((cycle * ((1 + j) - 1)) \ cycle)
  ips.r ( l.c(di+1), r.c(di+1), r.c(di), l.c(di) ),
  d.c(dj), u.c(dj), u.c(dj+1), d.c(dj+1),
  cycle, reset, time )
```
---
```
var m,s,p:
```
A full \( mm \times mm \) reusable array is used, with source-sink drivers configured for the calculation of a Matrix Exponential, which is analysed to the calculation of a Matrix Polynomial followed by a series of Successive Matrix Squarings. These two different computations are performed on the same array by changing the feedback-multiplexing operations accordingly. The source drivers are assumed to have some memory-calculation capabilities.

**Area**

\[ \text{area} = m^2 \times 2, \text{where} m \text{ is the order of the matrix; } \]

**Time**

\[ \text{time} = (2 \times m)^{(k+2)} + n - 1 \text{where} k, n \text{ are the number of stages for the matrix polynomial, and the matrix squaring respectively.} \]

**Systolic Array for Matrix Exponential**

- **Time Expansion**

A full \( mm \times mm \) reusable array is used, with source-sink drivers configured for the calculation of a Matrix Exponential, which is analysed to the calculation of a Matrix Polynomial followed by a series of Successive Matrix Squarings. These two different computations are performed on the same array by changing the feedback-multiplexing operations accordingly. The source drivers are assumed to have some memory-calculation capabilities.

- **Area**

\[ \text{area} = m^2 \times 2, \text{where} m \text{ is the order of the matrix; } \]

- **Time**

\[ \text{time} = (2 \times m)^{(k+2)} + n - 1 \text{where} k, n \text{ are the number of stages for the matrix polynomial, and the matrix squaring respectively.} \]

**External Proc**

```
external proc get ( var v, value s[] ) :  
  external proc fp.get.n ( var float v[], value n, s[] ) :  
  external proc fp.put.n ( var float v[], value n, s[] ) :  
  external proc fp.so.x ( chan out, var float x[], value i, time ) :  
  external proc fp.so.d ( chan out, value i, time ) :  
  external proc fp.float ( value fix, var float flt ) :  
  external proc ips.r ( chan ein, eout, win, wout, nin, nout, sin, sout, value cycle, reset, time ) :  
  def - mux.r ( chan sin, sout, fin, fout, value time ) :  
```

**Source for Row i of Input Matrices, West Side**

Operates after an initial delay equal to \( i \) and every two steps. For \( j = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, k - 1 \) \( k \) Mpy cycles it sends the \( i \)th row of \( (I / (k - j))^{i}I \). Then it sends dummy elements; \( fb \) is on.

```
def mo=10, ko=10, so=10, to=((2*mo)*((ko+so)+2)), co=(mo+2):
```

**Input Vectors**

```
seq -- initialise
  par
    seq
      fact := 1
      seq j=[1 for k]  
        fact := (fact * j)
        loc := i
        pre := (2 * i)
        post := (cycle - pre)
      -- input vectors
      par
    seq
      seq j=[0 for time]
      temp[] := 0.0
      seq j=[0 for k+1]
      var float ffact :
      seq
        loc := (loc + pre)
        fp.float ( fact, ffact )
        temp[loc] := (1.0 / ffact)
        loc := (loc + post)
      if
        j < k
        fact := (fact / (k - j))
```

---

**A.4.10**

---

---

---

---

---
seq j=0 for time
fb(j) := 1
-- source
fp.so.x.t( wout, temp, fb, time ) :
--
-- Source for a row i of input matrices, north side.
-- Operates after an initial delay of 1 and every two steps
-- For j=0,1,...,k-1 mpy cycles it pumps a column of matrix
-- (A / 2**s) into the array. For the kth mpy it sends matrix
-- I; from then on dummy elements; fb is on after the kth mpy.

proc so.n ( chan nout,
value float a[],
value i, k, s, m, cycle, time ) :=
var float a.temp[to], temp[to], div :
var pre, fb[to]
seq
-- intialize
par
pre := ( 2 * j )
seq
div := 1.0
seq j=1 for m
div := (div * 2.0)
-- input vectors
par
seq j=0 for time
temp[j] := 0.8
seq j=0 for cycle
if
\( j \mod 2 = 0 \)
a.temp[j] := (a[((j/2)+1)] / div)
true
a.temp[j] := 0.8
seq j=0 for k
seq 1=0 for cycle
temp[(j+cycle)+(1+1)] := a.temp[j]
temp[(k+cycle)+(pre+1)] := 1.0
seq j=0 for time
fb[j] := 1
seq j=0 for ((k+1)+(cycle)+(1+1)))
-- source
fp.so.x.t nout, temp, fb, time ) :
-- Sink for results on the west side
-- Collects results in the last mpy cycle every two steps

proc si.w ( chan rin,
var float x[],
value i, m, cycle, time ) :=
var float x.temp[to], div :
var delay :
seq
fp.si.x( rin, x.temp, time )
delay := (time - (cycle-1) - ((M-1)-i))
-- delay for cycle
if
\( j \mod 2 = 0 \)
x[((j+1)+(delay)/2)] := x.temp[j] :
--
-- 4m sources - dummy in east and south sides, and
-- 4m sinks - dummy in east, north and south sides.
-- Cycle is the time for one matrix-matrix multiplication.
--
proc system ( value float a[],
value m, k, s,
var float x[] ) :=
chan c[mo*co], d[co*mo], u[co*mo], l[co*mo] :
var time, cycle :
seq
Cycle := (2 * m)
time := (cycle * (k + s + 2)) + (m-1)
par
-- ips cells
par i=0 for m
par j=0 for m
var di, dj, reset :
seq
di := (i * (m + 2)) + (j + 1)
dj := ((j - 2) * (m + 2)) + (i + 1)
reset := ((cycle * ((i + j) - 1)) \ cycle)
ips.r ( l[di], c[di], c[di], l[di], l[di], c[di], c[di], c[di], c[di], c[di], c[di], c[di], c[di], c[di], c[di], c[di], c[di], cycle, reset, time )
-- sources, sinks
par i=0 for m
var wn :
seq
wn := (i * (m + 2))
par
mux.r ( r.cn, l.cn, l.cn, r.cn, r.cn, l.cn, l.cn, l.cn, l.cn, l.cn, l.cn, l.cn, l.cn, l.cn, l.cn, l.cn, l.cn, cycle, reset, time )
--
-- Main
var float a[n*m], x[n*m] :
var m, k, s :
seq
get ( m, " size of matrix A ")
fp.get.n ( a, m*co, c[co*co], m*co, co*mo, co, co, co, c[co*co], cycle, time )
get ( k, " number of Taylor series terms ")
get ( s, " scaling-squaring factor ")
system ( a, m, k, s, x )
fp.put.n ( x, m*co, co, result )
A.4.11

---

Systolic Pipeline for calculation of matrix polynomial

p[A] = b0*A + b1*A + b2*A + ... + bM*A**M, where A is
an (n*n) banded matrix of bandwidth w = p + q - 1, p, q.
and b0, b1, ..., bs given matrices.

---

ips area = 1 + SUM (w = (j*w - (j-1))), j=0,1,2, ... s-1
---

total area = ( (s-1) + SUM (w=2) ) + 2,
---

time = n + s + ((s-1)*w - (s-2))
---

final bandwidth = w*w - (s-1),
---

channel count for result = SUM [j=0, (j=1)], j=0,1,...,s
---

The area in each stage is equal to the max area required;
---

only part of it is used and the rest is replaced by delays;
---

optimum time = n + w + SUM [j=0, (j=1)], j=0,1,...,s-1.
---

---

external proc get ( var v, value s[] )
external proc fp.get.n ( var float v[], value n, s[] )
external proc fp.f(s.[n] ( var float v[], value n, s[] )
external proc fp.put.n ( value float v,)
external proc fp.get.n ( var float v(), value n, s() )

---

def no=10, so=5, w=3, w=11, co=36, to=(no+(so+wo))

---

Matrix Polynomial Block configuration.
---

A hex-connected hex array produces C = X + A * B, with
A = b*a, where s is the stage number.
---

pipeline and a copy of it branches in each stage. B is the
result of the previous stage.
---

widths of A, B is w = 2*p-1 is the max bandwidth allowed
---

by the hex-array. A and B are aligned in the center of the
input channels of the hex-array; similarly only w out channels of the hex-array is used.
---

area = b0, b(p+q-1), a.(p+q),(p+q+1), b.(p+q),(p+q+1),
---

A is a banded matrix of bandwidth w;
---

A is a polynomial coeffs [c(1)+c(1)*w]+1,)
---

A = (1/din) and (i < (win + din))
---

if (i > da) and (i < (wa + da))
true
fp.dl ( din(base+(i-din)), b.c[]), 0, time )
true
fp.dl ( din(base+(i-din)), b.c[]), (i-da)-(pa-1), time )
true
fp.so.d ( b.c[]), time )
---

-- Main

var float al[w+no], c[w+to], x[so+1]
chan a.c[w+(so+1)], c.c[w+so]
var n, s, wa, w, wc, base, delay, time

---

getdata
get ( n, "matrix order " )
get ( wa, " bandwidth for A : w = 2p-1 " )
fp.get.n ( a, (wa+n), " matrix A upper diagonal first " )
fp.get.n ( a, (wa+n), " polynomial coeff " )
base := 0
seq i=0 for s

base := base + ((1 * wa) - (j - 1))
\(v := ((s - 1) * wa) - (s - 2)\)
if
\(w < wa\)
\(w := wa\)
wc := (s * wa) - (s - 1)
delay := (s * w)
time := n + delay
-- driver
par
-- I/O of matrix A
par i=0 for wa
par
var float atemp[to] :=
seq j=0 for time
  stemp[j] := 0.0
  seq j=0 for n
    atemp[j] := a[(i*n)+1]
fp.so.x ( a.c[i], atemp, time )
fp.si.d ( a.c[(s*wa)+i], time )
-- I/O for C+(A)
par
var float xtemp[to] :=
seq j=0 for time
  xtemp[j] := x[i]
fp.so.x ( c.c[0], xtemp, time )
par i=0 for wc
var float ctemp[to] :=
seq j=0 for time
  ctemp[j] := ctemp[delay+j]
par i=0 for s
-- pipeline of s blocks
var float xtemp[to] :=
var win, base :=
seq j=0 for time
  xtemp[j] := x[e-(i+1)]
base := 0
seq j=0 for l
  base := base + ((j * wa) - (j - 1))
win := ((i * wa) - (i - 1))
system ( a.c, c.c, a.c, c.c, ctemp, xtemp, i, wa, win, w, base, time )
-- putdata
fp.put.n ( c, (wc+n), " C sequence, upper diagonal first " )
Soft-Systolic simulation for an Optical Processor

performing Matrix-Vector Multiplication (Ax = y)

for a banded (n\times n) matrix with band width \( w = p + q - 1 \).

using Inner Product.

Computation time = \( n + w - 1 \); emitter and modulator size = \( w \).
detector size = 1.

-- i/o routines

external proc get ( var v, value s[i] ) : external proc get.n ( var v[, value n, s[i] ] ) :

external proc put.n ( value v[, value n, s[i] ] ) :

-- optical-systolic routines

external proc emit ( chan datain, dataout, beamout[,], value start, num, step, time ) :

external proc shda ( chan datain, dataout, beamin[,], value start, num, step, time ) :

external proc driver.em ( chan xout, value x[], time ) :

external proc outp.em ( chan xin, value time ) :

external proc inp.shda ( chan xout, value time ) :

external proc outp.shda ( chan xin, var x[i], value time ) :

-- optical processor configuration.

-- data communication.

var a[wo*to], x[to], y[to],

-- actual matrix size; bandwidth; time.

n, w, time :

seq

get ( n, " size of matrix A " )
get ( w, " bandwidth of matrix A " )
time := (n + w) - 1
get.n ( a, (w*time), " matrix A data seq: upper diag first " )
get.n ( x, time, " vector x data seq " )
system ( y, a, x, w, time )
put.n ( y, time, " vector y data seq " )

-- main program.

-- input and output data for calculation Ax = y.
-- A.5.2
-- Soft-Systolic simulation for an Optical Processor
-- performing Matrix-Vector Multiplication \( Ax = y \)
-- for a banded \((n \times n)\) matrix with band width \(w\) + 1.
-- using Outer Product.
-- Computation time = \(n + p\); emitter size = 1; modulator
-- and detector size = \(w\).
--
-- I/O routines.
external proc get ( var v, value s[] ) ;
external proc get.n ( var v[], value n, s[] ) ;
external proc put.n ( value v[], n, s[] ) ;
-- optical-systolic routines.
external proc emit ( chan datain, dataout, beamout[],
  value start, num, step, time[] ) ;
external proc modl ( chan datain, dataout, beamin[],
  value start, num, step, time[] ) ;
external proc shady ( chan datain, dataout, beamin[],
  value start, num, step, time[] ) ;
external proc driver.em ( chan xout, value x[], time ) ;
external proc outp.em ( chan xin, value time ) ;
external proc input.shda ( chan xout, value time ) ;
external proc outp.shda ( chan xin, var x[], time ) ;

-- max matrix size, max bandwidth, max time.
def no = 10, w = 10, to = (no + wo):
--
-- optical processor configuration.

proc system ( var y[], value a[], x[], w, time ) ;
-- data communication.
chan a.c[2*wo], x.c, y.c[wo], em.c[wo], md.c[wo] ;
-- help occam get the types right.
var temp :
seq
  temp := x[0]
  temp := y[0]
par
-- 1-pixel emitter for vector x
par
driver.em ( x.c[0], x, time ) ;
emit ( x.c[0], x.c[1], em.c, 0, w, time ) ;
outp.em ( x.c[1], time ) ;
-- w-pixel modulator for matrix A
par i=[0 for w]
-- diagonal of matrix A
var temp.a[wo]:
seq
  par j=[0 for time ]
  temp.a[j] := a[(i+time)+j]
par
driver.em ( a.c[1], temp.a, time ) ;
modl ( a.c[1], a.c[1-w], em.c , md.c, i,1, time ) ;
outp.em ( a.c[1-w], time ) ;
-- w-pixel shift detector array for result vector y.
par
input.shda ( y.c[0], time ) ;
par i=[0 for w]
shda ( y.c[1], y.c[i+1], md.c, 1,1, time ) ;
outp.shda ( y.c[w], y, time ) ;

-- main program.
Soft-Systolic simulation for an Optical Processor

performing Matrix-Matrix Multiplication of two banded
\((n\times n)\) matrices \(A, B\) with bands \(w(a) = w(b) = w\).

\(w = p + q - 1\), producing matrix \(C\) with band \(w[c] = 2 * w - 1\).

\(p, q\) - producing matrix \(C\) with band \(w(c) = 2 * w - 1\).

\(p(c) = 2 * p - 1\), \(q(c) = 2 * q - 1\).

I/O routines.

**external proc get:**
\((\text{var } v, \text{value } a())\) ;
**external proc get.n:**
\((\text{var } v[], \text{value } v[])\) ;
**external proc put.n:**
\((\text{value } v[], \text{value } n, s())\) ;

**-- optical-systolic routines.**
**external proc emit:**
\((\text{chan } datain, dataout, beamout[]),\) ;
**external proc modl:**
\((\text{chan } datain, dataout, beamin[]), beamout[]),\) ;
**external proc shda:**
\((\text{chan } datain, dataout, beamin[]), value start, num, step, time) ;
**external proc outp.shda:**
\((\text{chan } xout, value x(l, time)),\) ;

-- optical processor configuration.

**-- proc system:**
\((\text{var } c[],\) \(\text{value } a[],\) \(\text{value } b[],\) \(\text{value } c[],\) \(\text{value } w[],\) \(\text{value } time)) ;
**-- data communication.
**external proc driver.em:**
\((\text{chan } xout, value x(l, time)),\) ;
**external proc outp.em:**
\((\text{chan } xin, value time)) ;
**external proc inp.shda:**
\((\text{chan } xout, value time)) ;
**external proc outp.shda:**
\((\text{chan } xin, value time)) ;

-- main ; p-1 cycles delay for the input of \(A\) so that \(B\) reaches
the appropriate position.

-- input and output data for calculation \(AB = C\).

\(\text{var } a[w+to], b[w+to], c[2(w+to)-1],\) ;
- actual matrix size; bandwidths; upper semiband, time.
\(n, w, p, time) ;

**seq**
\(get(\text{var } n, \text{value } w, \text{value } p, \text{value } time)) ;
**-- diagonal of matrix A**
**var temp.a[to] :**

**seq**
\(p = 0 \text{ for } w\) ;
-- diagonal of matrix A
**var temp.b[to] :**

**seq**
\(p = 0 \text{ for } w\) ;
Soft-Systolic simulation for an Optical Processor
performing Matrix-Matrix Multiplication of two banded
(matrices $A$, $B$ with bands $w(a) = w(b) = w$)
producing matrix $C$ with band $w(c) = 2w - 1$.

Using Outer Product,
computation time $= n + w - 1$; emitter size $= w$; modulator
size $= w$; detector size $= (w \cdot w)$.

I/O routines.

---

--- optical-systolic routines.

--- max matrix size, max bandwidth, max time.
def $n = 10$, $w = 10$, to $= (n + w)$.

--- optical processor configuration.

--- proc system ( var $c[]$, value $a[]$, $b[]$, $w$, $time$ ) =
  data communication.
  chan $a.c[2\cdot w]$, $b.c[2\cdot w]$, $c.c[(w+1)\cdot (w+1)]$, $a.m[\cdot w]\cdot w$, $b.m[\cdot w]\cdot w$.
  -- help occam get the types right.
  var temp : seq
  temp := $a[0]$
temp := $b[0]$
temp := $c[0]$
par
  -- $w$-pixel emitter for matrix $A$
  par $i = 0$ for $w$
  -- diagonal of matrix $A$
  var temp.$a[i]$
  : seq
  par $j = 0$ for $time$
  temp.$a[i]+j$ := $a[(i\cdot time)+j]$
par
  -- $w$-pixel modulator for matrix $B$
  par $i = 0$ for $w$
  -- diagonal of matrix $B$
  var temp.$b[i]$
  : seq
  par $j = 0$ for $time$
  temp.$b[i]+j$ := $b[(i\cdot time)+j]$
par
  -- $w$-pixel shift detector array for result matrix $C$
par
  i = 0 for $(2\cdot w) + 1$
  if $i = w$
  true
  inp.shda ( $c[(i\cdot w)], time$ )
outp.shda ( $c[(i+(w\cdot w)], time$ )
par $i = 0$ for $(2\cdot w) + 1$
  -- diagonal of matrix $C$
  var temp.$c[i]$
  : seq
  if $i = w$
noutp.shda ( $c[(i\cdot w)], time$ )
true
outp.shda ( $c[(i+(w\cdot w)], time$ )
par $j = 0$ for $time$
c[(i+(i\cdot time)+j)] := temp.$c[j]$

--- main : two dummy diagonals for $C$; the uppermost
  -- and the lowermost.

--- input and output data for calculation $AB = C$.
var $a[\cdot w\cdot to]$, $b[\cdot w\cdot to]$, $c[(2\cdot w+1)\cdot to]$.--- actual matrix size; bandwidths; time.
$n$, $w$, $time$.

seq
  get ( $n$, "size of problem " )
get ( $w$, "bandwidth of input matrices")
time := $(n + w) - 1$
get$n ( a, (w\cdot time), "matrix A data seq")$
get$n ( b, (w\cdot time), "matrix B data seq")$
system ( c, a, b, w, time )$
put$n ( c, ((2\cdot w+1)\cdot time), "matrix C data seq")$
A.5.5

Soft-Systolic simulation for an Optical Processor
performing Digital Multiplication of two numbers \(a, b\)
with wordlength \(w\), producing a number \(c\) with wordlength
\(WC \cdot 2 \cdot W-1\), (DMAC algorithm).
Emitter and modulator size = \(w\); detector size = \(w\).

i/o routines.

external proc get ( var v, value s[] ) :
external proc get.n ( var v[], value n, s[] ) :

optical-systolic routines.

external proc emit ( chan datain, dataout, beamout[] ) :
external proc modl ( chan datain, dataout, beamin[], beanout[] ) :

external proc driver.em ( chan xout, value xi[], time ) :

external proc outp.shda ( chan xin, var x[], value time ) :

-- optical processor configuration.

proc system ( var c[], value a[], b[], v, time ) :
-- data communication.
chan a.c[2\cdot wo], b.c[2\cdot wo], c.c[(wo+1)+(wo+1)],
em.c[wo+wo], mc.c[wo+wo] :
-- help occam get the types right.
var temp.
-- wordlength of result number \(c\)
wc :
seq
temp := a[0]
temp := b[0]
temp := c[0]
w := (2 \cdot w - 1)
par
-- \(w\)-pixel emitter for number \(a\)
par i=[0 for \(w\)]
-- one bit of number \(a\)
var temp.a[to] :
seq
temp.j[] := a[\(i\cdot time\)+j]
par
driver.em ( a.c[i], temp.a, time )
emit ( a.c[i], a.c[i+w], em.c, (w+1), w, 1, time )
outp.em ( a.c[i+w], time )
-- \(w\)-pixel modulator for number \(b\)
par i=[0 for \(w\)]
-- one bit of number \(b\)
var temp.b[to] :
seq
temp.j[] := b[\(i\cdot time\)+j]
par
driver.em ( b.c[i], temp.b, time )
modl ( b.c[i], b.c[i+w], em.c, mc.c, i, w, w, time )

outp.em ( b.c[i+w], time )

par i=[0 for \(wc\)]
-- one bit of number \(c\)
var temp.c[to] :
seq
inp.shda ( c.c[i], time )
if
shda ( c.c[i], c.c[i+wc], mc.c, i, (i+1), (w-1), time )
true
shda ( c.c[i], c.c[i+wc], mc.c, ((i+w)-(w-1)),

(w-1), (w-1), time )
outp.shda ( c.c[i+wc], temp.c, time )
par j=[0 for time]
c[\(i\cdot time\)+j] := temp.c[j] :

-- Main

-- input and output data for calculation \(ab = c\)
var a[wo+to], b[wo+to], c[((2\cdot wo)-1)+to],
-- actual wordlength
w :
seq
get ( w, "wordlength of input numbers")
get.n ( a, (w+to), "number a bit seq")
get.n ( b, (w+to), "number b bit seq")
system ( c, a, b, w, to )
put.n ( c, \(((2\cdot w)-1)+to", number c bit seq")

635
--- A.6.1
---
--- Soft-Systolic Simulation Library
--- external proc str.to.screen(value s[]):
--- external proc num.to.screen(value n):
--- external proc num.from.keyboard(var n):
--- external proc fp.num.to.screen(value float n):
---
--- Get/Put fixed-/floating-point scalars/vectors from/to the screen
---
--- library proc fp.get(var float v,value s[]):
--- seq str.to.screen("c *n Input ")
--- str.to.screen(s)
--- fp.num.from.keyboard(v)
--- fp.num.to.screen(v)
---
--- library proc get.n(var float v[],value n, s[]):
--- seq str.to.screen("c *n Input stream ")
--- str.to.screen(s)
--- seq i=0 for n
--- seq fp.num.from.keyboard(v[i])
--- fp.num.to.screen(v[i])
--- str.to.screen(" ")
---
--- library proc get(var v,value s[]):
--- seq str.to.screen("c *n Input")
--- str.to.screen(s)
--- num.from.keyboard(v)
--- num.to.screen(v)
---
--- library proc get.n(var v[],value n, s[]):
--- seq str.to.screen("c *n Input")
--- str.to.screen(s)
--- seq i=0 for n
--- seq num.from.keyboard(v[i])
--- num.to.screen(v[i])
---
--- library proc fp.put (value float v,value s[]):
--- seq str.to.screen("c *n Output ")
--- str.to.screen(s)
--- num.to.screen(v)
---
--- library proc put.n (value v[],n,s[]):
--- seq str.to.screen("c *n Output stream")
--- str.to.screen(s)
--- seq i=0 for n
--- seq num.to.screen(v[i])
--- str.to.screen(" ")
---
--- Source/Sink of fixed-/floating-point vectors of dummy/significant
d x
--- so si fp
--- elements with/without tag
t
---
--- library proc so.x (chan xout, value x[], time) =
--- seq t=0 for time
--- xout i x[t]
---
--- library proc fp.so.x (chan xout, value float x[], value time) =
--- seq t=0 for time
--- xout i x[t]
---
--- library proc so.d (chan xout, value time) =
--- seq t=0 for time
--- xout i 0.0
---
--- library proc fp.so.d (chan xout, value time) =
--- seq t=0 for time
--- xout i 0.0, 0
---
--- library proc si.x (chan xin, var x[], value time) =
--- seq t=0 for time
--- xin ? x[t]
---
--- library proc fp.si.x (chan xin, var float x[], value time) =
--- seq t=0 for time
--- xin ? x[t]
---
--- library proc si.d (chan xin, value time) =
--- seq t=0 for time
--- xin ? any
---
--- library proc fp.si.d (chan xin, value time) =
--- seq t=0 for time
--- xin ? any
---
--- library proc &o.x,t (chan xout, value x[], tag(), value time) =
--- seq t=0 for time
--- xout 1 x[t]; tag(t)
---
--- library proc fp.so.x.t (chan xout, value float x[], value tag[],
--- value time) =
--- seq t=0 for time
--- xout 1 x[t]; tag[t]
---
--- library proc so.d.t (chan xout, value time) =
--- seq t=0 for time
--- xout i 0.0, 0
---
--- library proc fp.so.d.t (chan xout, value time) =
--- seq t=0 for time
--- xout i 0.0, 0
library proc si.t (chan xin, var x(), tag(), value time) •
seq t=[0 for time]
xin ? x[t]; tag[t]
--- Fixed-/Floating-point conversions
library proc fp.si.t (chan xin, var float x(), tag(), value time) •
seq t=[0 for time]
xin ? x[t]; x[t]
--- Delay/ for fixed-/floating-point variables with/without tag
dl fp
def do = 20 :
library proc dl (chan xin, xout, value d, time ) •
var x(do)
seq par i=[0 for (d+1)]
x[i] := 0
seq l=[0 for time]
seq xin ? x[0];
xout t x[d]
seq j=[0 for d]
x[d-j] := x[(d-j)-1]
library proc fp.dl (chan xin, xout, value d, time ) •
var float x(do)
seq par i=[0 for (d+1)]
x[i] := 0
seq l=[0 for time]
seq xin ? x[0];
xout t x[d]
seq j=[0 for d]
x[d-j] := x[(d-j)-1]
library proc br (chan xin, xout1, xout2, value time) •
var x:
seq x := 0
seq l=[0 for time]
seq xin ? x;
xout t xout1
par xout1 := x
xout2 := x
library proc fp.br (chan xin, xout1, xout2, value time) •
var float x:
seq x := 0.0
seq l=[0 for time]
seq xin ? x;
xout t xout1
par xout1 := x
xout2 := x
library proc fp.br.t (chan xin, xout1, xout2, value time) =
  var float x :
  var t :
  seq
  par
  x := 0.0
  t := 0
  seq i=[0 for time]
  seq
  xin ? x; t
  par
  xout1 i x; t
  xout2 i x; t :

library proc fp.lk (chan xin, xout, value time) =
  var float x :
  seq
  x := 0
  seq t=[0 for time]
  seq
  xin ? x
  xout i x :

library proc fp.lk.t (chan xin, xout, value time) =
  var float x :
  var tag :
  seq
  par
  x := 0.0
  tag := 0
  seq t=[0 for time]
  seq
  xin ? x; tag
  xout i x; tag :

library proc ips.l (chan cin, xin, yin, xout, yout, value time) =
  var float c, x[2], y[2] :
  seq
  -- initialisation
  par
  c := 0.0
  par i=[0 for 2]
  par
  x[i] := 0.0
  y[i] := 0.0
  -- main operation
  seq i=[0 for time]
  seq
  -- i/o
  par
  cin ? c
  xin ? x[0]
  yin ? y[0]
  xout i x[i]
  yout i y[i]
  -- calculation
  par
  x[i] := x[0] + (a[0] * c) :
  y[i] := y[0] + (a[0] * c) :

library proc ips.h ( chan ain, bin, cin, aou_t, bout, cout, .
  value time ) =
  var float a[2], b[2], c[2] :
  seq
  -- initialise
  par i=[0 for 2]
  par
  a[i] := 0.0
  b[i] := 0.0
  c[i] := 0.0
  -- main operation
  seq i=[0 for time]
  seq
  -- i/o
  par
  ain ? a[0]
  bin ? b[0]
  cin ? c[0]
  aout i a[i]
  bout i b[i]
  cout i c[i]
  -- calculation
  par
  c[i] := c[0] + (a[0] * b[0])
  a[i] := a[0]
  b[i] := b[0] :

library proc ips.r ( chan ein, eout, win, wout, nin, nout, sin, scut,
  value cycle, reset, time ) =
  var float e[2], w[2], n[2], s[2],
  ace :

-- Building Blocks for the reusable matrix multiplication array

-- Inner Product Step Cell for a Linear array

-- Inner Product Step Cell for the Hex-connected array

-- Building Blocks for the reusable matrix multiplication array

-- Inner Product Step Cell : Multiply - Accumulate

-- When the last accumulation occurs the result is sent as feedback
-- and the accumulator is reset for next cycle of calculations.

library proc ips.r ( chan ein, eout, win, wout, nin, nout, sin, sou,
  value cycle, reset, time ) =
  var float e[2], w[2], n[2], s[2], ace ;
seq -- initialise
  seq
  par i:=0 for 2
    par e[i] := 0.0
    w[i] := 0.0
    n[i] := 0.0
    s[i] := 0.0
  acc := 0.0
-- main operation
  seq i:=0 for time
    seq
      -- i/o
      par
        ein ? e[0]
        win ? w[0]
        nin ? n[0]
        sin ? s[0]
        sout ! e[1]
        wout ! w[1]
        sout ! n[1]
        sout ! s[1]
      -- calculation
      par
        acc := acc + ( w[0] * n[0] )
        e[1] := w[0]
        w[1] := s[0]
        n[1] := s[0]
        s[1] := n[0]
      -- control
      if ( i \ cycle ) = reset
        seq
          par
            w[1] := acc
            n[1] := acc
            acc := 0.0 :

    -- Multiplexer
    -- It adds the source input to the array feedback if fb
    -- is true; otherwise it accepts the source input.
    library proc mux.r ( chan sin, sout, fin, fout,
      value time ) =
      var float s[2], f[2] :
      var fb :
      seq
        -- initialise
        par i:=0 for 2
          par
            s[i] := 0.0
            f[i] := 0.0
          fb := 0
        -- main operation
        seq i:=0 for time
          seq
            -- i/o
            par
              sin ? s[0]; fb
              fin ? f[0]
              sout ! s[1]
              fout ! f[1]
            -- control
            par
      if fb = 1
        f[1] := (f[0] + s[0])
        true
        f[1] := s[0]
        s[1] := f[0] ;
A.6.2
Soft-systolic simulation library of optical systolic algorithms.

Definition of a pixel of an emitter: a beam with intensity proportional to the input data item is emitted towards the modulators as specified by the topology of the Optical Processor. The data item moves systolically to the next pixel.

```prolog
library proc emit ( chan datain, dataout, beamout(), value start, num, step, time ) -
var data[2] :
  seq -- initialisation
  par i=0 for 2
  data[i] := 0
  -- main operation
  seq i=0 for time
  seq
  par
dataout := data[i]
  par
  j=0 for num
  beamout[start+j*step] := data[i]
data[i] := data[0] :

library proc modl ( chan datain, dataout, beamin[], beamout[], value start, num, step, time ) -
var bo := 10 :
var data[2], beam[bo]
seq -- initialisation
par i=0 for 2
data[i] := 0
par i=0 for num
beam[i] := 0
-- main operation
seq i=0 for time
seq
par
datain := data[0]
dataout := data[1]
par
j=0 for num
beam[start+j*step] := beam[j]
data[1] := data[0] + beam[j]

library proc shda ( chan datain, dataout, beamin[], beamout[], value start, num, step, time ) -
var bo := 10 :
var data[2], sum, beam[bo]
seq -- initialisation
par i=0 for 2
data[i] := 0
par i=0 for num
beam[i] := 0
-- main operation
seq i=0 for time
seq
par
datain := data[0]
dataout := data[1]
par
j=0 for num
sum := 0
par
j=0 for num
sum := sum + beam[j]
data[1] := (data[0] + sum)
```

Definition of a pixel of a modulator: a beam from an emitter is modulated in proportion to the input data item i.e., a multiplication occurs. The data item moves systolically to the next pixel.

Definition of a pixel of a (shift) detector array: the incident light beams are transformed to electric charges and accumulated onto a "bin" i.e., two additions occur: one of the incident beams and one of the accumulated charges.